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Stimulation of Genetic Recombination among Lambda. Bacteriophages
by Ultraviolet Radiation:

the Mechanism and the Relevance

of

.',

DNA Repair Processes

ABSTRACT
Raymond Milton Baker

The stimulation of genetic recombination among A. bacteriophages
by UV radiation has been studied in UV-sensitive and wild type
Kl2 host bacteria.

~.

coli

The UV enhancement of recombination frequencies was

assayed for all progeny phages and for progeny that contained parental
phage DNA strands labeled by means of host-controlled modification (HCM).
The direct stimulation of A. recombination byUV-irradiation of
the infecting phages is even greater in excision-defect~ve bacteria,
which are deficient in host cell reactivation (HCR) of the phages, than
in wild type host cells.

Th~

UV lesions that promote recombination are

repaired by HCR with the same efficiency as are potentially lethal UV
lesions.
The dose-response for UV enhancement of A. recombination is the
same in HCR+ recA and recB host bacteria which are deficient in their
own recombination as in wild type REC+ host strains.

However, the UV

survival of A. phages is somewhat lower in mutant recA cells than in
wild type host bacteria.
There is SUbstantial multiplicity reactivation of UV lesions
in phage A..

Under conditions of comparable recombination among the

phages, the dose reductions due to multiplicity reactivation of UV

\
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lesions are similar in HCR+ and HCR- host bacteria, but a much greater
survival increase is evident in the

HCR~

strains.

The UV-induced recombination of A proceeds by breakage and reunion
of parental DNA strands.

Light IN -irradiation of the infecting phages

causes comparable increases in the frequencies of recombinants among
all progeny phages and among progeny that contain HCM-labeled-A·K12(Pl)--parental DNA strands.
The HCM-labeled progeny recovered from multiple infections with
UV-irradiated phages of excision-defective HCR- (but not HCR+) bacteria
contain nearly as many host cell reactivable UV lesions as
ing phages.

the infect-

The HCM-labeled progeny probably contain mainly conserved

parental DNA.

It is likely that UV-induced HCM-labeled recombinants

are formed by breakage and reunion of infecting phage chromosomes prior
to their replication.
With increasing UV dose to the infecting phages there is a decreased recovery of progeny that retain a parental HCM label.

The

possible significance of this effect is discussed.
Over intervals of the A chromosome thought to differ in the ratio
of physical to genetic length, the UV enhancement of recombination frequency varies as the genetic length of the interval.

In excision-

defective HCR- host bacteria, the enhancement of recombination frequency
is proportional to a power less than one of the number of

funct~onal

recombinagenic lesions in the phage DNA.
The indirect enhancement of recombination among unirradiated "phages caused by heavy UV-irradiation of the host bacteria was also
examined.

This effect is less 'marked than the direct enhancement

6

caused by irradiation of the phage DNA itself.

The indirect enhance-

mentis apparently due to increased recombination by breakage and reunion of all phage genomes throughout the infection.

It is observed

for lower UV doses to excision-defective HCR- host cells than to HCR+
bacteria.

This study also furnished information concerning UV-

inactivation of the host capacity for A phage.
The experimental findings are considered with regard to possible
mechanisms by which UV lesions might stimulate recombination.

The

preferred hypothesis is that UV-induced structural defects in DNA lead
to an increased efficiency of pairing among chromosomes precedent to
recombination by breaka.ge and reunion.

No evidence was found to imply

that the UV-induced recombination is directly associated with any mode
of DNA repair.

7

I.

,If;,

I-A.

INTRODUCTION·

Rationale and Summary
Genetic recombination is the phenomenon in which chromosomes con-

taining homologous genetic material "mate" to yield new, intact chromosomes with associations of genes different from that of either parent.
Recombination is observed among the complex chromosomes of higher,
eucaryotic, cells after both meiosis and mitosis; it is the exclusive
mechanism of genetic reassortment among the single DNA molecules that
constitute the simple chromosomes of procaryotic cells and viruses.
Natural frequencies of genetic recombination in micro-organisms
can be enhanced by exposure of their genetic substance to ultraviolet
light (UV) and numerous other agents that produce specific lesions in
DNA (115, 117, 243a).

The molecular mechanism by which these agents

stimulate recombination is unknown.

There is now conclusive evidence

that most natural recombination among bacterial viruses occurs by breakage and reunion of the mating chromosomes (158, 222); on the other hand,
it was long felt that several peculiar genetic characteristics of

uv-

induced recombination were best explained by theories postulating

"copy-

choice" of the mating molecules (117, 144, 87).
A variety of structural defects in DNA, inclUding lesions induced
by UV, can be repaired in bacteria by enzymic systems that act to pre-

serve the integrity and viability of the primary genetic material (186,
89, 102).

Such proc~sses include the excision of photoproducts, with

replacement of the defective regions in the DNA strands before duplication of the chromosomes (195,176,104), and replication-bypass of photoproducts followed by post-replication repair of any consequent defects

8

in the daughter chromosomes (192, 26, 109).

It has been proposed that

some of the enzYmes which participate in DNA repair may also be involved
in genetic recombination (104, 38, 109).

Moreover, the concomitant in-

duction of recombination and repair events in UV-irradiated genomes suggests the possibility that these phenomena may be not only responses to
a common stimulus but also manifestations of the same series of events
at the molecular level.
The experiments described in this report were undertaken with

B.

view to establishing the mechanisms by which UV-induced recombination of
the dependent bacterial virus
ularr~ference

~

is stimulated and executed, with partic-

to the possible relevance of DNA repair processes mediated

by the host bacterial cells.

The principal tactics directed to this end

were thetitilization of host bacteria known to be defective in DNA repair
and of parental

~

bacteriophages whose DNA strands. were biologically

labeled by means of host-controlled modification.
Ultraviolet-induced damage to \ bacteriophages can be corrected in
wild type

!. coli host bacteria bya process known as host cell reactiva-

tion (HCR) , which is closely related, perhaps identical, to the excisionrepair process that operates upon the bacterial DNA (67, 187, 183).
order to ascertain whether the UV-induced recombination among

~

In

phages

is associated with excision-repair processes or whether, on the contrary, the recombination-promoting UV lesions are susceptible to repair

b.Y host cell reactivation, genetic crosses of UV-irradiated phages were
performed in wild type (HCR+) and mutant, excision-defective (HCR-) host
strainsci and the results were compared (section III-A.l).

It was found

that the UV enhancement of phage recombination is even greater in the

HCR- than in the HCR+ host strains.

The recombination-promoting lesions

9

are repaired by host cell.reactivation with the same efficiency as are
potentially lethal UV lesions, indicating that the stimulation of recombination is due to unexcised but host cell reactivable UV photoproducts in the

ph~ge

DNA.

The UV enhancement of

~

phage recombination was also examined in

REC- host bacteria (section III-A.2), which are defective in functions
necessary to recombination and repair of their own DNA although they
retain capacity for host cell reactivation (38, 37); it ha.s been proposed that certain REC- bacteria may be defective in post-replication
repair that proceeds by a mechanism of UV-induced recombination (109).
The dose-response for UV enhancement of

~.

phage recombination was found

to be essentially the same for rec+, recA, and recB host bacteria.
the other hand, the recA gene does make a small but

si~~ificant

On

contri-

bution to the repair of potentially lethal UV lesions in the A phage
DNA.

It is possible that the recA allele affects a secondary, perhaps

post-replication, repair mode in the UV-irradiated phages without significantly influencing the stimUlation of phage recombination by unexcised
,UV photoproducts.
The multiplicity reactivation of UV-inactivated phages in multiplyinfected host bacteria is believed to be effected by recombination among
the irradiated phage genomes (150, 183).

In order to clarify the rela-

tion of this phenomenon to the UV enhancement of phage recombination,
the multiplicity reactivation effect was also assayed for the crosseS
.\

,

I"

of UV-irradiated
(section III-B).

~

phages in wild type and repair-deficient host cells

The principal UV stimulation of phage recombination

was apparent at substantially lower doses than was multiplicity reactivation.

The survival increase due to multiplicity reactivation is much
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more evident in excision-defective HCR- than in HCR+ host strains, but
in all hosts multiplicity reactivation caused comparable reductions in
the 'effective UV dose under conditions of comparable phage recombina~\

tion.

These results suggest that the multiplicity reactivation is due

in large part to UV-induced recombination and demonstrate that host cell

reactivation and multiplicity reactivation are not sequential processes.
In order to investigate whether the UV-induced recombinationoccurs by a mechanism involving breakage and reunion of the DNA stra.nds
of the parental chromosomes, crosses were performed in which the DNA
of the infecting A phages was labeled by means of host-controlled modification (HCM)

(6, 111), and the recombination frequencies among the

HCM-labeied progeny phages were assayed.

Characteristics of the HCM-

labeled recombination of unirradiated parental chromosomes were defined
in extensive control crosses (Appendix II).
UV-irradiated HCM-labeled phages

The results from crosses of

~mp~~hti~ __for

relatively low UV doses

the UV-induced phage recombination in both HCR+ and HCR- host strains is
due almost exclusively to breakage and reunion of the parental DNA "strands
of conserved and semi-conserved infecting chromosomes (section IV-B).
Moreover, it appears that multipleUV-induced recombinations often occur
in the course of a single mating of two phage genomes.

For higher UV

doses, in an excision-defective HCR- host, recombination between unrepaired parental DNA and the newly synthesized genomes contributes Significantly to the enhancement of overall recombination.
The HCM label also permits assay of host cell reactivable UV
lesions retained in parental DNA which is recovered from infections of
the host bacteria with UV-irradiated A phages (section IV-C.I).

The

HCM-Iabeled progeny phages from an HCR+ host do not retain any host

If'
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cell reactivable UV lesions.

However, the HCM-labeled progeny from

crosses in an excision-defective HCR- host strain exhibit almost as many
potentially lethal UV lesions as do the infecting phages, a slight discrepancy being attributable to residual HCR.

This finding supports the

view that UV photoproducts are removed from the irradiated phage DNA during host cell reactivation, and further suggests that the HCM-labeled
progeny from crosses of UV-irradiated phages contain princlpally conserved
parental DNA.
The relative recovery of HCM-labeled progeny phages decreases
markedly with increasing UV dose to the labeled infecting phages (section IV-C.2).

While the causes of this effect could not be conclusively

identified, it is possible that a primary component of the decrease is
due to nuclease degradation of semi-conserved parental phage DNA.· In
light of previously reported characteristics of the phenomenon known as
UV-reactivation (183, 168), this interpretation would suggest that much
of the normally observed UV-inactivation of A. phages is caused by an

in~

terference of excision and degradative processes with a post-replication
repair process, each acting upon defe~ts in semi-conserVed parental DNA
which result from replication-bypass of UV photoproducts (Appendix III).
With a view to elucidating the nature of the stimulus which UV
lesions provide to recombination (section IV-D), the enhancement of recombination was assayed over intervals of the ).. chromosome that differ
in the ratios of their physical to their genetic lengths (120).

The UV

stimulation of recombination was proportional to the genetic, rather
than the physical, lengths of the intervals between marked loci.

In

addition, there are indications that the stimUlation of phage recombination in an HCR- strain is proportional to a power less than one of the
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number of unexcised recombination-promoting lesions in the parental phage
DNA.

Taken together, these observations suggest that the IN lesions may

exert a diffuse recombinagenic effect, which is propagated with diminishing intensity along the irradiated DNA.

This interpretation is consist-

ent with kinetic equations which can be applied to describe the data.
The experiments outlined above concern the "direct" enhancement
of recombination among lightly IN-irradiated A phages in unirradiated
host bacteria.

A small "indirect" enhancement of recombination fre-

quencies occurs for crosses of unirradiated
irradiated host bacteria (130).

A.

phages in heavily IN-

The characteristics of this indirect

enhancement effect were investigated, utilizing wild type and excisiondefective host bacteria and HCM-labeled parental phages.

The principal

objective was to determine to what extent this phenomenon is comparable
to the direct stimulation of recombination by irradiation of the phage
DNA itself.
For crosses of unirradiated phages, with increasing IN dose to the
host bacteria the frequency of exchanges by breakage and reunion among
both parental and newly synthesized phage genomes incre,ases up to about
fivefold the level observed in unirradiated host cells (section V-C).
The indirect enhancement of phage recombination occurs at lower doses
in the HCR- than in HCR+ host bacteria, implying that the indirect
stimulation is also due to unexcised but host cell reactivable IN leSions,
in this instance located in the bacterial DNA.

Both direct and indirect

enhancements of phage recombination occur in crosses of lightly UVirradiated phages infecting irradiated HCR+ bacteria (section V-D).

The

competitive inhibition of residual excision caused by UV-irradiation of
the HCR- host bacteria further increases the enhancement of parental

13

phage recombination induced directly byUV photoproducts in the phage

DNA.
Results obtained in these experiments also indicate that the
capacity of the excision-defective HCR- host cells to support

~

phage

growth is less sensitive to lethal UV damage in the bacterial genome
than is the capacity of HCR+ hosts (section V-B).

Furthermore, for both

HCR+ and HCR- host bacteria, as the capacity forl phages is inactivated
in heavily UV-irradiated cells there is a failure of multiplicity reactivation,.aswell as host cell reactivation, of UV-irradiated infecting
phages.

With increasing UV dose to the host bacteria the initial replica-

tion of an increasing fraction of the infecting phage genomes is apparently
blocked because of the inactivation of a requisite host factor.

The principal conclusions of this study with specific regard to
the direct enhancement of genetic recombination among UV-irradiated
bacteriophages are:

A)

~

The UV stimulation of recombination is due to

unexcised UV photoproducts in the phage DNA that are repairable by host
cell reactivation with the same efficiency as are potentially lethal UV
lesions.

B)

The UV-induced recombination of A phages proceeds by a

mechanism of breakage and reunion of parental DNA strands and at low to
moderate doses occurs primarily among conserved and semi-conserved infecting phage chromosomes, early in the infection •. C)

The stimulation

of recombination is proportional to the genetic rather than the physical
length of the intervals between loci in the chromosome; the UV-induced
stimulus to recombination is most likely diffused along the chromosome.
These results are quite compatible with a model that explains the
UV stimulation of recombination as due to an enhanced efficiency of the

14

pairing between homologous DNA molecules which is prerequisite to their
recombination (190, 41).

The mating of chromosomes would be facilitated

by the presence in the DNA of UV photoproducts, including intra-strand
pyrimidin'e dimers (228, 191), which increase the susceptibility of the
irradiated molecules to local denaturation (153).

No evidence was found

in these experiments to indicate that the UV-stimulated recombination
event itself differs in any substantial respect from the breakage and
reunion of chromosomes that is characteristic of recombination among unirradiated A phage genomes (157), or to imply that the UV-induced recombination is directly associated with any mode of DNA repair.
The results for indirect enhancement of phage recombination by
irradiation of the host bacteria offer an interesting counterpoint to
those for the direct stimulation of recombination by irradiation of the
phage DNA itself.

The findings are consistent with an interpretation

that the irradiated bacterial DNA can serve as a catalyst to mediate an
enhanced efficiency of pairing among all phage genomes during the infection.

The indirect stimulation may proceed by essentially the same

mechanism envisioned for the direct stimulation of mating observed for
UV-irracU.ated infecting phages.
One would antiCipate that the explanation advocated for the stimulation of genetic recombination by ultraviolet radiatiqn might be generalized to account for the effects upOn recombination of some other agents
which produce specific repairable lesions in DNA.

In order to inquire

into this possibility, genetic crosses of

~

mustard (HN2) have been performed in wild

t~ HCR+

HCR- host 'bacteria.,

phages exposed to nitrogen
and excision-defective

The results suggest that phage recombination is

stimulated by HN2-induced intra-strand guanine-guanine crosslinks which

15

are excised in HCR+ but not in the HCR- host bacter.ia, whereas the principal lethal HN2-induced lesion is an

int~-strand

crosslink (139a, l39b).

These experiments will be reported in detail elsewhere (10, l3b--see also
remarks in section VI- C) •. '

This finding supports the notion that the

salient property of one class of recombinagenic lesions is the introduction of a local distortion into the secondary structure of the

DNA"

which facilitates local denaturation of the molecule and pairing of
homologous chromosomes.

A brief review of principal background material to the experiments
discussed in this report is presented in the following section (I-B).
Portions of the work described in Chapter III have been reported
previously (12, 11, 89, l3a).
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I-B.

BACKGROUND REVIEW

I-B. 1

Bacteriophage

Escherichia

~

~

bacteria are the natural hosts of A bacterio[

phage.

~

is a temperate virus--capable of existing not only as a

fre~

infectious particle or vegetative agent within the host cell but also
as a "prophage," its genetic substance integrated into the host chromosome.

In the latter case the potential for vegetative phage development

is conferred as a genetic trait to the

progen~

of the host, which is

referred to as "lysogenic ll ; "induction" of the prophage to an active
vegetative state can be effected by exposure of the lysogenic cell to
various perturbing agents such as W or HN2.

The physiology and genetics

of A lysogeny and Vegetative growth have been extensively investigated
(reviews:

116, 18, 199, 54, 49).

As a free particle,

~

consists of a tail 1400 A in length attached

to a head of 540 A diameter which contains a single linear double-stranded

6

DNA molecule of molecular weight ca. 30 to 33 XIO

daltons

.(

4

ca. 5 x 10

,

nucieotide pairs) (J26, 35).

One would estimate that this complement

should encode sufficient information fo r

about 30 to 40 distinct poly-

peptides; about 25 A genes have now been distinguished and the functions
of many of these have been identified (54, 49).

Consistent with its

relatively limited genetic complement and its potential for lysogenization of the host, A behaves as a dependent virus (206, 87): A does not
destroy the host genome in the course of vegetative development, as do
"autonomous" T-even coliphages, and throughout the phage infection the
capacity of the host to support the growth of A is more sensitive to
destructive radiation and chemical treatments than its capacity for

17

the larger, autonomous coliphages (206, 208).

The dependence of ~ im-

plies that many functions required for the development of the phage in
<;>

addition to the metabolic machinery necessary to protein synthesis may

'!

be provided by genes residing in the host genome.
1..(...

After adsorption of a free A phage to the host and injection of
its DNA genome into the cell, the infection may follow either a lytic
or a temperate course, apparently depending upon the outcome of a competition between processes of duplication and repression of the infecting genomes (117).

In the latter case, vegetative development of

the phage is curtailed by the action of a repressor protein for which
the phage itself carries the gene (113, 177).

Physical integration of

the phage genome into that of the host in lysogenization--and excision
of the phage genome in induction--is accomplished by a site-specific
recombination event between the circular bacterial chromosome and a
circular form of the A DNA (33, 199).

In the case that the phage in-

fection follows a lytic course, synthesis of the phage DNA proceeds
directly after infection and within about 25 minutes the first infectious
progeny phages appear within the cell (229).

Lysis of the host usually

occurs about 50 minutes after infection (this interval is referred to
as the "latent period"), with the liberation of around 100 progeny phage
particles per cell.
Lambda DNA passes through an intriguing sequence of molecular configurations in the course of vegetative development.

Short complementary

stretches of single-stranded DNA extend beyond each end of the linear
double-stranded molecule found in free phage particles, and soon after
entering the host cell the phage chromosome fOrms a circle which is
stabilized by hydrogen bonding between these cohesive end segments

(92, 20). One of the single-strand gaps present in

thi~

structure is

then closed by the formation of a covalent bond to complete one of the
phosphodiester backbones; later, after the introduction of a quaternary
coil conformation into the circular DNA molecule, the remaining singlestrand gap is closed (20, 169, 133).

The actual vegetative replication

of the phage DNA appears to take place while it is in a circular form
with a single-strand break (171).
of vegetative

~

There is also evidence for concatenates

DNA considerably longer than a single chromosome, which

may represent structures generated in the course of replication or recombination, or intermediates in the conversion of vegetative to mature
phage DNA (234, 250).

The significance of these various chromosomal

configurations is not yet understood.

The genetic map of A bacteriophage (Fig. 4 below) is a single
linear linkage group with a genetic length of about 15 recombination
units or probably around 0.7 Morgans (where 1 recombination unit corresponds to 1% recombination among the progeny from a genetic cross,
and a Morgan is the interval within which there is 1 recombination in
the ancestry of the average progeny (114, 122, 2))•. Genetic recombina. tion is more rare among A phages than among the autonomous T-even
coliphages.

This limited level of interchange is primarily attributable

to the occurrence of few mating events during vegetative development
within the host cell--around 0.5 to 1.

matings in the ancestry of the

average A genome compared to 5 to 10 for a T-evengenome (244,122)-and might be in part related to the frequency of coiled forms of intracellular A DNA.
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In general, the kinetics of recombination among

~

phages follow

the predictions of the Visconti-Delbruck. theory, which assumes that
recombination events occur during pairwise matingsthat are random
with respect to time and partner (227, 244, 122).

A progressive in-

crease in the frequency of recombinant phages is observed from the
time the first infectious particles appear intracellularly until lysis
of the cell (244).
between

~

There is no positive interference of recombinations

phages; rather, there is a low generalized negative inter-

ference--a slight but significant tendency for

~

chromosomes to undergo

more than one, statistically independent, recombination in a single
pairing of the parental genomes (122).

A high, localized negative inter-

ference is observed over short lengths (ca. 1500 nucleotides) of the
chromosome (2).

As for T-even phages, the reciprocal products of

~

recombination are not recovered with comparable frequencies from individual host cells (122, 115).
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I-B.2

DNA Repair

Structural defects induced in DNA by a variety* of lethal and
mutagenic agents can be repaired in bacterial cells.

The best charac-

terizedrepairable lesions are intra-strand cyclobutane-type pyrimidine
dimers (Fig. la) induced by UV (228, 191) and di(guanin-7-yl) crosslinks (Fig. lb) formed by the bifunctional alkylating agent nitrogen
mustard (138, 149).

The first repair process to be characterized bio-

chemically was photoreactivation, a highly specific in

~

cleavage of

UV-induced pyrimidine dimers in an enzyme-substrate complex activated
by visible light (190, 183).

Of concern in this report are the more

general repair phenomena that occur in the absence of exposure to visible
light and are therefore termed "dark repair," including processes of
excision-repair and post-replication repair of lesions induced by UV
radiation (reviews:

183, 192, 209, 89, 193, 102).

The concept of excision-repair ~is rounded
types of evidence •
t~at

upon~three-

principal

First, many microbial mutants have been isolated

are exceptionally sensitive to radiation and chemical mutagens;

the sensitivity of these mutants is attributable to a deficiency in
their capacity to effect enzymatic repair of damage in their DNA (182,
183, 209).

Second, in many microbial strains UV-induced pyrimidine

dimers in the DNA are excised during a period immediately after irradiation and appear in the soluble fraction of the cells "(195, 23b, 193).

I

* The category of known repairable defects includes lesions induced
by MitomYcin C (24a) , X-rays (156, 24b), decay of incQrporated p3 2
(170), methyl methane sulfonate (209, 23a), nitrous acid (104), nitrosoguanidine (242), acridine dye-sensitized photoeffects (86, 68),
thymine starvation (77, 40), and mild thermal treatment (27), in addition to UV-induced pyrimidine dimers and di-guanyl crosslinks produced
by nitrogen and sulfur mustards.
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Some radiation-sensitive mutants fail to remove these photoproducts from
their DNA.

Third, regions of localized non-conservative DNA synthesis

are observed in the chromosomes of tN-irradiated micro-organisms '(176,

77) •

" l.S re f erred t oas'"
. replication " and is beThis synthesl.S
repal.r

lieved to represent the replacement of damaged segments of the DNA
strands.
On the basis of such evidence, several models of excision-repair
c

have been proposed (Fig. 2) (253).

According to the "cut and patch"

model, the repair is envisioned as proceeding in four discrete steps:
1)

excision of a lesion from the DNA by means of single-strand cuts

that bracket the defect;

3)

2)

local degradation of the interrupted strand;

resynthesis of the degraded strand utilizing the complementary strand

as template; and 4)

rejoining of the phosphodiester backbone of the re-

paired strand by formation of a covalent bond across the remaining singlestrand break.

In an alternative "patCh and cut" scheme, 'the first step

is conceived as a simple inCision, introducing a single-strand cut 00jacent to the lesion, and steps 2 and 3 (above) are envisioned as concomitant,.the original damaged strand being peeled away from its complement in the face of an advanCing point of repair-replication.
Although these models of the excision-repair process no doubt represent overSimplifications, enzymatic activities consistent with each of
the postulated repair steps have been demonstrated in in vitro systems.
Extracts of M. lysodeikticus and

!.

coli exhibit an endonuclease activ-

ity that introduces single-strand breaks preferentially into tN-irradiated
DNA (210, 182, 215,

75).

The number of breaks approximates the number of

dimers present in the DNA (193), and the endonuclease activity is absent
in certain tN-sensitive mutants of

M.

lysodeikticus

(75).

The extracts

."
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Figure 2.

Two explicit hypotheses regarding the enzymic steps
in excision-repair. The principal difference between the models lies in their conception of excision
and repair-replication as concurrent or sequential
steps. (The II cut and patch II s cherne may be mod i fied
to indicate a single endonuclease cut followed by
exonuclease· degradation.)
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also contain an exonuclease activity that releases thymine dimers preferentially from the damaged DNA (36, 215, 75).

These endonuclease and

exonuclease activities have recently been purified extensively and their
specificity confirmed (124).

The! •

.£21! DNA

polymerase of Kornberg has

a specificity similar to that required for repair-replication type synthesis with concomitant exonuclease digestion of the defective segment
(178, 135).

Sealase/ligase enzymes that close single-strand gaps in DNA

have been isolated from !. coli (179, 70, 141, 186).
It is presumed that the excision-repair process is a general one,
since the sequence of repair steps outlined above could account for the
correction of a variety of defects, and striking correlations have been
observed in the sensitivities of microbial mutants to divers inactivating
agents (104, 209, 89).

The fact that some mutants are relatively sensi-

tive to one type of agent and resistant to another may be taken to indicate either a) that the repair_sequence h.as b~en b_locked at a point that
allows correction of one type of defect but not the other, b) that different "recognition" enzymes are initiating repair of the different
lesions, or c) that different ·modes of repair are operating to correct
the lesions •.

A second mode of "dark repair" involves bYPass of a UV-induced
photoproduct in the course of DNA replication followed by postreplication repair of the defective region in the daughter chromosome.
Contemplated in theory for some time (22, 242), this mechanism of repair
has recently been demonstrated in UV-irradiated !. coli that are de'"
ficient in excision-repair (184, 26, 109).

These mutants are capable'

of surviving a UV dose that is calculated to induce on the order of 50

...
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potentially lethal pyrimidine dimers per chromosome.

Post-irradiation

DNA replication proceeds at a slightly reduced rate in these cells, and
analysis of the average single strand molecular weights of the newly
synthesized DNA suggests that the daughter strands contain gaps caused
by the bypass of IN photoproducts; these gaps disappear upon subsequent
inCUbation of the cells

(184). Immediately after replication in the

course of bacterial conjugation, pyrimidine dimers remaining in the
parental DNA strand transferred from the donor to the recipient bacterium are susceptible to repair by photoreactivation but not by excision

(109). Since eXCision, but not photoreactivation, requires a doublestranded substrate

(182, 249), the gaps in the newly synthesized strand

are most likely located opposite the dimers in the. template strand.

Post-

replication healing of these gaps might not occur in a doubly mutant
excision-defective recombination-deficient strain (see section I-B.3
below), for which a single pyrimidine dimer in the chromosome may prove
lethal

(108). In an excision-defective recombination-proficient strain

the bypassed pyrimidine dimers remain in viable progeny DNA and continue
to induce mutations for several generations

(26).

Howard-Flanders and collaborators suggest that the post-replication
repair of double-strand defects resulting from bypass of photoproducts
proceeds by a mechanism of "Sister-strand exchanges," which by redistributing the lesions among the strands of the daughter chromosomes
could serve to restore information in defective regions

(184,

109)~

Other possibilities are that the gaps are filled in by a relatively slow-possibly random--polymerization of nucleotides opposite the damaged
template (242), or that the gaps are. closed by a type of "copy-choice
repair replication" utilizing an intact strand from another daughter

chromosome as template (28).

Infidelity of this repair mechanism may

be responsible for the UV induction of mutations (242, 28, 243b).
The post-replication repair of gaps caused by replication-bypass
of UV photoproducts may be accomplished by the same pathway that effects
a pre-replication repair of lesions due to such agents as X-rays (102,
243a).

This would account for the X-ray sensitivity of those bacterial

mutants thought to be defective in the post-replication repair of UV
damage.

Failure of the mechanism involved in post-replication repair

could conceivably render single-strand gaps from whatever source more
susceptible to destructive nuclease attack.

It is not yet clear to

what extent the enzymic processes necessary to excision-repair and postreplication repair (and/or repair of X-ray damage) might overlap (cf.,
104, 125, 23a).
A simplified categorization of the genotypes and phenotypes of
those radiation-sensitive mutants of

!.

coli Kl2 discussed in the present

report is presented in Table I.

DNA repair phenomena are also observed in bacteriophage infection.
Here one must again distinguish between autonomous and dependent types
of phages.

The UV-sensitivdties of the T-even group of autonomous

bacteriophages are not affected by the repair proficiency of the host
cell (56), but at least two genes in the T4 phage itse1f-~~ and ~--are

known to affect its UV survival (79, 81).

The ~ gene controls excision

of thymine dimers from irradiated phage DNA (193); endonuclease and
exonuclease activities consistent with excision-repair have been found
in extracts of T4-infected cells (215).

It is reported that T4 mutants

defective in the genes for DNA polymerase and polynucleotide ligase are
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Table I - A simple categorization of the radiation-sensitive strains
of E. coli K12 bacteria discussed in this report.
(Abbreviations: H = resistant; S = sensitive; + = present;
- = absent; i or + = intermediate.)

CLASS

LOCUS

Radiation
Sensitivity
UV

Recombination

HCR of
A.

UV-R
of A.

+

+

Reference

X-rays

R

R

+

uvrA
uvrB
uvrC

S
S
S

R
R

+
+
+

(106,154,
209)

R

+
+
+

uvrD

S

i

+

+

(168 )

"EXR"

lex

S

S

+

REC

recA

S

S

+

recB

S

S

+

recC

S

S

+

Wild
type
HCR

(104, 1 02)

( 37,241,
57,168 )

!

k8
I

also more sensitive to UV (17).

In general, the intrinsic

uv-

sensitivities of the other autonomous coliphages are similar to that of
the T4y mutant--and significantly greater than that of dependent coliphages such as Tl and '" (206, 183).
UV damage to the dependent A. phage can be repaired in wild type
host bacteria by a process known as host

£ill reactivation (HCR), which

is thought to be similar--probably identical--to the excision-repair of
UV-damaged bacterial DNA (67, 129, 187, 183).

The host cell reactivation

of A. appearS to depend completely upon the excision enzymes of the bacterial ce1l to remove UV photoproducts from the phage DNA, for all host
i

strains that are defective in excision (the uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC mutants
of Table I) exhibit an HCR.,,:: phenotype (106).

Recently isolated bacterial

strains that are mutant at a uvrD locus are HCR- even though--in contrast
to uvrA/B/C mutants--they are able to introduce single-strand breaks and
extensively degrade irradiated phage DNA (168, 197).
de·ficient bacterial mutants exhibit an HCR+ phenotype.

All other repairIt is conceivable·

that some of the functions required to complete excision-repair of A.
phage can be provided by the phage its elf.

Al terna ti vely, the four uvr

loci may define the entire repair system that operates in excision-repair
and HCR, a different repair mode being affected in other radiationsensitive bacterial mutants (125, 209).
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I-B.3

Mechanism of Recombination; Relation to DNARepair:
Historically, two general hypotheses have been advanced to account

for the mechanism of
a)

g~netic

recombination:

Recombination by breakage and reunion (164, 42, 157, 87).

According

to this model, homologous chromosomes come together and pair along certain regions, the specificity of the alignment presumably being dictated
by the nucleotide sequences within the DNA of homologous genes.

The

paired strands are then broken at homologous sites, and the broken ends
,

rejoined crosswise so that recombinant chromosomes are produced.
b)

Recombination by ~ choice (16, 90, 144, 87).

recombination as occurring

dur~g

This model envisions

the replication of paired DNA molecules.

Thus, it is suggested that a replica being synthesized on one chromosomal
template might somehow be s'Wi tched to a template on the homologous chromosome, so that the newly constructed DNA molecule contains genetic information derived from each of the paired homologues.

Although originally

conceived in terms of a conservative duplication of the genomes, a tenable
copy-choice model must now incorporate the concept of semi-conservative
DNA replication (cf., 87).

A hybrid version of the breakage and reunion

and copy-choice models, known as "break and copy," envisions the recombination as involving restoration of a chromosomal fragment through
replication that is extended onto a template proVided by a paired
homologous chromosome (160).
An impressive amount of genetic evide.nce

has been arrayed to sup-

port one or the other of these hypotheses or their variants (158~ 87,
212).

Evaluation of this evidence is rendered all the more difficult

from the present standpoint because of the potential intervention of
DNA repair processes to generate pure recombinant chromosomes by the

I
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repair of internally heterozygous

~lecu1es (~infra).

However, two

fundamental distinctions may be drawn between these categories of recombination models.

First, a copy choice or break and copy scheme requires

that recombination be associated with DNA replication, whereas recombination by breakage and reunion could occur entirely in the absence of normal
DNA replication.

Second, only a recombinant formed by strict breakage and

reunion would be composed mainly of DNA derived from both strands of each
parental molecule.

It is on the basis of these distinctions that the

breakage and reunion model of recombination has prevailed in recent years.
Mese1son and collaborators, working with pre labeled

~

phages, have

established that some recombinant phage chromosomes are composed almost
entirely of parental DNA and that there is a correspondence between the
amount of DNA and the extent of genetic information that a parental phage .
contributes to a recombinant (160, 131, 157) (see also discussion in section IV -A.2) •

More recently, Tomizawa and Anraku have used labeled

parental T4 phages to study the sequence of events in the formation of
recombinant T4 chromosomes (224, 3, 4, 222).
i)

They have demonstrated:

that the first step in recombination is the formation of a "joint

molecule" consisting of overlapping components of the parental DNA molecules united end to end by means of hydrogen bonds; ii)

that these joint

molecules are then transformed into intact recombinant molecules in which
the components derived from different parental structures are covalently
bonded; and iii) that, while prior protein synthesis is required for
the formation of joint molecules and very limited DNA synthesis is necessary for the transformation of joint to recombinant molecules, the entire process can occur in the absence of detectable DNA replication.
These experiments provide conclusive evidence that natural recombination

Jv
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among bacteriophages can proceed by a mechanism quite closely related
to simple breakage and reunion.
.

DNA repair processes may be relevant to the phenomena of genetic

,..-

recombination in three ways.

First, recombination according to a

mechanism of breakage and reunion would seem to require certain steps
that are topologically indistinguishable from those envisioned for
excision-repair.

Second, DNA repair might be invoked to account for

certain unusual genetic phenomena, such as gene conversion and conceivably even high, localized negative interference, which are related to
recombination but are not easily explained o? the basis of a simple
breakage and reunion model.

Third, it is possible that the process of

post-replication repair proceeds by a mechanism involving a. form of recombination, or at least enzymic steps which are also necessary to
recombination.

Howard-Flanders and Boyce have proposed that the terminal steps of
recombination by breakage and reunion include steps also involved in
excision-repair (103, 104).
could be viewed as:

1)

Thus the primary steps of recombination

pairing of homologous DNA molecules, followed

by the introduction of single-strand breaks and the association of
complementary single strands from the two parents in a manner such that
a "joint molecule" of the type depicted in Fig. 3 - ''H'' is generated;
2)

degradation of unpaired single strands to eliminate the regions of

overlap between the recombined components (Fig. 3 - "I");

3)

repair-

replication to fill in any single-strand gaps in the recombinant molecule; and 4)

the rejoining of the phosphodiester backbones of the

molecule so tha.t the recombinant components are united by covalent bonds
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Figure 30

A hypothetical scheme f'or genetic recombination, illustrating various conceivable roles of' repair processes in the
breakage and reunion of' DNA molecules.

The sequence [!.

through ~ is an adaptation f'rom that proposed by Whitehouse
in his "polaron hybrid" DNA model of' crossing over (236,
237).

~

is a f'orm suggested by Tomizawa and Anraku f'or the

T4 "joint molecule" (224)0
~

through

(104).

~

~

The steps in the transition f'rom

are those proposed by Howard-Flanders and Boyce

is the structure suggested by Meselson f'or the A

recombinant molecule (157).

Note that the intact recombinants

contain regions of' structural heterozygosity (HR

and HR2 ),
I
in which the complementary strands are of' dif'f'erent parental

origin.

The scheme depicted here also results in a region

of' gene conversion (GCR), or non-reciprocal recombination, in
which one of' the parental genes is represented on three strands
and the other on only one strand of' .the two recombinant molecules.

Subsequent repair of' mismatched bases due to genetic

heterozygosity in these regions could lead to the elimination
of' one of' the parental alleles.
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served progression from a hydrogen-bonded joint molecule to an intact
covalently bonded recombinant molecule in T4 phage (222).

Moreover,

there are indications that recombination in phage A may be accomplished
by the removal and resynthesis of small portions of the molecule, such
as would result from repair in the region of overlap connecting the recombined components (157).
The possibility that the excision enzymes themselves might be
essential to recombination was eliminated by the finding that bacterial
mutants that are defective in excision are able to support normal recombination (104).

The principal evidence in support of common pathways

in DNA repair and genetic recombination has been the isolation of 1!REC_"
mutants of bacteria, which are both deficient in recombination and extremely sensitive to UV and X-rays (38).
mutants have been found in

!.

Several varieties of REC-

coli (Table I); they -exhibit somewhat dif-

ferent phenotypes corresponding to mutations at three (recA, recB, and
recC) or more loci on the bacterial chromosome (37, 107, 226, 241, 57).
It was at first thought that thE!":' REC~nnitants might be defective in
an enzymic process common to excision-repair and recombination, but subsequent studies have tended to contradict this interpretation.

The REC-

strains apparently are capable of substantial excision-repair; arecA
mutant, for example, successfully repairs approximately 95% of UV-induced
- pyrimidine dimers even though relative to the wild type it is nearly 200
times as sensitive to UV and its efficiency in recombinant formation is
only about 10-4 (39, 104).

This type of mutant retains the ability to

excise (39), repair replicate (175), and heal single-strand breaks in A
DNA in vitro (69) and

E!.

vivo (24b); moreover, recA bacteria are capable
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of liquid holding recovery (66) --an· enhancement of survival following
UV-irradiation

~hich

is thought to derive from prolonged excision-repair

during an interval of suspended growth in non-nutrient medium (83).
The defect in the REC- strains may involve control of single-strand
breakdown (39, 102).

Mutants at the recA loc~s exhibit a high degree of

DNA turnover even when they have not been irradiated, and recB mutants
show less than normal DNA turnover (104, 57).

These observations raise

the question of whether the concomitant occurrence of radiation-sensitive
and recombination-deficient phenotypes might not be a pleiotropic effect
due to the disruption of essentially independent enzymic processes.
There are several lines of evidence that the recA mutation may inactivate a mode of DNA repair other than excision-repair.

First, doubly

mutant uvrArecA bacteria are about 40 times more sensi ti ve to UV than
the singly mutant

uvrA cells, a difference too great to be attributed

to a simple neutralization of residual excision activity (108).

Strains

carrying multiple uvr- mutations to excision-deficiency are no more than
two to three times more sensitive to UVthan Single uvr-mutants (106,
168).

Second, the extensive DNA degradation observed in recA mutant

strains following UV-irradiation is not dependent upon the eXcision
'capacity of the bacterial cells (108).

Rather, the sites most sensitive

to degradation may be adjacent to the replicating point in the irradiated
it.

DNA (101) •. Third, UV mutagenesis--which is thought to be associated with
replication-bypass of UV photoproducts (242, 28) --is suppressed in recA
mutant bacteria (163, 243b)o
Howard-Flanders and collaborators have suggested that the UVsensitivity of recA and recBbacteria is due to a deficiency in postreplication repair of defects caused by replication-bypass of UV
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photoproducts, and further contended that the post-replication repair
normally proceeds by a recombinational mechanism involving sisterstrand exchanges among the daughter chromosomes to reconstruct a viable
genome (184, 109,108). While there is convincing evidence to support
the former interpretation, the latter.view is open to ,question on the
grounds that a common failure of recombination and the post-replication
repair in REC- bacteria need not indicate that these phenomena proceed
by closely analogous mechanisms.

It is not clear that the usual enhanced

recombination of semi-conserved irradiated DNA

(~

infra) is a re-

sponse to defects caused by replication-bypass as opposed to the UV
photoproducts themselves.

The possible relations between recombination and repair are also
under scrutiny in bacteriophages.
to

uv

The T4x mutant is 7Cf1/o more sensitive

than the wild type T4 (79), and recombination frequencies are re-

duced about threefold in crosses of T4 where both parents carry the x
mutation (81).

However, the nature of the altered function is unknown.

T4 phages mutant in genes 43 (DNA polymerase) and 30 (ligase) are significantly more sensitive to UV (17), but the relevance of these genes
to recombination is not yet clear (222, 179, 17).
Distinct mutants of bacteriophage

~

have been isolated which are

defective in general vegetative recombination--~~ (53, 201, 200)--and
in site-specific recombination of the type implicated in integration
and excision of the prophage--~int (73, 55, 199).

To date, the red

mutants have been classified into three complementation groups, two of
which relate· to the gene for }.. exonuclease and the third to the gene
encoding 13, of unknown function (200).
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Essentially normal levels of vegetative recombination are observed among kred+ phages in a recombination-deficient bacterial host
(226, 30).

Vegetative recombination among A.red phages is reduced ap-

proximately tenfold in a REC+ or recB bacterial host and falls to 1/30
to 1/1000 the normal level in a recA host (53, 201).

There are thus at

least three distinct recombination systems operating in the course of a
A. phage infection (viz., Rec, Red, and Int), and the bacterial recombination system is able to provide for a limited amount of recombination
among the dependent phages.
The A.red mutants are slightly more tN -sensi ti ve than the A.r.ed +
when assayed on uvrA:\ or recA host bacteria and about 3Cf/o more sensitive
than the A.red+ on a doubly mutant uvrArecA host (53).

It is clear that

the lambda Red system has some influence upon repair of the phage DNA
in repair-deficient host cells, although this effect is dwarfed by the
approximately sixfold difference in

UV~sensitivity

of A. phage on uvr+

(HCR+) and uvr- (HCR-) host bacteria.

A phenomenon relevant to both recombination and repair is the internal
heterozygote, in which a region of the chromosome carries information for
different alleles on the complementary DNA strands (91, 143, 130, 189).
The generation of heterozygotes is probably a natural consequence of

"

recombination by a breakage and reunion mechanism (Fig. 3), and in fact
most phage chromosomes containing internally heterozygous regions are
found to be recombinant for outside markers (143, 130).

It has been

demonstrated that in some circumstances internal heterozygotes of phage A.
can be repaired by excision and correction of mismatched bases (233,
47--see also 205).

94,

Variation in the efficiency of this type of repair
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might account in part ~or the widely di~~ering ~requencies o~ heterozygotes

~ound

among various kinds

The phenomenon

o~

o~

phage.

gene conversion (146, 162b, 100, 61) could also

be accounted for by the action of DNA repair processes on recombinants
(see 205 ~or a contrary hypothesis).

Most extensively studied in fungi,

gene conversion is classically exemplified by aberrant segregation at a
heteroallelic locus in meiosis so that a 3:1 ratio of alleles is observed among the products rather than the usual 2:2 Mendelian ratio.
Such a meiotic "conversion" is often accompanied by reciprocal recombination for outside markers.
Holliday has suggested that gene conversion may be attributable to
the repair of internal heterozygotes that arise through the pairing of
heteroa11elic parental strands (e.g., Fig. 3-"J ") in breakage and reunion recombinants

(96,

100).

Moreover, an apparent non-reciprocal

recombination of closely linked markers that is not correlated with
recombination for outside markers could 'be generated by repair of mis-

. '3 - IIF " ) •
matched bases in transiently paired parental strands ( e.g., 'F~g.
If the parental molecules were to reanneal rather than consuounate the
recombination, the result would be introduction of an internal heterozygosity into each of the reconstituted parental molecules.

Further re-

pair of the newly formed heterozygotes could with 5a%probability convert one parental allele to the other, the net effect being an information
transfer unaccompanied by an exchange of physical substance

(96, 89,

61).

Mutations to radiation-sensitivity in Ustilago maydis have marked effects
on mitotic recombination and possibly gene conversion (99).
, Whitehouse has advanced a rather elaborate model of recombination
and gene conversion that implicates DNA repair processes also in the
formation of the initial "joint" recombinant molecule--as in Fig. 3 -
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"A" through ''H" ·(236, 237, 238).

He h
' t e d out th a,
t J.n
. a
as a I
so pOJ.n

recombinant molecule from a multi-factor cross of closely linked markers,

..

random repair of internal heterozygotes could result in an apparent

,

clustering of recombination events, i.eo, a high, localized negative
interference (see 100).

However, this hypothesis may be inconsistent

with the finding that in yeast conversion events thought to result from
heterozygote repair involve the 'incorporation of information from a single
parent over a relatively extended portion of the chromosome, 500 to 1000
nucleotides (61).
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I-B.4

Stimulation of Genetic Recombination
The frequency of genetic recombinants formed in a cross of homol-

ogous chromosomes which differ at genetically marked loci is ameaslire
of the genetic linkage of the loci, or their tendency to segregate together in the products of a randomly occurring genetic exchange.

Any

treatment that serves to increase the number of effective recombination
events or to disrupt the physical continuity of chromosomes should decrease genetic linkages.

Many lethal and mutagenic agents which intro-

duce lesions into DNA·have been found to be recombinagenic as well (117,
243a).

The best characterized of these effects is the UV enhancement of

recombination.
In 1955, Jacob and WolJ.men (ll5) reported that light UV -irradiation
of A phages before, or immediately after, infection of the host bacteria
causes a marked increase in phage recombination frequencies.

Their de-

scription of the principal features of this effect may be summarized as
follows:

a)

The 1N enhancement of recombination frequency is linear

with dose until attainment of either genetic equilibrium (5f1'/o recombinant
progeny) or, for UV doses which inactivate about

7f1'/o

or more of the in-

fecting phages, a plateau of maximal enhancement at a level about five
times the normal recombination frequency.

b)

The slope of the enhance-

ment response and the level of maximal enhancement vary with the genetic
linkage between the markers crossed.
.ation is photoreactivable.

d)

c)

The 1N enhancement of recombin-

The induced recombination events occur

during the early part. of the latent period.

e)

The UV -stimulated re-

combination includes a large number of seemingly non-reciprocal double
crossovers.

f)

For crosses in which only one of the parental phage

genotypes is irradiated the enhancement is about half as great as when
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both phage types are irradia.ted, and the irradia.ted parent appears to
serve as a donor of genetic fragments to the unirradiated phage type.
g)

The UV-induced increase in recombination frequencies is accompanied

by an increase of around 100-fold in the frequency of internal phage
4
heterozygotes (189,231), from around 10- % to about 1% (115, 130).
Further studies have demonstrated that UV-irradiation also enhances
recombination among T-even phages (59, 62), increases P22 and A.dg phage
transduction frequencies (67, 154), decreases the linkage between genetic
loci in bacterial conjugation (117 , 240), induces haploidization and recombination between the exogenote and endogenote in partiallY diploid
bacteria (41), and stimulates mitotic recombination and gene conversion
in fungi (119, 181, 98).

In each instance the characteristic features

of the UV-induced recombination are consistent with those described by
Jacob and Wollman for UV-induced A. phage recombination.
The mechanism of the UV enhancement of recombinatiOn is unknown.
Originally, it was proposed that the characteristics of UV-induced
recombination might be most easily explained in terms of a copy-choice
model, with UV lesions in the parental DNA strands envisioned as provoking switches of a replica back and forth between mating templates (115,
206).

Considerable doubt is cast upon this interpretation by the recent

accumulation of evidence that microbial recombination proceeds mainly
by breakage and reunion type mechanisms, and that various anomalies
associated with recombination might be accounted for by DNA repair (section I-B.3 above).

Thus while it could be argued that at present there

is no unequivocal experimental evidence excluding all possibility that
UV-induced recombina.tion might occur by a semi1iii conservative copy-choice·
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mechanism, such an hypothesis now seems neither necessary nor warranted
by any collateral evidence.
On the other hand, it is by no means certain that the UV-induced
recombination is accomplished by breakage and reunion of chromosomes
analogous to that observed for vegetative recombination among unirradiated
).. phages.

In addition to (a) simple breakage and reunion, other pOssible

mechanisms which might be considered for the UV-induced recombination
are: (b)

a variety of non-conservative copy-choice DNA synthesis during

repair of single-strand interruptions (28, 243a); (c)

exchanges of single-

strand segments among the mating chromosomes (109,240), perhaps through
a mechanism related to that which effects single-strand recombination
of donor and recipient DNA in bacterial transformation (63, 21, 172a);
(d)

informational exchanges through repair of internal heterozygotes in

transiently paired strands from different chromosomes

(96, 98).

For heuristic purposes it is helpful to distinguish between the
mechanism by which the UV-induced recombination may be executed and the
recombinagenic stimulus whichPUV-induced lesions furnish to initiate
genetic exchanges.

Thus one may consider an independent categorization

of the ways in which UV lesions might lead to recombination:

1)

By in-

troducing slight structural deformities into the irradiated DNA, UV
lesions promote the development of regions of local denaturation (153).
Such an effect might facilitate the pairing of strands from homologous
chromosomes (190, 41), which otherwise could be a rate-limiting step of
recombination (221).

2)

UV lesions might facilitate recombination by

presenting impediments to DNA replication, and thereby prolonging the
time available for pairing of homologous chromosomes in close proximity
and/or' a particula.rly favorable conformation

(98, 97) or otherwise in-

ducing a metabolic state conducive to recombination

(96,

100).

.!.v
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3)

Excision-repair of UV photoproducts, with concomitant introduction

of single-strand interruptions and unpaired single strands, might facilitate the mating and recombination of DNA strands from different chromosomes (100).

4)

The introduction of single-strand gaps in DNA a.s a

consequence of replication-bypass of UV photoproducts could stimulate
pairing or even set in motion a specialized recombinational system to
effect post-replication repair (109, 100).

Post-replication repair

might occur by a mechanism of copy-choice repair replication (28) or
strand exchanges (184) (cf.,

single~

above), which could lead to recombination

among chromosomes of different genotype as well as among the replication
products of the same chromosome.

Howard-Flanders and collaborators have

suggested that UV-induced bacterial recombination is primed by doublestrand defects caused by replication-bypass; they have shown that postreplication repair of DNA transferred from an irradiated donor in bacterial conjugation does not occur prior to UV-induced recombination with
the recipient genome (109,240).
An indirect effect of UV to increase A recombination frequencies,
apparently distinct from that discussed above, is observed when unirradiated phages are cross'ed in very heavily UV -irradiated host bacteria
(129, 130).

Such' a procedure can lead to a two- to five-fold increase

in recombination frequencies and a more than 100-fo1d increase in the
frequency of internal phage heterozygptes.

This effect has been pro-

visionally attributed to prolonged mating among the parental phages as
a result of inhibited replication and maturation of the phage DNA (130).
A number of other agents in addition to UV have been found to
stimulate recombination or decrease genetic linkages in microbial
genetic systems.

Among these agents are X-rays (78,15 2 ), decay of
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incorporated p32 (117), thymine starvation (65) and 5-fluorodeoxyuridine
(60,65), nitrous acid (252,251), nitrosoguanidine (251), bifunctional
(but not monofunctional) alkylating agents (165, 248), and mitomycin C
(95).

Most of these agents have also been found to induce the develop-

ment of prophage in lysogenic bacteria.

While all of them affect DNA

synthesis to some extent, a more striking and consistent correlation
among them is their common induction of repairable lesions in the DNA.
One would hope that an elucidation of the mechanism of UV stimulation
of recombination might provide some indication as to a general mode of
action of these recombinagens.

II.

II -A.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacteriophages
kc67,

~c68,

and

~c71

are clear-plaque mutants, isolated by A. D.

Kaiser, that are ,defective in thecIII,cII, and cI cistrons respectivelY*
~susBl, ~susG9, ~sus~9, ~susP3, ~susQ73,

(123) •

and

~susR5

suppressor-sensitive mutants * isolated
by A. Campbell
(32).
,
.

are
The approxi-

mate location of these markers on the genetic map is shown in Figure 4.
Samples of the
various

~sus

~c

mutants and strains of

~. ~

c600 lYsogenic for the

mutants were obtained from Ka.therine Brooks.

Multiple

~

mutants carrying the c71 and one or more sus markers

were prepared by crossing UV-irradiated single mutants in
(uvrA-).

~.

coli ABl886

It will be seen from the results presented below in Chapter III

that this procedure yields a high frequency of phage recombinants.

The

desired genotypes were selected from the progeny of these crosses by
means of complementation tests of individual picked plaques.

Plkc phage (142) utilized in the preparation of Pl lYsogens was
obtained from Neil Willets.

Lysates of Pl were prepared by the confluent

lYsis technique (1).

*

The cI, cII, and cIII cistrons affect repression, and the phages
mutant in these functions show greatly decreased frequencies of lYsogenization relative to the wild type (123). ~susBl, ~susG9, and ~susR5
are mutant for late phage functions. The B cistron product is necessary
for the conversion of freshly synthesized phage DNA to an infectious
form, and the G cistron function is required for the production of functional phage tails (232). The R cistron codes for the phage lysozyme
(34). ~susQ73 is defective in a cistron that supplies a general inducer
of late phage functions, while ~sus029 and ~susP3 are mutant in functions
essential to vegetative DNA replication (29, 48,121).
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Figure

4. The genetic map of vegetative A bacteriophage, showing
the location of markers discussed in the text. The c
and c26 loci referred to in Chapter Iv are situated near
c7l. Relative genetic distances are based on data from
several sources (2, 120, 123, 31, and this report) and
are expressed in crossover units normalized according to
the mapping function of Amati and Meselson (2). The
relative positions of these markers on the genetic map
correspond roughly to their physical location on the
bacteriophage chromosome, except for a distortion introduced by the high ratio of physical to genetic length in
the susP3-susQ73 interval (94, 120).

II-B.

Bacterial Strains
The characteristics and sources of the E. coli K12 bacterial

- --

strains employed as hosts in these studies are given in Table II.

All

bacterial strains were re-isolated shortly before their use in major
experiments.
Derivatives of strains c600, W3350, AB1157, and AB1886 lysogenic
for phage Plkc were prepared as follows.

A high titer suspension of

Plkc, prepared by several cycles of growth by confluent lysis on the
strain to be lysogenized, was spotted on a lawn of soft agar seeded
with that strain.

After overnight incubation, cells were scraped from

the resulting zone of confluent lySiS, washed, and plated out for isolation of individual colonies.

Colonies were screened for lysogenicity

by selecting those that produced lysis when replica plated onto a lawn
of ABl157 indicator and examining their properties of host controlled
restriction and modification of A phage.

By these criteria, approxi-

mately 1% of the clones derived from the original zone of confluent
lysis were classified as PI lysogens.
The concentration of bacterial cells in a liquid suspension was
routinely estimated by measuring the relative absorbance at 520

m~

(for tryptone broth cultures) or 450 mil (for suspensions in simple
media), USing a Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 20 ora Zeiss spectrophotometer.
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Table II - Bacterial Strains .Employed

Strain

Characteristics (a)

C600

F-,Thr-,Thi-,Lac-,T1r,T5 r ,Pm+.

W3350

F-,gal-1,gal-2,Pm-.

AB1157

F-Arg-,His-,leu-8,pro-2,
thr-4,ara-14,gal-2,lac-1,

Source

Reference

D.Freifelder

(5)

"

(32)

P.HowardFlanders

(105)

mtl-1~xyl-5,Thi-,T6r,Smr,

Pm+('oJ.

AB18.84

Same a~ AB1157 except uvrC-34,
Pm+(b).

"

(106)

AB1885 .

S~(b). AB1157 except uvrB-5,

"

(106 )

AB1886

Same as AB1157 except uvrA-6.

II

(105,106)

AB247 0

S;:(b). AB1157 except recB-21,

11

(104,57)

AB2494(c)

F-,His-,leu-8~&/or

JC1557

F-,leu-2,his-1,arg-6,met-1,
lac-1,4, T1r,Smr, Pm+.

11

(39)

JC1569

Same as JC1557 except recA-1.

"

(39,241 )

thr-4,
met-B, pro-2 ,.gal-2 jXyl-5,
Smr, lex-1, Pmt(b .

A.J.Clark

(104,102,
110a)

C600 (P1 kc.)

from C600 by
lysogenization.

W3350(P1kc)

from W3350 by
lysogenization.

AB1157(P1kc)

fromAB1157 by
lysogenization.

AB1886(P1kc)

from AB1886 by
lysogenization.

Footnotes to Table II - Bacterial Strains Employed
(a) The bacterial strains utilized in these studies are described
in terms of mating type, auxotrophic and fermentative markers, resistance to T coliphages and streptomycin, and radiation sensitivity.
Symbols beginning ~ith an upper case letter refer to phenotypic properties; symbols beginning with a lower case letter refer to genotypic
characters (43). The following abbreviations are used: F- = non-donor
in conjugation, thr = threonine, arg = arginine, his = histidine, .leu =
leucine, pro = proline, met = methionine, thi == thiamine (B ),lac =
lactose, gal = galactose, ara = arabinose, mtl = manitol, x1l = xylose,
Tlr, T5 r , T6r = resistant to Tl, T5, T6 coliphage respectively, Smr =
resistant to streptomycin, Pm = permissive for ASUS mutants, uvr- = uvsensitive, rec- = recombination-deficient, lex- = x-ray sensitive.
(b) The strains of ABl157 and AB1886, obtained from Howard-Flanders
in 1964, are permissive for all ASUS mutants tested. Strains of AB1l57
(designated ABl157N), AB1884, ABl185, and AB2470 obtained in 1966 were
found to permit the growth of some ASUS mutants but not of others, e.g.;
AsusG9. It is thus likely that the strains obtained in 1964 and 1966
differ with respect to alleles at one or more of the suppressor loci.
In all other respects the characteristics of the strains were as reported in the literature.
(c) The AB2494 strain was found to be quite Slow-growing, with a
doubling time of around an hour in tryptone broth (all cells in the culture were viable). A spontaneously occurring mutant of this strain with
a somewhat faster growth rate was isolated for use as a host for phage
crosses and as an indicator for plating phage. The UV-sensitivity and
host cell reactivation properties of this subs train are identical to
those of the original AB2494, and control crosses indicated that the UV
enhancement of phage recombination is comparable in the two strains.
Note that aside from the lex-l allele the AB2494 strain is not
isogenic with the lex+ ABl157 strain utilized for control experiments.
AB2494 is an arg+uvrA+ - recombinant from a cross of AB2474 (uvrA6,.
lex-l) with Hfr J2, where .AB2474 is a nitrosoguartidine-induced mutant
of AB1886 (UvrA6r (110a).
.

.
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II-C.

-Media
The standard medium used for growth of bacterial cultures and

incubation of phage crosses was tryptone broth:

1% tryptone +0.5%

NaCl in distilled water, with 10 ~/cc thiamine hydrochloride added
after autoclaving.

This medium was supplemented with 1% Difco agar for

phage assay plates and with 0.65% agar for top agar.

Dilutions were

carried out in M9 or in a solution consisting of 0.01 M KH 2P0 , 0.01 M
4
K2HP0 , 0.001 M MgS0 , 0.0001 M
4
4

CaC~

in distilled water.

Purified

phage stocks were kept at 4°C o in a storage medium composed of 0.5 M
NaCl, 0.001 M MgC12' 0.01% gelatin, 0.01 M Tris
water.

The samples of

anti-~

provided by Mark Achtman.

pH

7.8 in distilled

serum used in these studies were kindly
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II-D.

Preparation of Phage Stocks
UV inductions of A lysogens were performed according to the fol-

lowing procedure •. The lysogenic bacteria were grown to a concentration
of about 2

8

.

x 10 cells/cc in tryptone broth,

coll~cted by centrifuga-

tion or millipore filtration, resUspended in 3/4 volume of 0.01 M MgS0 ,
4
and starved for an hour at 37°C. with vigorous aeration. The suspension
was then exposed, in a thin layer and with agitation, to about 400 ergs/
2
mm of

TTIT
Uy

rad'J.at'J.on.

One-quarter volume of 4x concentrated tryptone broth

was added and the culture incubated with vigorous aeration until lysis was
complete, as judged by a minimum in the absorbance at 520 mlJ..

The lysed

and clarified by
3
centrifugation or passage through celite and a millipore filter.

culture was sterilized by addition of 0.5% - l.<J1fo CHC1

Stock of A phages carrying a clear plaque mutation were prepared
by vegetative growth on~. coli c600 or C600(Plkc) host bacteria.

.

8

host strain was usually grown to a concentration of 1.5 x 10

The

cells/cc

in tryptone broth and then seeded with phage to a concentration of

6

X 107 phage/cc.

After allowing the phage to adsorb for 15 minutes,

the culture volume was doubled by addition of broth.

The culture was

then incubated with vigorous aeration to lysis, usually about 3 hours,
sterilized, and clarified as above.

..

These procedures could be scaled to final volumes ranging from.
20 cc to 6000 cc.

10
The yield was usually 1 .:. 3 x 10 phage/cc in the

clarified lysate.

A New Brunswick Microferm Fermenter was utilized for

incubation of UV induction cultures and vegetative growths carried out
in large volumes.

In order to insure maximum genetic homogeneity of phage

preparations, lysogens or clear mutants were subjected to several serial
Single colony or single plaque isolations to obtain the inocula for growth
of large stocks.
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Large stocks of the A. phages to be used· in the experiments described below were purified and preserved by a slight modification of
a procedure obtained via David Freifelder:

After sterilization and

clarification of the lysate, the phage were precipitated by addition of
30% wt/vol (NH4)2S04.

The precipitate which settled out at 4°c.

was

collected by centrifugation at 10,000 X g for 60 minutes and resuspended
\

in 6Occ-9Occ of phage storage medium.

This phage suspension was then

subjected to two cycles of alternate centrifugations at 10,000 x g for
10 minutes to remove debris and at 52,000 x
the phage.

g for

120 minutes to pellet

The final phage pellet was allowed to resuspend in several

cc of phage storage medium and banded overnight in CsCl (p
at 100,000 X g.

~

1.5 gm/cc)

The band was collected, dialyzed against three changes

of storage medium, and diluted to a 5cc-1Occ volume for storage.

The

total number of viable phage present in such a purified stock was approximately 50%~ that Rresent. i.n. the _originl3.l clarj.f.ied lysate.
Highly purified >.. phage stocks are unstable at concentrations
below about 5 X lOll phage/cc in simple media, but they can be stabilized
by addition of a low concentration of protein to the storage medium.
This stabilization can also be effected by gelatin, which has the advantage
for these studies of an insignificant UV absorption at 254 m~~

Hence all

phage stocks were stored, diluted, irradiated, etc., in the phage storage
medium described in section III-C, which contains 0.01% gelatin; no decay
of viable titer was observed at any phage concentration over a period of
several years.
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II-E.

Ultraviolet Irradiations
Most ultraviolet irradiations were performed with an 8-watt GE

germicidal lamp, emitting primarily 2537 A radiation (118), at a dose
2
rate of approximately 10 ergs/mm /sec. Aliquots of phage, suspended in
the storage medium at a concentration of 4 X 1010/cc (0.D.

/J - 0.2)
254m
or less, were irradiated in a layer 1-2 rom deep (2-3 cc) in a 10 cm

glass petri dish.

(Phage prepared in this way could be stored indefin-

itely in screw cap tubes with no change in viable titer or recombination properties, so that the same phage suspensions could be utilized in
a series of experiments in different bacterial host strains over a period
of weeks or even months.)

The UV irradiations for bacterial survival

curves were performed in a similar manner, with the cells suspended in

.

dilut~on

medium at a concentration of 5 X 106/ cc.

.

Irradiations of bacteria to be used as hosts in phage crosses
(Chapter V) were performed with two l5-watt GE germicidal lamps at a dose
2
rate of appro~ately 40 ergs/mm /sec. (The UV dose scales in the data
concerning irradiation of host cells have been adjusted to correspond to
2

the 10 ergs/mm /sec dose rate.)

Ten cc aliquots of starved cells, sus-

pended in 0.02 M MgS04 at a concentration of 4 X 108/cc , were irradiated
in 10 em petri dishes with vigorous mechanical agitation.
The UV sources were calibrated by potassium ferrioxalate aetinometry (118).

All experiments susceptible to photoreactivation were per-

formed under dim or yellow light.

·

II-F.

[

Phage Titrations and Complementation T~sts
All phage stocks and samples were routinely titrated on ABll57 or

ABl886 indicator bacteria in order to determine total phage titers.
mutants and

ASUS

ASUS

cross lysates were titrated onW3350indicator to moni-

tor the levels of ASUS+ revertants and determine the titers of A++ re}

combinants respectively (see section II.H).

Titers were usually based

on counts of at least two, usually three, plates at dilutions yielding
50-400 plaques/plate (a linear range).

In rare cases a greater number

of plates were counted in order to score 50-100 plaques of phage present
at low concentration in the sample.
Cultures of indicator bacteria were prepared by 4-5 hours aeration of unaerated overnight cultures in tryptone broth.

For most UV

survivSl assays the phage were mixed on the plates with top agar seeded
with the indicator strain.

For all other assays the phage were routinely

preadsorbed to the stationary phase indicator bacteria--approximately
2 x 10 9 cells/cc in broth--for 15-60 minutes at room temperature before
plating.

(This preadsorptionfacilitated plate-counting and increased

the efficiency of plating (EOP) of the phages on ABll57 and AB1886 by
approximately 20%; preadsorption did not affect the EOP on W3350 indicator nor did it significantly affect the results of IN survival assays
except for very low doses.) The plates were scored after at least 14 hours'
incubation at 3'f C.
Tests for intercistronic complementation among ASUS mutants were
"'",

conducted according to a modification of a procedure obtained from K.
~rooks.

The two phages to be tested were spotted together--for each

8

phage ca. 0.02 cc of a suspension at 10 'phage/cc--on a lawn of top agar
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seeded with stationary phase W3350 nonpermissive indicator, allowed to
dry,and incubated.

Confluent lysis, in contrast to a small number of

plaques due to

revertants or

~sus+

~++

recombinants, indicated comple-

mentation •. This procedure was adapted to test for complementation between phages initially present as prophages in separate lysogens by

6

spotting ca. 10 log phase cells of each lysogen on the lawn and exposing
the plate to an inducing dose of UV before incubation. Similarly, complementation between a free phage and a phage initially present as a prophage .could be tested by introducing the free phage· after induction and
several hours' .incubation of the lysogen.

II-G.

Phage Crosses
Equal numbers of the phage mutants to be crossed were mixed to a

10
final concentration of 4 X 10 phage/cc in phage storage medium and
aliquots of this suspension were tN-irradiated as described above.

The

8 cells/cc in

host bacteria were grown to a concentration of 4 X 10

tryptone broth with vigorous aeration, removed from the growth medium by
millipore filtration, resuspended in 0.01 M or 0.02 M MgS04' and starved
for about 60 minutes at 37° C. (122, 64).

The concentration of starved

8

cells was then adjusted to approximately 4.4 x 10
'V

1.0).

cells/cc

*

(0.D.45Om~

-

For each cross an 0.9 cc aliquot of the cell suspension was in-

fected with 0.1 cc of-a phage preparation, to give a multiplicity of about
5 of each parental phage type per cell.
sorb for 20 minutes at

37-~ C.

The phages were allowed to adI

Unadsorbed phage were then neutralized by

addition of anti-~ serum to a final k ~ 0.5-1.5 (1), las required, and
incubation - for -a--further20 minutes. - (This treatment reduced the back4
ground level of unadsorbed infecting phage particles 103 _ to 10 -fold to
a concentration 0.02% - 005% that of the infected cells.)

The infected

cells were diluted 100- to lOOO-fold into tryptone broth and a 10 cc
aliquot was incubated for 9(:)-120 minutes in a 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask
with vigorous agitation.

The cross was terminated by incubation of the

lysate with 0.5% - 1.0% CHC1 , after which samples of the lysate were
3
diluted into phage storage medium for later titration.

* The viable titers per O.D. unit of JC1569(recA-l) and AB2470 (recB--o
21) suspensions were 0.60 and 0025 respectively those of the JC1557 and
Al3ll57 controls, because a large fraction of the cells in such Rec- cul-tures are not viable. The concentration of these Rec- strains was adjusted
to the same O.D. (rather than viable titer) as their controls in order to
preserve a constant multiplicity of phage particles/adsorbing cells.
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At the appropriate times during this procedure, samples were taken
in order to assay the concentration of viable cells infected, the percentage of phages unadsorbed to host cells, the titer of phage unneutralized by anti-serum action, and the concentration of infected
complexes in the cross.

Unadsorbed and un-neutralized free phage were

assayed as the titer of plaque-forming units (PFU) remaining after incubation of the sample with 0.5% CHC~ in phage storage medium.

A

sample of known titer was assayed as' a control on CHC1 inactivation of
3
the free phage, which was occasionally significant.
By performing the various steps of this procedure

consecutive~y

for different'crosses (staggering the various adsorptions, dilutions,
etc.) it was possible to perform from 12 to 36 crosses in tandem

util-

izingthe same preparations of host bacteria and virtually identical
,experimental conditions.

A single experiment then yielded complete data

curves for variations of phage recombination frequency, etc., and survival of multiply-infected cells as PFU (i.e., active infected complexes)
as a function of d()se to infecting phages or to cells.

This tactic

eliminated scatter that would normally be expected from day to day variations in the conditions of the crosses.

The curves presented in the

text for recombination and multiplicity reactivation of

~susBl

+

~susG9

phages in ABll57. and AB1886 hosts (Figs. 7, 9, 16, and 17) represent the
results of several series of crosses performed on different days but
randomized with respect to the UV doses to infecting phages.

All other

curves represent results derived from a single cross series.
Phage adsorption in these experiments was usually 75% - 9(f/o
except for a somewhat reduced adsorption to the JC1557 and JC1569 strains.
For example, adsorption of unirradiated
host strains was assayed as:

~c67

+ ~c68 phages to the various

AB1l57 - 87%, AB1886 - 96%, ABl885 - 9(f/o,
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AB1884 - 93%, AB2470 - 8Pf/o, AB2l~94 - 75%, JC1557 - 42%, JC1569 - 48%.
Control experiments indicated that UV-irradiation of the phages or of
the host cells did not significantly affect phage adsorption.
burst size was approximately 30-50 for crosses of

~susBl

approximately 70-140 for the other crosses considered.

and

The
~susG9

and
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II-H.

Determination of Recombination Frequencies
~sus

mutants grow on the permissive indicator strains ABl157 and

AB1886, but not on the non-permissive indicator W3350.

~sus+ revertants

(present at frequencies from 10-7 to 10 -4 in a typical ~sus stock) and
~++

recombinants from crosses of

dicator.
~sus

.; .

~sus

mutants grown on both types of in-

The recombination frequency among the progeny from a cross of

mutants was measured by dividing the lysate titer on W3350 by the
~++

lysate titer on ABl157 or AB1886 to obtain the ratio (titer of
(titer of total progeny phages).

progeny):

In general the resolution of this assay

is limited to 0.01% - 0.1% by intercistronic complementation among a mixture of

~sus

mutants on the non-permissive indicator.

Wlldtype ~++ recombinants from crosses of ~c67 and ~c68 form very
turbid plaques, while the plaques of the parental and
phages are relatively clear.

~c67c68

recombinant

Lysates from these crosses were plated on

ABl157 and the recombination frequency (titer of

~++

progeny): (titer of

total progeny phages) was measured by dividing the number of turbid
plaques by the total number of plaques.

A sufficient

number~f

plaqu(:!s

was counted to insure the scoring of at least 100 recombinants from
arosses of irradiated phages and 25-50 recombinants from the zero point
crosses ofunirradiated pbages •

.
'

Unless specified otherwise in the caption, the brackets or indicated errors on the recombination frequencies reported in the data
describe the range of frequencies observed from Single titrations of
duplicate phage crosses.

(The duplicate crosses were always performed

on the same day under identical conditions; however, the duplicate cross
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lysates were routinely titrated on different days using different preparations of indicator bacteria.)

The results were not significantly

affected by increasing the sample through additional crosses or titrations.
fer to

Note that the recombination frequencies reported in the data reonly~

of the two recombinant phage genotypes.
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II-I.

Indicator System for Assay of HeM-labeled Parentai Phages
In many of the phage crosses performed in this study the parental

phage DNA strands were labeled by means of host-controlled modification
(HeM).

This label allows the superposition of a select:im for DNA strands

derived primarily from parental phages upon the assays for total and recombinant progeny phages of a cross.
cussed in detail in Section IV-A.

The basis of the HeM label is dis-

The Kl2-K12(Pl) indicator system

utilized for assay of the various phage types from these crosses is defined in Table III, in terms of the efficiencies of plating (EOP's) of
the phages on the various indicator strains.
Since the Kl2(Pl) lysogens segregate non-lysogenic cells at a
Significant frequency upon serial passage, K12(Pl) indicator cultures
were inoculated from recently re-isolated single colonies.

The re-

striction character of these cultures was routinely monitored in order
to insure EOP's for ~·K of 1 to 4 X 10- 5 in the titrations of HeM-labeled
cross progeny.
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Legend to Table III:

EOP's of Phage Types Recovered from a Cross of.
ASUS B·P and ASUSYOP in T,ypeK-HCM Host Bacteria

A phages synthesized in nonlysogenic strains of

!.

coli K12 (A'K)

plate with 100% efficiency onthoseK12 strains but are restricted to an
EOP of about 2 X 10-5 on K12 strains lysogeni~ for bacteriophage Pl. By
contrast, phage grown in a K12(Pl) strain (A·P) plate at 100% efficiency
on both K12(Pl) and K12 hosts •. When the progeny of a cross of ASUS·P
phages in a non~ysogenic Kl2 host are plated on K12(Pl) indicators, the
permissive (column 2) and restrictive (column 3) characters of the indicators allow a selection for total or recombinant progeny carrying the
parental-HCM specificity.
ability of

th~

(The

+/-

symbols in the table refer to the

phage to plate on a host with the permissive or restrictive

characters, respectively, of the indicator; the numbers represent the
resultant efficiencies of plating.)

Table III
EOP OF PHAGE TYPES RECOVERED FROM Asus{3oP x 'AsusyoP IN TYPE K-HCM HOST BACTERIA.

X·p

'A·K

Parental-HCM phage types
Infecting parental
genotypes

Indicator bacteria

-

Parental genotypes

Asus{3-K
A sus {3. P
ASUSY-P
A sus Y - K
Restrictive character:
and
and
Recombinant genotype I Recombinant genotype .II Recombinanr genotype I Recombinant genotype II
EOP of A' K
A++. K
A++. P
A sus {3 sus Y • K
EOP of A' P
A sus f3 sus Y • P

-.

Permissive character:
EOP of ASUS
EOP of A+

Strain

Progeny-HCM phage types

Pm +

RK

+ +

++

++

++

AB IBB6[HCR-]

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Pm _10- 5

RK

-+

++

1.0

-+
_10- 5

++

W 3350 [HCR+]

Rp

++

AB 1157 [HCR+] }

AB 1157 (PI) [HCR+]}
AB IBB6(PI) [HCR-]

W 3350 (PI) [HeR+]

Titer on:

+

•

1.0

_10- 5 •

++

_10- 5

1.0

1.0

+_10- 5

Pm -

Rp

-+

..,+

- -

_10- 5

_10- 5

Pm
1.0

.-

---

------

AB 1157

- - Total phage

W 3350

- - Total A++ recombinant phage

-10- 5 •

1.0

_10- 10 •

1.0

+-

I
II

l

_10- 5

+_10- 5

AB 1157 (PI) - - Total parental-HCM phage

W 3350 (PI) - - Parental-HCM A++ recombinant phage

DBL 696-4716
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III.

RECOMBINATION AMONG UV -nmADIATED LAMBDA BACTERIOPHAGES
IN UV -SENSITIVE HOST BACTERIA

III-A.

UV Enhancement of Recombination Frequencies
In a consideration of the possible relevance of host cell DNA

repair processes to the UV enhancement of A phage recombination, two
questions of primary interest are:

1)

Can the UV lesions that promote

A recombination be repaired by host cell reactivation? and 2) Are host
cell repair enzymes involved in the UV-stimulated recombination event?
The most direct approach to these questions is to examine the UV stimulation of A phage recombination in host bacteria that are known to be
defective in DNA repair.

III-A.l HCR+ and HCR- Host Strains i Host Cell Reactivation of
Recombination-Promoting IN Lesions
The UV survival curves for a A phage mixture plated on two principal bacterial strains utilized in these studies are shown in Fig. 5.
ABll5'J<uvr+)-> is a wild type, HCR+ host strain.

The HCR- AB1886(uvrA)

strain is mutant at a genetic locus controlling excision of structural
defects from DNA and is unable to remove UV-induced pyrimidine dimers
(105, 23b).

The difference in phage survival on the two bacterial strains

is due to the fact that potentially lethal UV photoproducts in the phage
DNA are repaired by host cell reactivation in the uvr+ host but not in
the uvrA host strain.
It is thought that the phenomenon of host cell reactivation is
analogous, perhaps identical, to excision-repair of bacterial DNA (183).
All bacterial mutants that are known to be defective in excision-repair

Figure 5 .. · UV survival curves for a mixture of ).susBl and )..susG9 plated
on AB1l57(uvr+) and ABl886(uvrA) host bacteria.

For each

indicator strain, the survival curve of each phage type plated
separately is the same as that for the mixture of the phage
types.

In this figure, the brackets on the data points

indicate the standard deviations of the survivals assayed
for the same phage sample in three separate platings on
different days.

Figure 6.

UV survival. curves for a mixture of)..c67 and )..c68 plated
on the HCR+ ABll57 ( uvr+) and on HCR- ABl884 ( uvrC34 ) ,
ABl885 ( uvrB5), and ABl886 (uvrA6) host strains.

The UV

survivals of )..c67 and of ).c68 assayed separately on the
ABll57 and on the ABl886 indicators are the same as those
of the mixture of phage types.
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also exhibit a diminished capacity for host cell reactivation (Table I).
Mutations responsible for inability to perform the initial excision step
of excision-repair map at one of three widely separated loci on thebacterial chromosome--uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC (106,225,168).

The HCR-

phenotype of uvrB and uvrC mutants is evident in Fig. 6, which shows the

uv survival curves of another A phage mixture on the host strains
ABl157 (uvr+) , AB1886 (uvrA) , AB1885 (uvrB) , and AB1884(uvrc).

The variations of phage recombination frequency with UV dose that
are observed upon crossing UV-irradiated AsusBl and AsusG9 phages in the
uvr-i; and uvrA hosts are shown in Fig. 7.

At zero dose, the phage re-

combination frequencies in these two hosts are essentially the same.
In the uvr+ host the ,recombination frequency rises linearly with dose
to a plateau at a level about ten times the initial frequency.

These

kinetics are similar to those originally described by Jacob and Wollman
(115).

The result is quite different when crosses of irradiated phages

are performed in the uvrA host.

The initial rate of increase in recom-

bination frequency is about five times greater in this repair-deficient
host.

Furthermore, in the uvrA host the proportion of A++ recombinant

progeny continues to rise with UV dose, at a reduced but constant rate,
beyond the level at which it reaches a plateau in the uvr+ host.
In order to determine whether this same pattern of UV-enhanced
recombination is exhibited in HCR- hosts mutant at other loci, crosses
of irradiated Ac67 and Ac68 were performed in ABl157(uvr+), AB1886(uvrA),
.AB1885 (uVrB), and AB1884 ( uvrC) host strains.

The results; shown in

Fig. 8, confirm the findings discussed above and indicate that the kinetics
of recombination enhancement are essentially the same in all three
excision-defective HCR- host strains.
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Figure 7.

Dose-response curves for the UV enhancement of recombination frequency in crosses of

~susBl with~susG9

. (uvr+) and AB1886(uvrA) host .bacteria.

in ABl157

The crosses were

carried out by multiple infection of the host cells, according to the procedure described in section II-G, ·with
the same irradiated phage mixtures whose viability in
single infection is shown in Fig. 5.

Unless specified

otherwise, the brackets on indicated recombination fre-quencies will always refer to the range of values determined from single titrations of two replicate crosses.

Figure 8.

Dose-response curves for the IN enhancement of recombination frequency in the cross ~c67 X ~c68 in ABl157(uvr+),
AB1884(uvrc), AB1885 (uvrB) , and AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria--for the same phage preparations that are described
in Fig. 6.
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W-irradiation is more ef:fective in stimulating recombination
among ).. phages in the HCR- hosts.

In Figs. 7 and 8 the dose-response

curves for crosses in the uvr- host strains lie everywhere above the
corresponding curves :for the uvr+ host.

One infers that some of the

W lesions promoting recombination are repaired by excision in the uvr+
but not in the uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC strains.

It is important to ascertain whether the recombination-promoting
lesions are repaired by host cell reactivation with the same e:fficiency
as are potentially lethal W lesions.

The curves presented in Figs. 9

and 10 indicate that they are, at least in the low dose range.

In

order to construct these figures, the W dose scale has been eliminated
between the dose-response curves for W inactivation of the infecting
phages (Figs. 5 and 6) and for UV stimulation of recombination frequency
(Figs. 7 and 8, respectively).

Thus, for each cross and UV dose, the

phage recombination frequency observed in a particular host strain is
plotted against the survival of the parental phages in Single infection
of that host.

The distance from the origin along the survival axis is

directly proportional to the average number of lethal "hits" per phage
particle. * It is thought that lethal hits are unrepaired structural
defects in the DNA (88, 192, 102).

The purpose of Fig:s. 9 and 10 is to

present the recombination frequencies in the various hosts as a function of the number of unrepaired UV lesions in the phage DNA rather than
as a function of the initial number of lesions as in Figs. 7 and 8.
change of variables effectively eliminates

any

This

differences in phage

* Assuming a Poisson distribution of lethal hits among the population
of W-irradiated phages, the surviving fraction N/N = Exp( -H), where
0
H is .the average number of hits per phage.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.

The UV enhancement of recombination. frequency from the
crosses of ~susBl with ~susG9 in ABl157(uvr+) and
AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria, plotted from the data in
Figs. 5 and 7 as a function of the fraction of infecting
phages which survives in single infection of the host.

The UV enhancement of recombination frequency from the cross
)j.c67 x ~c68 in ABl157 (uvr+) , AB1884 (uvrC) , AB1885 (uvrB) , and
AB1886(uvrA) hosts, plotted from the data in Figs. 6 and 8
as a function of the fraction of infecting phages viable in
single infection of the host bacteria.
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recombination frequencies that correlate with the differing capacities
of the host strains to reactivate potentially lethal UV lesions in
singly infecting phage chromosomes.
It is clear from Figs. 9 and 10 that for the. phage survival range
in which UV-stimulated recombination rises to a plateau in the HCR+ host,
and in which the initial primary increases in recombination occur in the
three HCR- hosts, the recombination frequencies are the same function of
the number of phage-lethal lesions in the HCR+ and HCR- host strains.
The differences in phages survivals are accompanied by corresponding
differences in phage recombination frequencies.

These results prove

that in this survival range the recombination-promoting and the potentially lethal UV lesions have the same sensitivity to excision.

A

corollary of this conclusion is that excision is not involved in either
the stimulation or the execution of the UV-induced recombination.

This

finding is consistent with the possibility that the recombinationpromoting and potentially lethal lesions are in fact identical.

Since

both types of lesion are photoreactivable, they are presumed to be--or
to derive from--UV-induced pyrimidine dimers in the phage DNA (247, 193).

For phage survivals below 10

-1

,the phage recombination fre-

. quencies in the HCR+ host remain at plateau levels of maximal enhancement, with perhaps a slight decline at quite low phage survivals (Figs.

9 and 10). In the HCR- host strains, however, for the lower phage survivals there are further, secondary, enhancements of
tion frequencies at reduced efficiencies.

phag~

recombina-

In order to clearly delineate

the several possible sources of such secondary enhancements in the HCRhosts, it is necessary to distinguish between the results obtained in

: .... :

II
"

0';

!

'I

'I,'

'

"

I

" '

the crosses ofA.susBl with A.susG9 (Fig. 9) and those from the crosses
of A.c67 with A.c68 (Fig. 10).
For the crosses of A.susBl with A.susG9, UV-irradiation of the infecting phages causes an increase in the recombination frequencies from
about 2.4% .for unirradiated phages to a plateau level near 25% A.++
progeny.

Additional stimulation of genetic exchanges among the vegeta-

tive phage chromosomes notwithstanding, further increases in the observed recombination frequencies, such as that found in the HCR- host
for phage survivals below 10-3 (Fig. 9), should be precluded by the
generation of equal numbers of the two parental and two.recombinant
genotypes in the pool of recombining genomes. *

By

contrast, the question

of genetic equilibrium is not pertinent to the levels of UV-induced recombination in the crosses of A.c67 with A.c68.

In this case the natural

recombination frequency of about 0.85% is enhanced to a plateau level of
8.5% in the HCR+ host;' in the HCR- hosts' the recombination frequencies
oontinue,to increase for 'phage surVivals below 10 -1 .,. but do not exceed
2o%-,forthe highest -dose assayed (Fig. 10).
The secondary enhancements of , phage recombination
frequencies in
,
HCR- host strains thus pose two distinct problems for consideration:
1) Why do the recombination frequencies for crosses of A.susBl with
A.susG9 in the HCR- host appear to increase past the level of genetic
equilibrium for phage survivals below 10-3 1 and 2)

Why do the recombina-

tion frequencies for the more closely linked c67 and c68 loci continue

* It is a moot question whether the plateau for the crosses of A.susBl
with A.susG9 in the HCR+ host is due to attainment of genetic equilibrium
or to saturation of the enhancement just short of equilibriumo The observation that the recombination frequency between the more closely
linked c67 and c68 markers is enhanced with analogous dose-response
kinetics suggests that the latter interpretation is correct.
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to increase in the HCR- strains'for phage survivals below

-1 whereas

~

a plateau level is attained in the HCR+ host?
It is likely that the secondary increase in the susBl-susG9 re-

'"

combination frequency in the HCR- host is an artifact, attributable to
the progressive UV-inactivation of complementation among the quasidefective ASUS mutants and the selective growth advantage of the A++
recombinant when there is but one fUnctional parental phage genome per
infected complex.
in Appendix I.

Evidence to support this interpretation is presented

This explanation accounts nicely for the facts that in

Fig. 9 the percentage of A++ recombinant progeny appears to reach a
plateau before increasing a second time at very low phage survivals and
that it then rises past the conventionally defined level of genetic
equilibrium.
There is no reason to expect that the A++ recombinant genotype
should have any selective advantage in crosses of heavily irradiated
Ac67 and A68.

The secondary enhancement of recombination frequency be-

tween these two loci in the HCR- hosts (Fig.

io)

is probably a true

indication of an increase in the number of intracellular mating events.
A likely explanation is that this secondary enhancement is due to recombination late in the phage infection between parental and newly
synthesized phage chromosomes, ;stimulated by unexcised recombinationpromoting UV les'ions in parental phage DNA strands.

This type of ex-

change would occur much more rarely in an HCR+ host due to continuing
excision-repair of the UV photoproducts (see section IV-D.l below).
Hence one observes a plateau in the HCR+ host, presumably due to maximum W stimulation of recombination early in the phage infection, whereas the UV enhancement of overall recombination continues at a reduced
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rate with increasing dose in the HCR- strain.
It is also conceivable that a secondary enhancement of recombination frequencies at low phage survivals could be an artifact of multiplicity reactivation.

This possibility will.be considered in section

III-B.l below.

In both the HCR+ and HCR- host bacteria, the primary UV stimulation of

~

phage recombination occurs in the dose range for which there

is at least 10% survival of the infecting phages (Figs. 9 and 10)--i.e.,
less than an average of about 2.3 lethal hits per phage.

From informa-

tion in the literature it is possible to estimate the range of initial
UV photoproducts per phage in which this primary enhancement occurs.
2
The W dose rate in these experiments was approximately 10 ergs/mm /sec
2
at 2537:',}.. Set low and Carrier have determined that 1 erg/mm of 2650 A
UV radiation induces approximately 1.0 x 10-6 pyrimidine dimers per
nucleotide in ~. ~ DNA in solution (196).

Action spectra for inactiv-

ation of ~. coli (118) and for inactivation and cross-reactivation of

A

T-even phage (166) imply that irradiation at 2537
induces at least
2
75% as many pyrimidine dimers/erg/mm as at 2650 A. The DNA of A. phage
contains approximately 1 x 105 nucleotides (35), with overall base composition and nearest neighbor frequencies virtually identical to those
of

! . .921l:. (213). AsSuming that the conformation of the phage chromo-

some within the protein coat does not significantly affect the yield of
photoproducts, one would then estimate that under the experimental
conditions here:
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2
2
1 sec UV =(10 ergs/mm )(0.75 x 10-6 dimers/nucleotide/erg/mm )
x (1 X 105 nucleotides/~ phage chromosome)
~

0.8 pyrimidine dimers!~ phage chromosome.

From the dose-response curves shown in Figs. 7 and 8 one can then conclude
that the UV enhancement of recombination in the HCR+ host occurs for doses
up to approximately 90 initial pyrimidine dimers per phage and the primary
enhancement in the HCR- hosts for doses up to approximately 18 initial
pyrimidine dimers per phage.
The results of this calculation may be restated from another viewpoint:

even in the excision-defective uvr- host 'bacteria, the ratio of

initial pyrimidine dimers to lethal hits per infecting phage is around 8
over the first decade of UV inactivation.

(The value of this ratio does

not decrease by more than 1/3 on the exponential portion of the survival

. UV doses to the phages. *)
curve, at higher

Since one or two unrepaired

UV -induced defects might suffice for an inactivating hit (88, 183, 102),
one is led to anticipate that there may be substantial "residual HCR"
activity in the uvr- mutant

hos~

bacteria (80, 84) or that some type of

replication bypass of W-induced photoproducts--perhaps analogous to that
observed in irradiated ~. coli ~hromosomes (26, l84)--can be effected in
irradiated

~

phage chromosomes.

Of course, these alternatives are not

mutually exclusive.

* The UV survival curves of ~ on both wild type and uvr- indicator
strains have a slight shoulder (see ref. 129); the exponential segments
of the inactivation curves extrapolate back to intercept the ordinate
at values ranging from 1.2 to 2.0 in different experiments. On the exponential portions of the survival curves (e.g., for surviving fractions
of 10-1 to 10-3), the ca.lculated ratios of initial pyrimidine dimers to
phage lethal hits are approximately 35 for the ABl157(uvr+) host (compared
to about 40 over the first decade of inactivation) and about 6 in the uvrstrains.
The comparable values of the ratios of initial pyrimidine dimers to
phage lethal hits for various T4 phage mutants (pp. 13, 19) are T4v+x+: 13; T4v-x+: 6; T4v-x-: 3 (190, 183, 81, 246, 188), where the experimentally determined values for thymine-containing dimers have been
arbitrarily adjusted upwards 25% to include all pyrimidine dimer photoproducts (196).
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If the recombination-promoting UV lesions in the A phage DNA are
repairable by HCR, as concluded above, .and substantial residual HCR
activity is present in the excision-defective uvr- host bacteria, the
recombination frequency of lightly UV-irradiated A phages in uvr- host
cells should be further enhanced under conditions in which the residual
excision activity has been inhibited.

The results of experiments dis-

cussed in Chapter V, in which uvrA host bacteria were themselves UVirradiated in order to inhibit residual excision, fulfill this prediction.

The data imply that unirradiated uvrA host cells retain sufficient

residual HCR activity tOo correct, in multiple infections, about 7CP/o - 8CP/o
of the potentially lethal and recombination-promoting lesions induced by
a 5-second UV dose to the parental phages (cf., also, section IV-D.l,
Fig. 28).

This amounts to repair of around 3 pyrimidine dimers per phage

chromosome or perhaps as many as 30 dimers per infected complex.
.furnishing further

evi~ence

While

for "the conclusion that the recombination-

promoting UV lesions in A phage DNA are repairable by HCR, this result
indicates that residual HCR could account in large part for the fairly
high ratio of initial pyrimidine dimers to lethal hits for the UVinactivation of A phages infecting even HCR- host bacteria.

III-A.2

Recombination-Deficient Host Bacteria
The REC- mutant strains of

!. £2.ll. bacteria are quite sensitive

to UV and deficient in their own recombination (38, 37), yet they are
able to excise UV-induced pyrimidine dimers and host cell reactivate
UV-irradiated A phage (39,226).

The recombination of unirradiated

wild type A phages is about the same in REC+ and REC- hosts (226, 30),
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since the Red recombination system encoded by the phage genome itself
is normally the principal mediator of vegetative phage recombination
(53,201).

However, the host cellRec recombination. system is capable

of supporting a significant amount of recombination among Ared (recombination-deficient) mutant phages (53,201).
The survival and recombination of tN-irradiated Ared+ phages in
recA-l(39, 241) and recB-21 (104, 57) host bacteria have been examined
in order to determine if the REC- mutations that impair host cell re-

combination and DNA repair also affect tN-induced phage recombination.
The results indicate that the tN enhancement of phage recombination is
essentially the same in the REC+ and REC- host bacteria.

On the other

hand, the tN survival of the A phages is somewhat lower in the recA
than in the rec+ or recB host cells.

It is possible that the recA muta-

tion affects a secondary mode of repair in the UV-irradiated phages
without significantly influencing the stimulation of phage recombination
by unexcised tN-induced photoproducts.

The tN survivals of A phages on the wi ld type ABl157 (rec+ , uvr+ )
and the recB mutant AB2470(recB-21,uvr+) host strains are shown in Fig.
11; it is clear that the UV survivals of A plated on these two indicators
are identical.

The recB mutant is known to have a reduced capacity to

degrade its DNA follOWing UV- or X-irradiation (104, 57).

By contrast,

recA-l mutant recombination-deficient bacteria exhibit extensive degrada~!

tion of their DNA following irradiation and an abnormally high rate of
DNA turnover even in unirradiated cells (39, 104).

The curves in Fig.

12 describe the tN-inactivation of A phages plated on the JC1569(recA-l,
uvr+) and the wild type JC1557(rec+,uvr+) host strains.

The phage
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Figure 11
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Figure 11 (left). UV survival curves for a mixture of Ac67 and
Ac68 phages in single infection of ABl157(rec+) and
AB2470(recB-21) hosts.
Figure 12 (right). UV survival curves for a. mixture of Ac67 and
Ac68 phages in single infection of
JC1557(rec+) and JC1569(recA-l) host strains. On each
indicator the two phage types have the same UV-sensitivity.
The identical irradiated phage preparations were used for
the experiments described in Figs. 6, 8, 10, 11 through
15, and 18 through 20.
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survivals on the recA and recA+ indicators diverge substantially for
low UV doses; the recA strain can be phenotypically classified as HCR+,
however, because the survival of UV-irradiated phages is much greater
on this host than on a uvr- strain (compare Figs. 8 and 12) and because the slopes of the phage survival curves on the recA and recA+
hosts are the same for moderate to high UV doses.
TheUV enhancements of phage recombination frequencies for
crosses of Ac67 with Ac68 in the recB, recA, and wild type host
teria are shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

bac-

The dose-response kinetics for

the enhancement of phage recombination are essentially the same in
the two REC- strains as in their respective REC+ controls.

The

plateau of enhancement for the recB host appears to be slightly higher
than that for the recB+ strain; in several different experiments it
was observed that the phage recombination frequencies in the recA
host are often slightly, but not Significantly, lower than those observed for the same UV dose in the recA+ host strain.
These data indicate that the host recombination functions
that are defective in the recA and recB mutant bacteria are not
required for the UV stimulation of Ared+ phage recombination.

This

result is consistent with the possibility that the UV-stimulated
recombination as well as vegetative recombination among unirradiated
A phages is mediated principally by the phages' Red recombination
system, which is known to effect genetic exchanges by a mechanism of
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Figure 13 (top). Dose-response curves for the UV enhancement of
recombination frequency in the.cross A.c67 x A.c68 in
ABl157(rec+) and AB2470(recB-21) bacteria.
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.,

breakage and reunion of the phage chromosomes (160,· 157, 53, 201). *
(The results of experiments concerning the UV enhancement of recomb ination among mutant Ared phages, which are being conducted in other
laboratories (198), are not yet available.)·

The dose-response curves describing the UV enhancement of A
phage recombination are essentially the same for the recA and recA+
hosts (Fig. 14), whereas there is a substantial difference between the
UV survival curves of the infecting phages on these indicators (Fig. 12).
These data suggest that there is little or no correlation between the
effects of the recA mutation in the host bacteria upon the viability
and upon the enhanced recombination of UV-irradiated A phages, contrary to the result expected if the function which is mutant in the
recA bacteria is involved to comparable extents in the UV-stimulated
phage recombination and in repair of the irradiated phage DNA.
The recombination frequencies observed in the recA and recA+
hosts are plotted in Fig. 15 against the survival of the infecting

* Experiments similar to those described here in Figs. 13 and 14
for A have recently been reported for coliphage S13, a small dependgnt
phage containing single-stranded DNA of molecular weight ca. 2 x 10
daltons that encodes only about 7 polypeptides (202). This phage is
dependent in large part upon the host cell recombination a.pparatus;
the principal mechanism of recombination among S13 phages is blocked
in a recA, though not in a recB, mutant host strain (218,219). Extracellular UV-irradiation of S13 phages leads to a 20-30 fold increase
in recombination frequencies from crosses in a rec+ or recB host, but
there is no enhancement of the residual recombination in a recA mutant
host strain (219). That the recA function is necessary to the UV enhancement of S13 recombination frequencies is consistent with the idea
that no significant influence of the recA mutation upon the UV enhancement of A recombination::;was observed here because of the presence of
functional red genes in the phages. It is also noteworthy that the
principal mechanisms of natural and UV-stimulated recombination in S13
may share at least one common step and could be the same (219).
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phages on their respective hosts.

As a function 'of lethal hits to the

infecting phages, the slope of the initial recombination enhancement in
the recA+ strain is about three times that of the recombination enhancement in the recA host. ' For sufficiently low phage survivals, however,
the phage recombination frequency is sustained at the same plateau level
in both host strains.

The curves in Fig. 15 imply that, in'contrast to

the case for the excision-defective uvr- host strains (Figs. 9 and 10),
in the recA host some of the unrepaired--or perhaps incompletely
repaired--potentially lethal W lesions in the phage DNA do not contributeto an enhanced frequency of recombinants among the progeny phages
recovered from the crosses.
The data described in Figs. 14 and 15 must be qualified in one
particular.

In contrast to the case for multiply infected recA+ host

bacteria (including the recB mutant), fewer recA host cells yielded
progeny phages from crosses of even lightly W-irradiated infecting
phages than from identical crosses of unirradiated phages (see section
III-B below, re Fig. 20).

For example, there were only about 55% as

many active recA infected complexes for a cross of phages irradiated for
60 seconds as for a cross of unirradiated phages, while for comparable
crosses in recA+ host strains there were the same riumber of active infected complexes for these cases.

The extent of W-enhanced recombina-

tion among the phages in the inactive recA complexes is not reflected
in the data described in Fig. 14.

Since the subpopulation of infected

bacteria which gave rise to the W-induced recombinants from the recA
crosses could have been significantly enriched for those complexes able
to support successful repair (and possibly also UV-induced recombination)
of the irradiated infecting phages, it is conceivable that the W-induced
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Figure 15.

The UV enhancement of recombination frequency i'rom
the cross )..c67 x )..c68 in JC1557(rec+) and JC1569
(recA-l) bacteria, plotted from the data in .Figs.
12 and 14 as a function of the fraction of infecting phages which survives in single infection of
the host bacteria.
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recombination among

~

phages in the recA host strain may be somewhat

less efficient relative to that in the recA+ host than is implied by
the curves in Fig.

14.

On the other hand, the result indicated in Fig. 15 is not
qualitatively affected by taking this reservation into account.

If

the curves in Fig. 15 are corrected for a hY]?Othetical bias due to inactive recA infected complexes--by altering the phage survival scale
to show the relative survivals for single (Fig. 12) versus multiple
(Fig. 20) infections of the host or even to indicate the relative survivals of the infected complexes themselves (Fig. 20)--the initial
slope of the curve for crosses in the recA+ host is nevertheless twice
as great as that of the curve for crosses in the recA host strain.
Most generally, one might infer from Fig. 15 that in the irecA
mutant bacteria the excision-repair of UV lesions in the phage DNA is
impaired at a step subsequent to t l1 at

~h:tch

effectively neutralizes the

recombinagenic stimulus of a photoproduct or that a second mode of DNA
repair is affected which can repair potentially lethal but not recombination-promoting UV lesions (these possibilities are not mutually exclusive).

Since the recA and recA+ bacteria are known to have similar

capacities to excise pyrimidine dimers (39), either interpretation supports the idea that the simple removal of photoproducts from the UVirradiated DNA suffices to curtail their effect upon recombination
whet~er

or not repair 9f tbe damaged segments of the genomes is suc-

cessfully completed.

These results do raise the question of whether

the recA and recA+ bacteria differ only in their ability to support a
step of HeR other than excision or whether the recA mutation might affect aipost-replication repair mode in

~

phage.
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III-A.2 (cont.)

The possibility of replication-bypass of tN photo-

products in

~

phage; post-replication repair

Although the increase in tN-sensitivity of

~

phages on recA mu-

tant strains * is slight compared to that observed on uvr- (HCR-) host
strains, it is of particular interest here because it probably reflects

.

the same aberration in DNA repair processes acting upon the irradiated
phages that is responsible for the
themselves.

UV~~ensitivity

of the recA bacteria

The efficiency of excision-repair (HCR) may be reduced

somewhat in recA mutant bacteria--perhaps as a result of impaired control
of single strand breakdown follOWing the excision of photoproducts from
irradiated DNA. **

This possibility is underscored by the fact that

there is little or no residual HCR (84) activity for low tN doses to
doubly mutant uvrA6,recA-13 bacteria (108)--in contrast to the case for
singly mutant uvrA6 cells (sections IV-C.l, V-B, D below).

However,

there is some evidence that the tN-sensitivity of therecA strains is
due principally to inactivation of another mode of DNA repair in irradiated bacterial genomes (108,66).
It has been proposed that the recA-dependent repair mode consists in the post-replication healing of gaps present in newly synthesized

* UV

survival curves of ~ that are quite similar to those compared
in Fig. 12 with respect to the recA-l mutation of the host have recently
been reported for recA-13 (53), 152rec- (68), and rec-42 (168) mutant
host strains also.

** It is not clear to what extent the extensive degradation of DNA observed in recA mutant strains might be non-specific--deriving, for example,
from an increased susceptibility of single-strand breaks in the DNA, from
whatever source, to nuclease attack. In any case, the extreme nature of
the defects in these REC- bacteria is attested by the fact that about 40%
and 75%, respectively, of the cells in log phase cultures of the recA-l
and recB-21 strains were inviable as colony-forming units and unable to
host a successful infection of even unirradiated~ phages.
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DNA strands as

a

result of replication-bypass of UV photoproducts in

irradiated template. strands (184, 109).

An extended version of this

hypothesis would attribute the post-replication repair to exchanges
among the sister strands of the daughter chromosomes in recombination
events which are induced by the double-strand defects resulting from
bypass (109, 240)'0 These ideas are outlined above in the introductory
review--sections I-B.2, 3, 4.

While the nature of the involvement of

"UV-induced" recombination in post-replication repair is open to question,
there can scarcely be any doubt that replication-bypass of UV photoproducts
does occur in

!.

~ bacteria (26~ 109); and, while bypass is observed

in singly mutant excision-defective cells, this mode of coping with UV
damage is apparently ineffective in doubly mutant uvrAirei:!A and probably
uvrB;recB bacteria (109, 108).
There is

presu~ptive

evidence to support the view that an analogous,

although probably less vital, bypass/post-replication repair mode exists
for UV-irradiated

~

phage,and that the post-replication repair mechanism

is dependent on the function provided by the recA gene of the host bacteria or a red gene of the phage itself.

Data reported by Echols and

Gingery (Fig. 3 in ref. 53) shows· that mutations to either red14 in the
phage or

re~~-13

in the host bacteria combine with a uvrA mutation in

the host to exert additive effects upon the UV-sensitivity of

~

phage.

Furthermore, this data also indics.tes that the red and the bacterial
recA mutations interact synergistically to increase the UV-sensitivity
of the phage on the HCR- host by about

30%.

These observations suggest

that the phage's red and the host's recA genes provide·functions that
partially overlap not only in support of vegetative phage recombination,
but also in participation in a secondary DNA repair mode distinct from

excision-repair.

A mutation 'in either one of these genes alone causes

an increase in only the initial slope of the phage survival curve, as
exemplified by the data in Fig. 12 for

~red+

phage on the recA-l and

recA+ host bacteria; this effect could be attributed to the preferential
survival as plaque-forming units of those infected complexes in which
the non-mutant gene is able to sustain optimal function of the red-recA
dependent repair mechanism.
The fact that even in HCR- host bacteria around 6 to 8 pyrimidine
dimers per infecting phage chromosome are required to induce a phagelethal hit (section III-A.l) is consistent with the notion that some
form of replication-bypass of UV photoproducts can occur in phage

~.

Such bypass migbtwell necessitate a post-replication repair of defects
in the daughter chromosomes analogous to that which is thought to occur
in the bacteria.

Thus it is reasonable to tentatively identify the red-

recA dependent repair mode in

~

as post-replication healing of gaps

present in semi-conserved parental DNA as a result of replicationbypass of UV photoproducts.

For either HCR+ or HCR- hosts, the increase

in phage survival that results from presence of the red+ and recA+ alleles

(2£.

~., 53) could correspond to bypass, with successful post-

replication repair, of around 30% of the potentially lethal photoproducts
initially induced in the infecting phage chromosomes, in addition to the
'."

repair effected by conventional (or residual) HCR.
The plausibility of this hypothesis is supported by the recent
finding that UV-induced mutation of either the bacterial or an infecting
~ phage genome is suppressed in recA mutant

!. coli K12 strains (163, 243b) ,

in apparent accord with theories that UV-induced mutation is usually
associated with post-replication repair of gaps caused by bypass of the
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mutagenic photoproducts (243a, 28).
lesions induced in either

~.

Furthermore, there is evidence that

coli bacteria or

A phage by dye-

in~ecting

sensitized photodynamic action can also be repaired by a recA dependent
mechanism that operates independently of HeR (86, 68).

On the basis

o~

this indirect evid·ence, it will be adopted

~

~ working hypotheSiS here that a bypass/post-replication repair mode,

analogous to that in the

~. ~

alleviate UV damage in A phage.
this concept surely must await

host bacteria, normally

~unctions

While a more

formulation

~ther

de~ini ti ve

to
o~

studies, the presumption of a

bypass/post-replication repair mode ~or A phage is significant for a
general interpretation of several experimental results discussed in
the present report (e.g., sections IV-D.1, 2 and Appendix III).

O~

course, this assumption is also obligatory in order to entertain the
suggestion

th~t UV-sti~ulated

recombination might be an inter-molecular

manifestation of post-replication repair, conSisting in single-strand
exchanges primed by double-strand defects which result

~om

replication-

bypass o~ UV photoproducts (184, 109, 240).
In the context of these ideas, the results presented in Figs. 12,
14, and 15 above may be reappraised with regard to the possibility that
the UV-induced phage recombination is associated with post-replication
repair of semi-conserved parental phage DNA. * Because the exact

* The point at issue here is not whether UV-induced recombination
can occur between genomes which contain irradiated DNA in semi-conserved
form, but whether UV-induced recombination occurs prinCipally among semiconserved parental genomes as a consequence of the priming action of
double-strand de~ects caused by replication-bypass. Given that replication-bypass o~ UV photoproducts is possible (26, 184) and that unexcised
UV photoproducts promote recombination (section III-A.l above, 104),
,one would ·expect to observe recombination o~ semi-conserved irradiated
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natures of the defective functions in, REC- bacteriaJ. strains are not
understood at present, it is difficult to assess whether the concomitant
inactivation of bacterial recombination and post-replication repair in
recA mutant cells might signify an intirriate relation between the overall
mechanisms of these phenomena.

If analogpusprocesses occur in the de-

pendent A. phage, this difficulty might be circumvented by focusing conI

sideration upon the "sectors" of UV-induced recombination and postreplication repair in the phage which are sustained by the recA gene of
the host as opposed to a red gene of the phage itself.

The data in Figs.

12, 14, and 15 provide the relevant information concerning survival and
recombination of UV-irradiated A.red+ phages in recA and recA+ host
bacteria.
As noted in previous discussion, the curves for UV enhancement
of

~

phage recombination as a function of phage-lethal hits in the recA

and recA+ host strains (Fig. 15) irriply that in the recA mutant either
a)

the excision-repair of UV lesions in the phage DNA isirripaired at a

step subsequent to the removal of the recombinagenic photoproducts, or
b)

another mode of DNA repair is affected, with the consequence that

for a given UV does there is an increase in the number of effectively
genomes induced by unexcised, bypassed photoproducts regardless of the
nature of the recombinagenic stimulus. Such recombination may account
for many of the exchanges induced by high UV doses to A. phages infecting excision-defective HCR- host strains (Fig. 10 and elsewhere, below).
It is now obvious that the enhanced recombination induced in bacterial
matings by irradiation of the donor cells (117) is caused by unexcised
UV photoproducts in the male DNA which have been bypassed during replication associated with chromosome transfer in conjugation (109, 230).
The W enhanced recombination of single-stranded ¢X174 and S13 phages
(219) probably occurs between double-stranded ,molecules (185) following bypass of UV photoproducts (151) during synthesis of the initial
double-stranded replicative form from an extracellularly irradiated
phage.
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lethal lesions 'with little or no change in the number of recombinagenic
lesions,or c)

both.

If the main effect of ,the recA mutation upon the

UV survival of infecting

phages is to impair the post-replication

~

healing of gaps caused by replication-bypass, these results would suggest
that the UV-induced phage recombination is substantially less dependent
upon the function provided by the host recA gene than is the presumed
post-replication repair mode.

The conclusion would be that inA. phage

the phenomena of UV-induced genetic recombination and post-replication
repair are probably !l21intimately related.
of natural and UV -induced

~

Moreover, if the mechanisms

phage recombination are' essentially the same,

this interpretation would be consistent with imdependent data (53) indicating that the viability of UV-irradiated A. phages is somewhat more dependent upon the recA allele of the host bacteria than upOn a red allele
of the phage itself while the red gene mediates around 90% of the recombination among unirradiated

III-A.3

phage~.

Other UV-Sensitive Host Strains
The UV stimulation of A. recombination has also been examined

briefly in a host strain mutant at the lex locus.

The AB2494(lex-l)

mutant strain is HCR+ but UV- and X-ray-sensitive; it exhibits excessive
DNA degradation after UV-irradiation and somewhat less efficient recom-

bination than the wild type, and could be defective in a single-strand
breakdown associated with repair (104, 102).

The UV-sensitivity of A.

phages seems to be slightly increased in the lex-l mutant host strain,
but even for high UV doses to the phages the surviving fraction on
AB2494(lex-l) is about one-half that found on the lex+ ABl157 host
(Table IV).

,.
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The lex locus of E. coli K12 may be analogous to the exr locus

---

of E. coli B.

'--

The 1ex-1 and exr (Bs-1/Bs-2) mutations map in the same

region of the bacterial chromosomes, and the Kl2 and' B mutants share
those radiation-response phemotypes that have been examined in both
strains, but the identity of the loci has not been established (155,
102,243b).

It is known that both the.E.

£2!i

Kl2 lex (as well as recA)

mutants and the E. coli B exr mutants are stable against UV-induction
of mutations (242, 243b), possibly as a consequence of a defect in postreplication repair processes (243a, 28), and there is some indication
that the multiplicity reactivation of T1 phages may be suppressed in an
exr- host (see section III-B.2 below).
In order to determine whether the lex locus Significantly affects
natural or UV-induced A phage recombination, several crosses were performed in the AB2494(lex-l) host strain.

The results are shown in

Table IV, in comparison with data for the lex+ ABl157 host from the
same experiments.

For a given UV dose, the phage recombination frequencies

were enhanced by approximately the same factor in the mutant lex host and
in the wild type strain, although the absolute recombination frequencies
from crosses in the lex strain were usually somewhat lower.

No signifi-

cance can be attached to the slight variations in A phage survival and
recombination in the AB2494(lex-l) and lex+ AB1l57 host strains, since-the lex locus aside--these strains are not strictly isogenic (see Table II
and accompanying footnote, section II-B).

The AB2494(lex-1) bacteria

usually yielded smaller bursts of progeny phages from the crosses.
Another radiation-sensitive host strain that might yield significant results concerning the UV stimUlation of recombination is the uvrD

Surviving Fraction of Phage
UV dose
(insj.ng 1(3 :Lnfe cti On )
to
AB2494(lex-1) 1ex+ AB1157
phages·
Indicator
Indicator

CROSS

x

~usB1

~c67

0

~susR5

~c68

x

0
60
120
240
360

1.0
0.28
0.053
0.0059
0.00033

1.0
0.38
0.093
0.014
0.00064

Recombin~tion

Frequency

AB2494(lex-1) host

(%

~++

1ex+ AB1157 host

2.8 ±. 0.5

(4)

4.1:t 0.2

0.4
2.8
4.9
6.1

(1)

(1)

0.84
6.5
8.4
8.4

(1)
/( 1 )

Progeny)

±. 0.08
:t 0.4
±. 1.4
±. 0.7

0)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

~sus029

x

~susR5

0

0.79 ±. 0.14

(4)

1.7 ±. 0.2

(3 )

~susQ73

x

~susR5

0
180

0.42 ±. 0.03
4.2 + 0.7

(.2 )

0.47 ±. 0.03
3.1 + 0.2

(2)
(2 )

(2 )

Table IV - UV survival of A phage and UV enhancement of A phage recombination frequencies in
AB2494(lex-l) host bacteria in comparison to results for the lex+ ABl157 host.
The data for the crosses of different phage types were procured in separate experiments.
Recombination values are based upon the numbers of crosses indicated in parentheses; the
indicated errors are standard deviations.
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mutant (Table I) of Ogawa et al. (168).

The uvrD strains are probably

defective in the regulation of single-strand degradation or repair synthesis associated with host cell reactivation; they are HCR- yet are able
to excise photoreactivab1e UV lesions, degrade irradiated DNA, and heal
single-strand gaps in A. phage (168, 197).

Normal recombination frequencies

are observed among unirradiated A. phages in a uvrD host strain (168),
which indicates that not all of the functions required to complete host
cell reactivation are essential to the formation of viable recombinant
molecules.

One might expect the dose-response kinetics for UV stimula-

tion of A. recombination in a uvrD mutant host to be the same as those
for a wild type host, since the recombination-promoting lesions would be
exeisedfrom the irradiated DNA with the same efficiency in both instances.

This experiment has not yet been performed, as the uvrD mutants

became available too recently for inclusion in the work reported here.

,,.

III-B.

Multiplicity Reactivation of UV-Irradiated Lambda Phages
UV-damaged bacteriophages that are not viable in single infection

can sometimes interact in a multiply infected cell so as to produce viable
progeny (150, 129).

This phenomenon, known as multiplicity reactivation,

is believed to arise.from the generation of a.viable chromosome by recombination and/or functional complementation among the damaged phages (59,
183).

Because the multiple infection of a cell with UV-irradiated \

phages may lead to both UV enhancement of recombination and multiplicity
reactivation, it is important to examine the relation between these two
phenomena.

III-B.l HCR+ and. HCR- Host Bacteria
The curves· in Figs. 16 and 17 show theUVsurvivals of a phage
mixture in single and multiple infection of the AB1l57(uvr+) and AB1886
(uvrA) host strains.

The dashed lines represent the survivals calculated

for multiply infected complexes in which no multiplicity reactivation
occurs; they are equivalent to "multi-target" counterparts of the survival

. infection. * The experimental points in these
curves for phage in single
figures represent the relative survivals as plaque-forming units of the

* These theoretical multi-target curves were calculated according to
the equation N/N = 1 - Exp(-MS), where M = the average multiplicity of
infection per ce~l (measured by dividing the actual number of phage adsorbed by the number of viable cells infected), ahd S = the fraction of
infecting phages that are viable in single infection of the host. Assuming that these viable phages are distributed among the cells according to a Poisson distribution,thequantity 1 - Exp(-MS) expresses the
fraction of multiply infected cells that contain one or more phage viable
in single infection. For MS « 1 this expression reduces to N/N :;: MS.
o

'.
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Figure 16.

Multiplicity reactivation of' W-irradiated ).. phages in the
ABl157(uvr+) host.

Curve A:

the W survival of' a mixture

of' )..susBl and )..susG9 in multiple inf'ection of' ABl157 cells.
The host bacteria were inf'ected with about 10 phages each
in crosses of' )..susBl with )..susG9.

The data points indicate

the relative fraction of' inf'ected complexes which f'ormed
plaques on a permissive indicator strain as a f'unction of'
the W dose to the infecting phages.

Curve B:

the W

survival of' the same inf'ecting phage mixture in single
inf'ection of' ABl157 (in this case from Fig. 5). Curve C:
the survival curve calculated f'or the multiply inf'ected
complexes on the assumptions that each cell is inf'ected
with 10 phages and that only those cells will lyse which
receive at least one phage active in single inf'ection.
The extent of multiplicity reactivation is characterized
by the parameters dose reduction (DR) and survival increase

(g).

Figure 17.

Multiplicity reactivation of' W-irradiated)" phages in the
AB1886(uvrA) host.

Curves!!,,~, and Q as in Fig. 16 except

with ref'erence to the AB1886host~

Note that Figs. 16 and

17 (and Figs. 18 and 19 below) are not drawn to the same
scale.
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multiply infected· host cells in the crosses of UV-irradiated AsusBl and
AsusG9, discussed above in section III-A.l.

It is clear from Figs. 16 and

17 that"for both the uvr+ and uvrA host strains the experimentally observed survival of multiply infected complexes is greater than would be

.

predicted from the calculated curve.

This enhanced survival results from

multiplicity reactivation.

An apparent UV stimulation of phage recombination could conceivably arise as a consequence of multiplicity reactivation.

Thus, when

cells are infected with UV-irradiated phages in a genetic cross, an increased recombination frequency among the progeny phages might arise
from

a

preferential lysis of those infected complexes in which an unusu-

ally large amount of recombination leads to multiplicity reactivation.
(78, 183).

It is obvious from Figs. 16 and 17 that such an explanation

cannot account for the primary UV enhancement of A recombination frequencies.

In the phage survival range where this initial increase in

recombinationoccur.s (Figs. 9 and 10), all of the multiply infected
cells of both uvr+ and uvrA host strains continue to produce viable
progeny phages.

This conclusion is further supported by the data shown

in Figs. 18 and 19, describing the relative survival of the multiply
infected complexes in crosses of UV-irradiatedAc67 and Ac68 phages in
the uvrA, uvrB, uvrC, and uvr+ host strains.
At higher UV doses that do cause inactivation of the multiply
infected complexes the behavior of the phage recombination frequencies
is different in the uvr+ and the uvr- host strains.

The recombination

frequencies in the uvr+ host have reached the plateau level and do not

100

. Figure 18 •

Multiplicity reactivation of' tN-irradiated A. phages in the
AB1884 (uvrC) , AB1885 (uvrB) , and AB1886(uvrA) host strains-with data points !'rom the survival of' inf'ected complexes in
the crosses of' A.c67 with A.c68 at a multiplicity of' about 9
phages adsorbed per cell. Otherwise, curVes
as designated in the caption to Fig. 16.

Figure 19.

~, ~,

and C

Multiplicity reactivation of' tN-irradiated A. phages in the
AB1l57(uvr+,rec+) ~ AB2470(uVr+,reCB-31) host bact~ria-
also with da:t;a points !'rom the survival of' inf'ected complexes in the crosses of' A.c67 with A.c68 at a multiplicity
of' about 9 phages adsorbed per cell. Otherwise, curves
~, and C as designated in the caption to Fig. 16.
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increase further (Figs. 7 through 10).

In the uvr- hosts, the secondarY9

slower, increases in recombination frequency between the c67 and c68
markers commence at a dose for which there is slight inactivation of
the infected complexes (Figs. 8, 10).

One cannot completely eliminate

. the possibility that this secondary increase in recombination between
the :>..C phages is accentuated by a slight selection for recombinantproducing infected complexes, but such an effect is rendered unlikely
by the fact that a comparable selection for recombinant-producing complexes does not occur in the uvr+ host strain even at much higher relative doses.

The preferred hypothesis, discussed above in section III-A.l,

is that this secondary increase in recombination frequencies observed
in the uvr- hosts is due instead to the continued stimulation of vegetative phage recombination by unexcised pyrimidine dimers.
It has also been argued (see Appendix I) that the secondary increase in the proportion of :>..++ recombinant progeny from crosses of
:>..susBl and A.susG9 in the uvrA host (Figs. 7, 9) results from a progressive failure of functional
phages.

compl~entation

among heavily UV-irradiated

That secondary increase in recombinant progeny occurs for the

same range of UV doses that cause inactivation of the multiply infected
complexes.

Since no significant dimunition of the extent of multiplicity

reactivation is observed as the dose is increased (Fig. 17), one can
conclude that functional complementation does not contribute to the
multiplicity reactivation of :>.. observed here.

From Figs. 16 through 19 it appears that there is much more
multiplicity reactivation in the uvr- than in the uvr+ host strains.
Let us consider this difference in terms of two parameters, defined

.•
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as follows.

Survival increase (SI) is the ratio, at a given UV dose,

of the experimentally observed survival of multiply infected complexes
to the calculated survival expected in the absence of multiplicity
reactivation.

..

~ reduction (DR) is the difference between the UV

dose that corresponds to an observed survival of multiply infected
complexes and the dose calculated to give that survival in the absence
of multiplicity reactivation.

These pa.rameters are illustrated in the

figures of this section for comparable UV doses--at which the survivals
of the infecting phages are Similar, the primaryUV enhancement of recombination among the infecting phages has been saturated, and the
extents of multiplicity reactivation are near the equilibrium values
that accompany exponentia.l inactivation
of the infected complexes.
,

It

is evident that the survival increases are about 50 times greater in
the uvr-host strains (Figs. 17 and 18) than in the uvr+ host (Figs. 16
and 19), whereas the extents of dose reduction i~ the strains differ by
no more than around

3a1o.

These observations may be interpreted in the following way:
1)

The dose reductions that can be attained through multiplicity

reactivation B,re similar in the uvr- and uvr+ host strains.

This fact

suggests that similar numbers of recombination events among the parental
phages following infection may effect the neutralization Qf approximately
equal numbers of initial UV lesions in the uvr- and uvr+ strains.

Since

the multiplicity reactivation is observed at higher dose levels than
those necessary to evoke the full primary enhancements of phage recombination, it is likely that most of the recombination associated with
multiplicity reactivation is in fact that which has been stimulated by
the UV les ions, •
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2)

The survival increases attainable through multiplicity reactivation

are much greater in the uvr- host strains than in the uvr+ host.

This

fact suggests that similar numbers of recombination events can effect
the neutralization of more phage-lethal lesions (i.e., potentially
lethal lesions that would not otherwise be repaired) in the uvr- strains
than in the uvr+ host.

Some of the recombination that effects multi-

plicity reactivation may enter an irreversible stage (though it is conceivable that'it need not be consummated) while potentially lethal
lesions in the parental phages are still subject to excision-repair.
Yet,it is obvious that the recombination can occur after the initiation
of excision-repa,ir since the recombination-promoting lesions are sensitive to excision.' In each infected complex, then; host cell reactivation
by excision-repair and multiplicity reactivation through IN-stimulated
recombination occur during the same time interval; they are not sequential
processes, as has sometimes been presumed.

Not only is excision-repair

antagonistic to recombination in the sense that it can eliminate recombination-promoting lesions, but the two processes may "compete" for the'
same class of initial IN lesions.

III-B.2

Other IN-Sensitive Host Bacteria
On the basis of evidence presented in the preceding section,

it has been concluded that excision-repair and multiplicity reactivation of

~

phage in

~.

coli KI2 host strains are not sequential phenomena.

From observations on the multiplicity reactivation of TI phage in E.
coli B (HCR+) and BS-I (HCR-) host strains, Sauerbier has drawn precisely
the opposite conclusion

(187). His data show that, for comparable IN

doses to the infecting TI phage, similar survival increases are observed
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in the Band Bs - l hosts but the dose reduction is about five-fold less
in the Bs-l strain.
The source of this contradiction could rest either in a difference in the physiology of

•

~

and Tl phages or in the difference in the

genetic constitutions of strain BS-l relative to B on the one hand and
the Kl2 uvr- strains relative to the uvr+ strain on the other.
latter alternative seems,

~

The

priori, more likely; it is now known that

Bs - l is a double mutant of strain B (155), whereas the K12 uvr- strains
are single mutants of the control uvr+ strain (106).

The Bs_lstrain

carries both an hcr- mutation, analogous in map location and phenotype
,

to the uvrB mutation in

!. coli Kl2, and an exr- mutation to X-ray

sensitivity that may correspond to the K12 lex-l mutation (see section
III-A.3).

On the other hand, ~ and Tl have similar phenotypes with re-

spect to recombination, multipliCity reactivation, and host cell reactivation in wild type host strains (206)--although they do differ in their
behavior on recA mutant host bacteria (134).
In view of the similar dose reductions observed for multiplicity
reactivation of

~

in HCR+ and HCR- host strains, the diminished dose

reduction for Tl in the hcr-exr- host Bs-.l could conceivably indicate
an effect of the exr- mutation to impair multiplicity reactivation by
suppressing the UV stimulation of phage recombina.tion.One would then
expect to observe little or no UV enhancement of recombination frequency
among Tl phages in an exr- bacterial host.
gous effect might be observed in the

~-K12

The possibility that an

analo~

system was briefly investigated

by performing crosses of A phages in the AB2494(lex-l) host strain.

As

discussed in section III-A.3 above, a UV-enbancement of phage recombination frequencies does occur in this host, and a slight multipliCity

106

reactivation of UV-irradiated phages is -also observed in the lex-l
strain.

From an experiment in which AB2494(lex-l) bacteria were in-

fected with an average of 6 A.C phages each, a multiplicity reactivation
plot analogous to those shown in Figs. 16 and 19 for the ABl157 host
indicates a dose reduction of approximately 60 seconds and a survival
increase of 3X.
Although further experiments utilizing a uvr-lex- double mutant
host might be of value in confirming these results, it can be tentatively
concluded that the lex mutation does not Significantly affect the IN
stimula.tion of recombination or multiplicity reactivation of A..

The

explanation of the apparent contradiction between the findings reported
here and those of Sauerbier then probably involves either a difference
between the physiology of A. and Tl or a distinction between the functions
of the exr and lex loci.

The multiplicity reactivation of IN-irradiated A.C phages in recB
and recA mutant bacteria is shown in Figs. 19 and 20, in comparison with
the results in the rec+ host strains.

Both Rec- host strains support,

efficient multiplicity reactivation.

The sllghtly,g:r:eater dose reduc-

tion apparent for the recB host (Fig. 19) correlates with the slightly
higher plateau level of UV-enbanced phage recombination in that strain
(Fig. 13); these minor effects may be attributable to the restrained
degradation of UV-irradiated DNA in the recB bacteria (104, 57).
It is evident in Fig. 20 that the survival of the multiply infected recA complexes declines even for low IN doses to the phages
(though the experimental survival at low doses is not less than that
predicted by the multi-target calculation).

This observation is

.'
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Multiplicity reactivation of UV-irradiated A. pha.ges
in the JC1557(rec+) (left) and JC1569(recA-l) (right)
host strains. The data are from the relative survival of infected complexes in the crosses of A.c67
with A.c68 at a multiplicity of about 4 phages adsorbed per cell. In other respects the curves A, l?,
£ are as designated in the caption to Fig. 16. -
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consistent with the notion that the intact, overlapping Red function
of the phage supports repair at full efficiency in only a subpopulation
of the infected cells (section III-A.2).
survivals of the

~red+

Part of the difference in

phage for single and multiple infections of the

recA host may be due to a gene dosage effect.

Moreover, there could

be a slight artificial enhancement of recombination frequencies from
crosses of UV-irradiated phages in the recA host (Fig. 14) due to the
selection for progeny of the active complexes (section III-A.2).

•
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IT.

RECOMBINATION OF UV-IRRADIATED PARENTAL LAMBDA PHAGE GENOMES

IV-A. " :B.ecombination of Unirradiated HCM-labeled Parental Phages
The effect of UV-irradiation upon recombination among parental A.
bacteriophage chromosomes was investigated by performing genetic crosses
in which the DNA strands of the irradiated infecting phages were la.beled
by means of host-controlled modification (HCM).

Before proceeding to

the rationale and results of these experiments, in sections B through D
of this chapter, it is necessary to briefly review the molecular basis
of host-controlled modification and to consider in .detail the properties
and potential significance of the HCM label in recombination studies,as
demonstrated in crosses of unirradiated phages •.

IT-A.l Host-Controlled Modification
Many bacterial strains impart a biological specificity, or modification, to their own DNA and to that of.the dependent A. bacteriophage
(19,6).

This specificity is inseparably associated with the physical

structure of the modified DNA strands (52), but it is not replicated
with the genetic information and so is non-heritable.
basis of the modification

The chemical

!

is thought to consist in a pattern of base

methylation at discrete and specific Sites, applied to the DNA after
syntheSis (7, 93, 74, 72).
DNA derived from cells conferring a particular type of hostcontrolled modification and introduced into a different host stra.in
may be either accepted, its biological activity unimpaired, or restricted, in which case the alien DNA is rapidly degraded and its genetic
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potential destroyed (5]"

161).

The specificity of the HeM is thus de-

pendent upon two distinct fUnctions:

modification of the DNA within

the cell conferring specificity, and restriction of inappropriately
modified DNA wi thin the challenged host.

Mutants that are deficient

in either restriction (R-) or both restriction and modification (R-M-)
have been isolated (71, 245).

At present, it appears that three genetic

characters--r, m, and s--affect, respectively, restriction, modification,
and the specificity that characterizes each of these processes (147,25);
•

- -

~_

•• _ _ _ _ _

OM •

.-

_ _ _ _

it is uncertain whether these functions are all exercised by the same
enzyme complex.

The effects of host-controlled modification and re-

striction upon the viability of A bacteriophages in several different

--

strains of E. coli are illustrated in Table V.
.

When A phages carrying a particular HeM label are grown on a
host tha:t neither restricts them nor confers the parental type HCM upon
newly synthesized DNA, progeny phage particles that conserve the parental
HeM specificity are recovered at a low frequency.

Experiments in which

the parental DNA has also been labeled with isotopes indicate that the
parental HeM specificity is associated with conserved and semi-conserved
parental DNA, although the label can be transmitted by somewhat less
than an entire parental strand

(8).

The HCM specificity is serially

transmissible with either of the DNA strands of a parental phage, indicating that both strands are modified at each site and that modification
·in either strand suffices to forestall degradative attack (9,161).

The Kl2-Kl2(Pl) system for host-controlled modification of
phages (Table V)

(8, 6)

was utilized in the experiments reported below.

PI bacteriophage carries its own genes that confer modification and
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Efficiency of plating on E.coli host strains
Phage type

K12
(R~M~ )

K12{P1~

(RK+MK+
RptMp+ )

------------------C

B

(R-M- )

(Rgt-Mgt-)

1

2x10- 5

.1

10-4

1

1

1

10-4

A.·C

4x10-4

4x10- 7

1

2x10- 4

A.·B

4x10-4

7x10-7

1

1

x: K12

(== ;>vK)

A:K12(P1)

(== A..p)

Table V - The host-controlled modification and restriction of A
bacteriophages on several !!.. coli host strains (8, 6).
Each phage type is defined by a dot and letter indicating
the host strain in which the phage DNA was synthesized.
Relevant restriction and modification phenotypes of the
host strains are denoted by the Rand M symbols (245, 71).
The solid box encloses the HeM system utilized in the
present study.

ll2

restriction characteristics in addition to those of the host cell

71).

(8,

).. bacteriophages grown in an~.coli Kl2(Pl) host ()..·f) possess

both Kl2- and Pl-mediated modifications-, and they plate with 100% efficiency on both K12(Pl) and non-lysogenic K12 bacterial strains.

By

contrast, phage syIithesized in K12 strains non-lysogenic for Pl ().. O!)
plate with 100% efficiency upon other non-lysogenic Kl2 hosts but at
an efficiency of only 2 X 10-5 on Kl2{Pl) strains.

In the non-

restricting K12 hosts, both )"·K and )...p participate in normal vegetative
multiplication and recombination

(8).

The HCM label can be utilized as a marker to distinguish the
genome~

containing strands of predominantly parental DNA among the,

progeny from crosses of ).. phages.

Thus the progeny of a cross of A·p

phages in a non-lysogenic K12 host include many phages with newly synthesized )..·K chromosomes and a few percent )...p* phages, which retain
the _parentaLHCMspecificity be.caJlse
conserved parental DNA.

th~y~~ontaiIl_coIlserved_ox:-

semi-..

The frequency and genetic constitution of these

progeny )..·Pphages can be examined by assaying the cross lysate on

* In the text that follows, phage are designated as )"of (or A·C, etc.)
by either of two quite distinct criteria--i.e., because they were grown
in a Kl2{Pl) host or because they plate on a Kl2{Pl) indicator. The )...p
phages used to infect host bacteria in phage crosses were synthesized in
Kl2{Pl) host strains; their chromosomes were thus composed entirely of
DNA carrying the type P host-controlled modification, and they were
naturally viable on a K1.2 (Pl) indicator strain. The progeny phages,
from crosses of )...p parental phages in non-lysogenic Kl2 host bacteria,
that plated on a Kl2(Pl)incticator are also referred to as )..-P because
they retained the parental HCM specificity, but with the implicit reservation that in order to transmit the HCM label they need only have retained somewhat less than a single continuous strand of parental )...p DNA
(or, more rigorously, a modification in either DNA strand at each site
of type P HCM along the chromosome). The meaning of the )...p designation
in the text will be clear from the qualification "parental" (infecting)
or "progeny." Attention is sometimes directed by quotation marks ("A"p")
,to the fact that a particular )...p progeny phage type presumably contains
some DNA synthesized in a type K host cell over a portion of the phage
chromosome.
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appropriate K12(Pl) indicator strains, which restrict the growth o~ the
more numerous

~·K

progeny

o~

the

in~ection.

IV -A.2· Recombination by Breakage and Reunion of Parental DNA Strands

Among the progeny
parental phages in a

o~

genetic crosses involving unirradiated

non-restricting~.

coli K12 or C host strain,

genetic recombinants can be detected that retain the parental
speci~icity

(8, lll). For example, when

in E. coli C, the

~requency

of

~.p

~hc·P

~.p

HCM

is crossed with ~h+C+·P

~hc+recombinants

among the progeny that

plate on a K12(Pl) indicator is 25% as great as that among the total
progeny population which plates on a strain C indicator (lll).
evaluating the

signi~icance o~

In

HCM-labeled recombination, one must con-

sider both the mechanism by which the parental HCM recombinants are
~ormed

and the criteria by which the frequency

can be interpreted as an index

o~

o~

these recombinants

recombination among the infecting

phage chromosomes.

The occurrence of intact recombinant chromosomes that retain a
parental HCM label--as of recombinants that contain segnents

o~

an iso-

topically labeled parental chromosome (160, l3l)--indicates that material
from mating parental DNA strands is incorporated into recombinant molecules.

The quantity of DNA from a labeled parental pbage that is con-

tained in a recombinant chromosome is proportional to the amount of
genetic information contributed by that parent (160, 131).

HCM-labeled

progeny phages that are recombinalltin the central region of the chromosome are formed at a. significant frequency only if both parental phage
types carry the HCM label, (111) •

Since progeny phages that retain the
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HCM label are found to contain, at a minimum, nearly a complete strand
of the parental modified DNA, these facts imply that at least one strand
of an HCM-labeled recombinant molecule is formed by breakage and reunion
of modified parental DNA strands.

Experiments in which only one of the

parental phage types was isotopically labeled have shown that both
strands of a parental chromosome can be integrated into a recombinant
molecule (160).

One would therefore infer that natural formation of

HCM-labeled recombinants, proceeds by a breakage and reunion of chromosomes comprised of conserved and/or semi-conserved parental DNA.
This conclusion has been confirmed by Meselson's direct demonstration of recombination among A phages by breakage and reunion of
double-stranded DNA molecules (157, 120).

Crosses were performed in

which all parental phages were labeled with heavy isotopes, and the
density distribution of the recombinant particles was determined.
Some recombinants were composed almost entirE!ly of heavy parental DNA;
these recombinants could have arisen only by breakage and reunion among
the infecting phage chromosomes.

The densities of all recombinants were

consistent with breakage and reunion among conserved, semi-conserved,
and newly synthesized chromosomes.

Recombinants with density labels

corresponding to semi-conserved to conserved DNA also retained a parental
HCM label.

While inCidentally confirming that HCM-labeled recombinant

progeny are formed by breakage and reunion of chromosomes that each contain at least one parental DNA strand, these results imply that breakage
and reunion of· double-stranded chromosomes is the general mechanism of
natural phage recombination.

This conclusion is strongly supported by

the studies of Tomizawa and Anraku with T4 phages (cf., section I-B.3).
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IV-A.3

Properties of the HeM label on parental recombination:
conditions for retention of the HeM specificity
The recombination frequency observed among the HeM-labeled progeny

of a cross provides an index of the amount of recombination involving
parental DNA strands; however, parental HeM-labeled recombinants need
not necessarily originate in breakage and reunion exchanges between conserved parental--or even two parental--genomes.
Because the parental HeM specificity can be transmitted to a
progeny phage by modified sites in only one strand of the chromosome,
an HeM-labeled recombinant may be formed by breakage and reunion of any
pair of conserved and/or semi-cortserved parental chromosomes.

Most

progeny phages, both recombinant and non-recombinant, that retain a
parental HeM label contain semi-conserved parental DNA (8, 157).

In

order to determine whether HeM-labeled recombinants formed in a particular instance, e.g., in crosses of UV-irradiated phages, result from
recombination among conserved infecting chromosomes (or even to confirm
that they are formed by breakage and reunion of both strands of each
mating molecule), it is necessary to ascertain whether unreplicated
recombinants contain conserved parental DNA or whether the recombination
occurs prior to any DNA replication.
Furthermore,some types of HCM-labeled recombinants may be formed
by recombination between a chromosome containing modified parental DNA
and a chromosome composed wholly of newly synthesized and/or unmodified
DNA

(8, Appendix II of this report). Several lines of evidence bear on

the amount and location of unmodified DNA that may be acceptable in such
a'\·P" recombinant molecule, and hence

upon the extent to which the

frequency of HeM-labeled recombinant progeny of a cross may be

ll6

representative of recombination among chromosomes containing only
parental DNA strands.
Genetic observations imply that a recombinant chromosome retaining a parental type P HCM specificity may include on its right end a
segment of unmodified DNA that is on the order of 10% the total molecular length

(8, Appendix II-I).

"A..p" singly recombinant progeny are

formed in crosses of A..p phage carrying a selected marker distal to the
right end {of the chromosome with A.. K phage carrying a selected marker
proximal to and within about 10% of the right end of the chromosome
(Figs. C and D in Appendix II-I).

For crosses of unirradiated A.sus·p

phages in a Kl2 host, more than half of the A.susP3+susQ73+" ep" recombinant progeny and nearly all of the A.susQ73+susR5+"·p" progeny are formed
by single recombination of chromosomes containing parental A..p DNA with

newly synthesized A.eK chromosomes.

However, single recombinants

for

two markers that are situated toward the interior of the chromosome-such as sus029 and susP3--retain the A..p specificity only if both parental
phages carry the type P HCM label (Ill, Appendix II-I).
A segment of A.·K DNA can also be integrated, by multiple recombination, into the interior of a A..p chromosome without destruction of the
type P HCM specificity.

In mixed infections of a restricting K12(Pl)

host with .A.-Kand A..p phages, marker rescue of interior segments of the
restricted A.·K genome competes with degradation of the restricted DNA
(51, 216); the length of the rescued segments can be on the order of 10%
of the genetic map.

.
t
Moreover, detectable numbers of recombl.nan

",. pIt

t!~

progeny are recovered from crosses in non-restricting host cells of A.·K
with A."p phages for markers located toward the interior of the chromosomes or'so situated that the A..p specificity is not retained by single
recombinants (Appendix II-2).
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These genetic observations are obviously related to the number,
activity, and location on the A chromosome of the modified sites that
constitute the HCM label, a topic concerning which there is little
specific information at present.
.

...

.

Most generally, it can be concluded

that there are intervals within the A chromosome, of significant length,
that either do not contain relevant sites of modification or that contain sites whose activity is dispensable to preservation of the HCM
label.
It has been suggested that modification and the primary events
of restriction may occur at the same specific sites on the chromosome,
possibly as alternate activities of the same enzyme complex (6, 25);
in vitro evidence concerning modification and restriction of the small
coliphage fd support this view (148, 147).

If this also holds true for

A, some indication as to the number of HCM sites may be had from in vitro
studies of restriction in the Kl2-C HCM system (Table V).

Yuan and

Meselson (161) have found that chromosomes of A'C phages, which are re-

.

stricted to an EOP of about 10

-4 on a Kl2 indicator strain, are degraded

to fragments on the order of 1/5 the intact molecular weight in a limit
digest with a purified extract of the Kl2 restriction enzyme.

This

suggests that there may be about five sites of type! HCM on the A chromosome.

These authors report that a similar restriction enzyme has been

isolated from PI lysogens.

One would expect that A'K phages, which are

restricted to an EOP of about 2 x 10- 5 on a Kl2(Pl) indicator, lack between 5 and 10 sites of Pl-mediated modification.

That the right 10%

and certain interior segments of the A'P chromosome are unnecessary to
retention of the HCM label would then be attributable to the absence of
modification sites in these intervals.
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IV-B.

Enhancement of Recombination among HCM-labeled Parental

~

Phages; UV-Induced Recombination by Breakage and Reunion
The results of an experiment to characterize the effects of UVirradiation upon recombination involving HCM-labeled parental phages
are shown in Fig. 21.
~.

bacteria of the
of

~sus029·p

and

A series of crosses was performed by infecting

coli Kl2 host strain AB1886 (uvrA) with a mixture

~susP3·p

phages that had been exposed to various doses

of UV; the progeny phages from each cross were characterized on restricting and non-restricting indicators as described in the figure
legend and in section II-I.
Such experiments provide--in addition to the types of doseresponse curves for UV enhancement of overall recombination frequencies
and for multiplicity reactivation discussed in Chapter III--three kinds
of information concerning the particular fate of the UV-irradiated HCMlabeled infecting phages:
UV dose of

~.p

a)

progeny phages;

the relative recovery as a function of
b)

the frequency of genetic recombinants

among the progeny phages that retain the
and c)
progeny.

parental~·P

HCM specificity;

the relative viability on HCR+ and HCR- indicators of the

~.p

r,he frequency of genetic recombinants among HCM-labeled progeny

phages from different types of genetic crosses will be considered in
this section; the relative recovery and viability of HCM-labeled pr..ogeny
'~.-~ ~

phages from crosses of UV-irradiated phages will ,be examined in section

IV-C.
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Figure 21.

The complete set of data from an experiment in which
A.c71sus029·p and A.c71susP3·p phages irradiated with various
UV doseS were crossed in K12 strain AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria.

The crosses were performed using the identical cul-

ture of host cells and the lysates were stored for later
.'

titration--as described in Materials and Methods.

The

various phage types among the progeny population were
assayed as follows:

total progeny

= lysate

titer on per-

missive non-restricting indicator ABl157; A.++ recombinants

=

lysate titer on non-permissive non-restricting indicator
W3350; total A.°P on HCR+ and HCR- hosts

= lysate

titers on

permissive restricting AB1157(P1) and AB1886(P1) indicators,
respective~;

A.++.p recombinants

= lysate

titer on non-

permissive restricting (HCR+) indicator W3350(Pl).

(The in-

fected complexes were assayed on AB1886 indicator.

Lysate

titers are calculated relative to the concentration of infected complexes in the original infection mixture, prior
to dilutions for incubation, etc.)

This assay system for

distinguishing parental HCM-labe1ed phages is explained
further in Table III, section II-I.

The asterisk on the

ordinate indicates the approximate titer in the

~ysates

of

infecting A.sus·p phages unadsorbed to the host bacteria and
not neutralized by anti-A. serum treatment--as determined in
mock crosses.

Because the procedure used in these experiments

would not permit accurate titration of phage types present
at a concentration much lower than that indicated for A.++.p
on the HCR+ indicator, it was not feasible to assay the
A.++.p recombinant progeny on an HCR- indicator strain.

The

d.ata points shown in this figure represent the average of
the results determined for two replicate crosses.
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The solid dose-response curves in Fig. 22 describe the UV enhancement of recombination frequencies in the total and )".p progeny
populations from crosses of

)"sus029·~

with

)"susP3·~.

It is clear from

these curves that the initial UV enhancement of recombinant frequency

.•

among all. 'progeny accompanies a qui:te similar increment in the frequency of
recombinants among progeny containing parental )".p DNA ,strands.

Thus

while a 12-second UV dose to the infecting phages increases the recombination frequency among all progeny threefold, from 1.2% to 4.1%,a
fifteenfold

increase from 0.2% to 3.1% is induced among the progeny

that retain the parental HCM lab'el.
The UV-induced HCM-labeled recombinants are attributable to recombination of >...p genomes early in the phage infection, leading to the
enhancement of recombination frequency observed among all progeny phages.
The fairly uniform difference between the )".p and total recombination
frequencies at low to moderate UV doses is attributable to a constant
increment in recombinants formed by natural vegetative recombination
among newly synthesized chromosomes during later phases of the infection.
(The divergence of the do.se-response curves at higher UV doses will re'ceive note presently.)

These results are consistent with the demonstra-

tion by Jacob and Wollman (115) that the UV-induced recombination occurs
early in the latent period.

Of particular significance here is that HCM-

labeled parental DNA is incorporated into UV-induced recombinant genomes;
this finding implies

~hat

the UV-stimulated recombination proceeds by a

breakage and reunion, or closely related, mechanism.
Confirmation and elaboration of these simple conclusions require
that the potential limitations of the HCM label bn recombination be
taken into account--e.g., by examining to what extent UV-induced
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Figure 22.

Dose-response curves for the UV enhancement of recombinant
frequencies among all progeny and among HeM-labeled
progeny in the crosses of

~c71sus029·p

(Fig. 21) and in crosses of

with

~c7lsus029·K

~.p

~c71susP3·p

with

~c71susP3·P.
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recombinant

).,op

phages might derive from matings of parental

somes with newly synthesized )"·K chromosomes °

).,op

chromo-

The observations discussed

below support the conclusion that the UV-stimulated HCM-labeled recombination does. in fact occur by breakage and reunion of parental DNA
strands, and most likely of both conserved and semi-conserved infecting
phage chromosomes (section IV-C).

In addition to the results from crosses of ).,.p phage ty:pes, data
from several crosses of UV-irradiated ).,sus029·K with ).,susP3·P phages
are shown in Fig. 22.

The recombination frequency among the

).,ep

progeny

of these crosses seems to increase linearly with UV dose (dashed curve)
but to be significantly lower than the frequency observed if both infecting

phage types carry the ty:pe P HCM label.

The control experiments

presented in Appendix II imply that a recombinant formed by breakage
and reunion of ).,.p and )"·K phages in the sus029-susP3 interval can retain
the ).,.p specificity only if a second recombination occurs in an adjacent
interval so that the sus+·K allele is enclosed in a ).,.p genome.
sults shown in Fig. 22 for crosses of UV-irradiated

)"susP3·~

with

The re)"sus029·~

and ).,sus029·! are consistent with the view tha.t the same conditions apply
for retention of the ).,.p specificity in UV-induced recombination over
this i·nterval, but that the UV-stimulated recombination is characterized
by a great increase in the relative frequency of the double crossqvers
that permit formation of fI).,+.p" recombinants of the ).,.p and )"·K parental
phages.

The latter point is analogous to the firiding of Jacob and Wollman

(115) that UV erihances to comparable extents the frequencies of single
and double recombinants in the overall progeny population.

That a. higher

frequency of UV-stimulated ).,+.p recombinants is observed if both infecting phage types carry the ).,.p HCM label implies that most of the UV-
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induced HCM-labeled recombinants do contain DNA derived from both infecting phage types and are formed by breakage and reunion of parental

.

DNA strands.

'

-

Recombination between A'P and newly synthesized

.

~'K

chromosomes

that occurs in crosses involving UV-irradiated A'P infecting phages in
the HCR- AB1886(uvrA) host would necessarily entail mating of a molecule
containing parental DNA with unexcised UV lesions and a molecule free of
such lesions.

Jacob and Wollman (115) have established that in crosses of

an unirrad1ated with' fLUV-irradiated parental phage type) the\;i.:f'radiated parent,acts as 'a donor of genetic ,segments ," e ~g •. ,preferen.ti8.1.J;y.cQntr:t:buting
the 1median marker in'doub2e ~recombina.nts from three factor crosses·. (This could
be understood as due to the stimulation of further recombination by unrepaired UV lesions in the portion of a recombinant molecule composed
of irradiated parental DNA.

The observed result corresponds to marker

rescue of selected alleles from the irradiated parental phage type.)
One would then anticipate that, in the present experiments, matings
between
~'K

~op

phage containing unexcised UV lesions and newly synthesized

phage would generally lead to fragmentation of the AOP genome by

recombination and destruction of the HCM label.

The polarity of the

UV-stimulated recombination would inhibit formation of "A-P" recombinants
containing a selected
quencies of

~+.p

~·K

allele; the UV-induced increases in the fre-

progeny shown in the crosses of Fig. 22 would then be

attributable exclusively to UV-stimulated recombination among conserved
and/or semi-conserved parental phages.
This inference may be verified by considering the W enhancement
of recombination frequencies in the A'P and overall progeny populations
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~rom crosses,o~ AsusP3~P with AsusQ73·p and o~ AsusQ73·p with AsusR5-P_

Because a segment

o~

type K DNA can be incorporated on the right end

o~

a recombinant molecule that retains the type P HCMspecificity, from
crosses of

~irradiated

A-P phages around

90% bf the A·P progeny

recombinant in the susQ73-susR5 interval and about
recombinant in the susP3-susQ73 interval result

60%

~rom

of the A-P progeny

single recombinations

between A-P and newly synthesized A-K molecules (Appendix 11)_
ment

o~

The argu-

the preceding paragraph predicts that in crosses of UV-irradiated

A·P phages there will be a dimunition in the number
progeny accruing from matings

o~

o~

"A"p"recombinant

A-P with newly synthesized A-K phages

at the same time that the recombination among the A"P phages containing
parental DNA is stimulated"
ment of A-P recombination
and AsusQ73-P x

The dose-response curves

~requencies

~or

the UV enhance-

i

in the crosses ASUSP3"P X AsusQ73°P

I

AsusR5"P should re~lect a superposition of these antag-

onistic·e~~ects_

The results shown in Figures 23 and 24, for crosses of ASUSP3-P
with AsusQ73-P and

o~

AsusQ73"P with AsusR5-P, * respectively, are con-

sistent with this expectation; in these crosses the observed UV enhancement

o~

recombination frequencies among A-Pprogeny is less

e~~icient,

relative to the enhancement among all progeny phages, than that observed
~or
o~

crosses o~ Asus029-P with AsusP3-P (Fig_ 22).

uv

to the

~requency o~

i~ecting

For increasing doses

phages there is a clear absolute increase in· the

A+-P recombinant progeny, but in the moderate dose range
,;,

the slopes of the dose-response curves for A-P recombination in the
susP3-susQ73 and susQ73-susR5 intervals are only about 1/2 and 1/3,

*

.
The data in Figures 22, 23, and 24 also provide
measures o~ the
relative UV stimulation of overall recombination in intervals characterized by differing ratios of physical to genetic length, and are considered from this viewpoint in section IV-D and Fig_ 29_
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.'
Figure 23 (top).

Dose-response curves for the ,W enhancement of re-

combinant frequencies among all progeny and among
progeny in crosses of
I

the K12 strain AB1886.

~c71susP3·p

~.p

with Ac71susQ73·P in

(This experiment was performed

concurrently with that described in Figs. 21 and 22,
utilizing the ,same
cultures of host bacteria for the
I
crosses and for the titrations.)

Figure 24 (bottom).

Dose-response curves for the UV enhancement of

recombinant frequencies among all progeny and among HCMlabeled

~.p

~c71susR5·p

progeny in crosses

of~c71susQ73·p

with

in the Kl2 strain AB1886, from an experiment

analogous to those described in Figs. 21-22, and 23.
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Figure 23
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respectively, as great as the slopes of the curves describing the enhancement of recombination among all progeny.
crosses of

~sus029·f

with

~susP3·f

bination frequencies among

~.p

By contrast, for the

the UV-induced increases in recom-

progeny and among all progeny are nearly

the same over this dose range.

There is thus. an inverse relation be-

tween the observed UV enhancements of A.P recombination and the extents
to which recombination of
tributes

"~.p"

~.p

and newly synthesized A·K genomes con-

recombinant progeny in the crosses of unirradiated phages

over these three intervals.
This evidence supports the conclusion that UV-induced HCM-Iabeled
recombinants are not formed by eccentric recombination of molecules containing parental

~.p

DNA with newly synthesized A·K molecules; rather,

matings of such chromosomes in crosses of UV-irradiated phages are even
more likely to result in destruction of· the

~.p

HCM label than in crosses

of unirradiated phages (regardless of the interval of recombination examined).

The UV enhancement of recombination frequencies among the ~.p

progeny from crosses of Asus029·f with

AsusP3·~

and

~sus029·~

with

AsusP3·g (Fig. 22) is then attributable eXClusively to recombination of

conservedand!or semi-conserved parental genomes, and the UV-stimulated
recombination must proceed by breakage and reunion of parental DNA
strands.

Conversely, divergence of the dose-response curves for en-

hancement of recombination among A·P progeny and among all progeny (at
moderate UV doses in Figures 23 and 24 and at higher doses in Fig. 22)
. may be attributed to the increasing frequency, with increasing dose, of
UV-stimulated recombinations between conserved or semi-conserved parental
chromosomes and newly synthesized chromosomes; the recombinant products
of such events do not retain the

~.p

HCM label.
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The excision-defective AB1886(uvrA) host was used in .the experiments reported above in order to determine the UV-stimulated parental
recombination for a calculable number of unexcised UV-induced pyrimidine
dimers, to facilitate interpretation of any indications of recombination
between parental and newly synthesized phage chromosomes, and to permit
assay of any UV lesions remaining in the A'P progeny recovered from the
crosses (cf., section V-D.l below).

An analogous stimulation of recom-

bination among parental DNA strands occurs in an HCR+ strain.

The curves

in Fig. 25 furnish a comparison of the UV stimulations of recombination
frequencies in the

~'P

and total progeny populations from crosses of

~sus029'P

with AsusP3'P in the AB1886(uvrA) and AB1l57(uvr+) host

strains.

The slope of the dose-response curves is about 1/5 as great

for the HCR+ ABl157 host, consistent with excision-repair of the
recombination-promoting lesions in this strain as discussed in Chapter

III.
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The UVenhancement of total and A,.p recombination
frequencies for crosses of A,c7lsus029"p with
A.c7lsusP3·p in the HCR+ and HCR- host strains
ABl157(uvr+) and '\B1886 (uvrA) •
c
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IV-C.

Recovery and Viability of UV-irradiated HCM-labeled Parental
A. Phages
UV-irradiation of the infecting phages causes a marked reduction

in the frequency with which progeny phages retaining a parental A.°P HCM
specifici ty are recovered froril crosses in an

!. coli Kl2 host. The sur-

vival c'urves in Fig. 26 show the decrease in recovery on HCR+ and HCRKl2(Pl) indicators of total A.·P progeny from the crosses of A.sus029-P
with A.susP3·P in AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria, in comparison with the survivals of the infecting phages on the HCR+ and HCR- indicators.

Compar-

able results were obtained in the crosses of A.susP3·P with A.susQ73·P and
of A.susQ73.p with A.susR5·P.

From these data it is clear not only that

the absolute recovery of X·p progeny on the HCR+ indicator falls sharply
with increasing UV dose, but also that the A.·P progeny recovered still
retain potentially lethal lesions which reduce their viability on the
HCR--indicator. The analogous data from the several crosses in ABl157
(uvr+) host bacteria, plotted in Fig. 27, show thatUV-irradiation of
the infecting phages results in a similar decreased rec?very of A.op
progeny from crosses in this strain; in this case, however, the viability
of the HCM-labeled progeny phages is identical on HCR+ and HCR- indicator
str~ins.

This information regarding the recovery and viability of A."p
progeny phages permits further characterizationof the HCM-labeled progeny
populations and furnishes several significant clues pertaining to the
nature of UV-stiroulated recombination and of concomitant repair processes.
In particular, having established that HCM-labeled parental DNA strands
are incorporated into UV-induced recombinant A..p molecules, one may further·
inquire into:

1)

whether the A.-P progeny which are recovered, from the
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Figure 26 (left)~

The recovery of HCM-labeled A·P progeny from crosses

of A·P phages (Ac7lsus029·p x Ac7lsusP3·P) in the Kl2 strain
AB1886(uvrA), as a function of UV dose to the infecting
phages.

The open symbols indicate the relative concentration

of A·P progeny phages in the cross lysates (cf., Fig. 21),
assayed on the restricting HCR+ indicator AB1l57(Pl) and on
the restricting HCR- indicator AB1886(Pl).

The UV survivals

of the parental phages in single infections of the HCR+ and
HCR- indicators are shown for comparison (solid symbols).
All these data were obtained using the same titration proc~dure,

with preadsorption of the diluted phage samples to

the indicator bacteria.

Figure 27 (right).

The recovery of HCM-labeled A~P progeny phages from

crosses of A·P phages (Ac71sus029·p X Ac7lsusP3·P) in the
HCR+ Kl2 strain ABl157(uvr+), presented according to the
format of Fig. 26.

The dashed line labeled flAfI represents

the relative position of the curve for recovery (on the. HCR+
restricting indicator) of A·P from the HCR- K12 host AB1886
(uvrA) under comparable experimental conditions.
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excision-defective uvrA host bacteria, and which retain potentially
.

.

lethal UV lesions, are composed mainly of conserved or of semiconserved parental DNA--and hence whether the UV lesions might induce
recombination by simple breakage and reunion of irradiated phage
chromosomes prior to their replication; and 2)

whether the reduced

recovery of HCM-labeled progeny from infections with UV-irradiated
parental phages is associated with UV-induced recombination and/or
originates in a UV-induced selection against recovery of a particular
class of phage chromosomes with parental DNA.

IV-C.l Relative viability of HCM-labeled parental A phages recovered
from HCR+ and HCR- host bacteria
The data presented in Figures 26 and 27 are replotted in Fig.
28 to illustrate, as a function of UV dose, the ratios of the viable
titers on HCR- and HCR+ indicators of the A·P infecting phages and the
A·Pprogeny from crosses in the uvrA and uvr+ host strains.

The pur-

pose of this plot is to cancel the effect of the UV-induced decrease
in absolute recovery of A'P progeny, as measured on the restricting HCR+
indicator, so that the relative survivals on the HCR- indicator of the
infecting phages and the A·P progeny phages can be compared directly.
For simplicity, the ratio of an HCR- titer to the corresponding HCR+
titer--plotted on the ordinate in Fig. 28--will hereafter be referred
to as the "viability index," and the curve in Fig. 28 for the infecting
phages will sometimes be termed the "reference curve."
For each curve in Fig. 28, the extent of the decrease in viability index with increasing UV dose is a linear measure of the accumulation in the phages of potentially lethal lesions which are reactivable
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in the HCR+ indicator bacteria but not in the HCR- indicator.
slope of the curve for the

~.p proge~y

The

of the uvr+ host strain is zero;

no host cell reactivable lesions remain in the HCM-labeled progeny from
this strain.

The curve for the

~.p

progeny from the uvrA strain has a
,0

slight shoulder and lies somewhat above the curve for the infecting
phages, but for UV doses from 5 to 20 seconds these two curves fall at
approximately the same rate.

The results from several different experi-

ments indicate that over the moderate dose range the slope of the curve
for ~.p progeny of the uvrA host is at least 80% and probably 100% as
great as the slope of the reference curve for the infecting phages.
For technical reasons, it was not possible to assay the viability index
of the uvrA progeny reliably for higher UV doses.
The data presented in Fig. 28 show that the progeny phages retaining a parental HCM label from multiple infections of the ABl886(uvrA)
host contain nearly as many potentially lethal, host cell reactivable
UV lesions as the infecting phages ,

whe~eas HCM-labe~ed

progeny phages

I

from the ABl157(uvr+) host do not retain any host cell reactivable
lesions.

The uvrA strain is known to be defective in the excision of

UV-induced pyrimidine dimers (105, 23b); the results reported here may
be viewed as a direct "biological ll demonstration that the differences in
UV survival and UV-induced recombination of ~ phages in the uvr+ (HCR+)
and uvrA (HCR-) hosts are attributable to, the failure of the latter strain
to eliminate potentially lethal UV-induced lesions in the infecting phage
DNA.

Furthermore, the fact that the infecting

~~p

phages and the

~.p

progeny phages from the uvrA host bacteria accumulate potentially lethal
UV lesions at about the same rate with increasing UV dose suggests tha:t
most of the HCM-la.beled progeny from these crosses of UV-irra.diated
phages' contain conserved parental chromosomes.

~
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The viabilities on the HCR- indicator telative to those on the HCR+
indicator (i.e., the "viability indices") of the infecting A.P phages
and the A"P progeny from crosses in the K12 strains JlB1886(uvrA) and
ABl157 (uvr+) " The data for infecting phages and progeny from the
AB1886 host refer to the same experiment described in Figs. 21, 22,
and 26. Brackets denote the range of values determined for duplicate
crosses.
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Estimation from Fig. 28 of the proportions of conserved and semiconserved parental DNA contained in the )...p progeny from the uvrA host
hinges upon the relative UV survivals envisioned for intact semiconserved and conserved parental chromosomes on the HCR- indicator.

.'

Inactivating UV damage is now thought to .result from unexcised photo-

,"

products (primarily pyrimidine dimers) in the genomes that either block
DNA replication or cause defects in the daughter chromosomes that are
not healed by post-replication repair processes (88, 193, l02)--and
perhaps sometimes from interference between separate repair events or
repair modes (85, Appendix III).

Any natural mechanisms for bypass and

post-replication repair in UV-irradiated ).. genomes are presumably intact
in the. crosses performed here, * so it must be assumed that unexcised UV
photoproducts could be present in a parental )...p DNA strand opposite a
newly synthesized and intact complementary strand in a )...p progeny phage
chromosome •
. As between conserved and intact semi-conserved parental chromosomes, the probability of inactivation on the HCR- indicator of a)"'P
progeny phage chromosome that carries.2!:!, W photoproducts randomly distributed between the two DNA strands should beat least twice as great
as the probability of inactivation of a chromosome with

~

photoproducts

confined in a single strand--particularly for low W doses where the
lesions would rarely be concentrated wi.thin the molecule.

The viability

index of pure semi-conserved )...p proger.lY from the uvrA host should then
decline with increasing UV dose at a rG.te at most half that characteristic
of the reference index for the UV-irraGliated infecting phages.

Further-

more, should successful initial replication of a lightly irradiated

*

See discussion of this point in section III-A.2.
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parental genome suffice to insure that further replication of a semiconserved parental molecule will usually yield at least one viable
daughter chromosome--whether because the successfully replicated parental
DNA strand contains no unexcised UV photoproducts or because all of the
remaining UV lesions can be bypassed--the slope of the curve for

~.p

progeny with exclusively semi-conserved parental chromosomes would be
zero. *
Some of the

~.p

progeny may contain recombinant genomes with

segments of conserved and semi-conserved parental DNA in different regions, and theSe would exhibit an intermediate viability index.
since the observed rate of decline in viability index of

~.p

But

progeny

from the uvrA host is about as great as that for the infecting phages
over the moderate UV dose range (Fig. 28), it seems clear that the

~.p

progeny contain mostly conserved parental DNA.

* Unfortunately, there is no direct experimental evidence, concerning
the viability of "heteroduplex" ~ DNA molecules withUV photoproducts in
only,one strand, by which to support this reasoning. However, the plausibility of the conclusion may be argued from the facts that the singlestranded DNA phages ¢X174 and S13 are not susceptible to HCR when UVirradiated as extracellular particles, although when irradiated in their
double-stranded replicative form (RF) they are repairable by HCR (182,
249). This finding has been interpreted as indicating that successful
excision-repair requires a double-stranded substrate. It probably also
reflects that the viability of RF containing UV lesions in only one DNA
strand is not significantly affected by excision-repair of those leSions;
the facts that UV inactivates ¢X174 viability at a rate fivefold greater
than it'reduces initial synthesis of RF (151) and that UV enhancement of
recombination is observed for these phages (219, 185) suggest that UV
photoproducts are successfully bypassed at an appreciable fr~quency during generation of the initial RF (202) from an irradiated single-stranded
chromosome. Perhaps a Single undamaged template strand in the initial RF
insures that semi-conservative replication will produce at least one viable daughter RF. An analogous situation might well obtain for the doublestra,nded~ phage, so that the viability of a chromosome containing semiconserved parental DNA from a UV-irradiated infecting phage would also be
little ,affected by HCR. In the present case, ~'P progeny phages from the
uvrA host which contain semi-conserved parental DNA would exhibit viability indices neaT J.O--in marked contrast to the experimentally observed
result (Fig. 28).
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Two factors could. contribute to the small shoulder, the fairly
uniform lateral displacement, and any slight divergence of the uvrA
curve from the reference curve in Fig. 28.

First, there is convincing

evidence that a small number of initial UV lesions per infected complex
can be repaired by residual
teria.

~

(80, 84) in excision-defective host bac-

The results of experiments to be described in sections V-B, D

(Figs. 3l-b and 33-b), in which residual excision of UV lesions in the
phage DNA was competitively inhibited by prior UV-irradiation of the
uvrA host cells. themselves, imply that about 70% - 80% of the potentially
lethal and recombination-promoting lesions induced in phages by a 5second UV dose. are excised from the phages in the multiply infected
unirradiated uvrA host bacteria.

This extent of repair may represent

the maximum capacity of the residual HCR; the corresponding shift in
viability indices would account virtually quantitatively for the gap be-

,

.

tween the uvrA curve and the reference curve in Fig. 28.

*

Analogous

* The displacement of the uvrA curve from the reference curve in
Fig. 28 corresponds to excision-repair of the number of initial UV
lesions induced by a dose of around 4 seconds,or about 3 pyrimidine
dimers (cf., p. 77)per infecting phage chromosome, independent of the
dose to the multiply infecting phages in the 5 to 20 second UV dose
range. The fairly uniform extent of this "dose-reduction" could reflect
a saturation of the residual excision activity of the uvrA host cells or
could indicate that this particular uvr- mutation (uvrA6) has an effect
upon the excision-repair function that mimics non-competitive, rather
than competitive, inhibition of HCR.
UV-irradiation of the uvrA host bacteria does cause a slight shift
in the viability indices of the A·P progeny which corresponds roughly to
the gap in Fig. 28 between the uvrA and reference curves. In a separate
experiment from that described in Fig. 28, A·P progeny from multiple infections of uvrA cells with A·P phages UV-irradiated for 16 seconds were
found to exhibit a viability index of 0.26 ± 0.01 when the host C~llS had
themselves been UV-irradiated for 210 seconds (about 2100 ergs/mm~), com-·
pared to an index of O.l~l ± 0.06 for progeny from unirradiated cells.
However, this ·particular effect, although necessary, is not sufficient
evidence in itself,for attributing to residualHCR the enhanced viability indices of x·p progeny from the uvrA host bacteria; UV-irradiation
of the host bacteria not only inhibits HCR but also evidently blocks the
replication of . some infecting phages (sections V-B, C) amI so would also.
reduce the relative frequency of HeM-labeled progeny phages containing
senii-conserved parental DNA.

,-
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results have been reported by Harm (80) for the UV survival of
in single infection of the IIK12S hcr- II strain.
survival curves of

~

~

phages

He found that the UV

phages on unirradiated indicator cells and on in-

dicator bacteria heavily UV-irradiated themselves lie in relative positions analogous to those of the

uvrA curve and the reference curve,

respectively, in Fig. 28.
Second, of· course, a subpopulation of

~.p

progeny phages that

contain semi-conserved parental DNA would also contribute to enhanced
viability indices.

However, because of the magnitude of the effect

attributable to residual HCR and the fact that the slopes of the uvrA
and reference curves are quite similar over the moderate UV dose range,
the amount of semi-conserved parental DNA in the progeny

~.p

genomes

must either be small or diminish with increasing UV dose to the infecting phages.

For crosses in the uvrA host of phages UV-irradiated for

20 seconds, a reasonable estimate is that the HCM-labeled progeny phages
which plate on an HCR+ indicator strain contain no more than 2010--and
conceivably not any--semi-conserved parental DNA.

Straightforward experiments by several other investigators (8,
157, 120, 128)--with procedures and multiplicities of infection comparable to those for the work reported here--clearly indicate .that from
infections with ~irradiated ~ phages about

7010 -900/0

of the progeny

that retain a parental HCM label contain semi-conserved parental chromosomes.

i

In those studies, host bacteria; were infected with phages that

carried both a density and an HCM label, and the density

di~tribution

of the HCM-labeled progeny population was determined; it would be of
interest to ascertain quantitatively by this method the association of
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a parental HCM label with conserved and semi-conserved parental DNA as
a function of UV dose to the multiply infecting phages.
progeny from crosses of UV-irradiated

~.p in

If the

~.p

theABl886(uvrA) host con-

tain mainly conserved parental DNA, as suggested by the foregoing analysis of the data in Fig. 28, there is evidently a selection with increasing UV dose against the appearance of
semi-conserved parental DNA
,
in progeny phage particles that retain the parental HeM specificity.
A decrease in the re1ativefrequertcy of semi-conserved parental
chromosomes would be expected, nay predicted, if the significant factor
in the lethality of UV -induced photoprodl1cts in

~

were their potential

to irreversibly block the complete rep1ieation of the irradiated infecting phage genome.

If, on the other hand '; there exists an efficient

mechanism for replication-bypass of UV-induced photoproducts in

~

phage

DNA (with any necessary post-replication repair of defects in the daughter
chromosomes), a selection against recovery of semi ... conserved HeM-labeled
parental DNA could also reflect a preferential destruction within the
host ce11--by nuclease action or by UV-ihduced recombination--of rep1icated infecting genomes or of their parental HeM specificity.
characteristics of the decrease in total recovery of

~.p

The

progeny from

the crosses of UV -irradiated phages are also consistent with an e1imination of semi-conserved parental chromosomes from the HeM-labeled progeny
population; the matter is considered further from that standpoint in
the following section (IV-C.2).

For crosses in the AB1886(uvrA) host

of~·P

phages UV-irradiated

with doses up to at least 12 seconds, the enhancement of recombination
frequency among the

~.p

progeny corresponds quantitatively to that

~.
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observed among the overall progeny population (section IV-B, Fig. 22).
The HCM-labeled progeny from these crosses appear to contain mostly conserved parental DNA; if some of the tN-induced recombinant )...p progeny
contain

~

conserved parental DNA, it would follow that the tN-stimulated

recombination can be induced and executed between unreplicated irradiated
phage genomes.
On the basis of the evidence considered above, one cannot categorically exclude the possibility that all of the recombinant )...p progeny
induced by tN do contain at least some semi-conserved parental DNA, but
comprise a sufficiently small or sufficiently inviable subpopulation of
the )...p progeny that they do not markedly influence the values of the
viability indices noted in Fig. 28.

Such an interpretation woulq be re-

quired, for example, by the application to this experimental system of
the hypotheSiS that tN-stimulated recombination in bacteria might be
primed by defects resulting from replication-bypass of UV photoproducts
and does not occur between two unreplicated irradiated genomes (209,
240).

However, in light of all available evidence (see sections I-B,

III-A.2, IV -D, VI-C), such an interpretation appears to be unwarranted.
The simplest possible conclusion consistent with the results presented
above is also probably the correct one:

tN-induced recombination in )..

Can occur by straightforward breakage and reunion of the irradiated infecting phage chromosomes prior to their replication. *

*

This concluSion might be tested by the following experiment.

Immediately after infection of host cells with UV-irradiated )..
phages in a genetic cross, the infected complexes could be held for a
period in .the presence of KCN in order to inhibit replication of the
infecting phage chromosomes, then submitted to an optimal dose of photoreactivating light in order to remove recombination-promoting UV lesions,
and finally incubated in the absence of KCN to lysis. Comparison of the
recombination frequency observed among the progeny phages with those
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IV-C.2

UV-induced decrease in the recovery of parental HCM-labeled
phages
From the evidence obtained in the present experiments it is not

possible to conclusively identify the causes of the reduced total recovery of AOP progeny from crosses of UV-irradiated A·P phages in an
~.

£2ll. IG2 host (Figs. 26 and 27) ° However, it seems likely that at

least a component of the decrease in AOP recovery is directly associated with the degradation which has been observed by others, (127,

50, 183) of UV-iiradiated ).. phage DNA within the host cells.

The data

are consistent with the notion that the reduced)"op recovery corresponds'
in part to the virtual elimination of semi-conserved )...p parental chromosomes from the HCM-labeled progeny population.

The observations dis-

cussed below suggest that this effect is neither trivial nor simple and
that it might be more pertinent to an understanding of the UV inactivationof ).. phage viability (vide infra, Appendix III)than to characterization of the UV-induced phage recombination.
No significant component of the decreases in recovery of HCMlabeled progeny, as measured on the

~

indicator strain in Fig. 26 and

on both the HCR+ and HCR- indicators in Fig. 27, could be ascribed to
originally induced UV photoproducts that are retained in the DNA of the

observed in the appropriate controls would,indicate whether UVstimulated recombination can enter an irreversible phase in the absence of an energy source and without replication of the infecting
genomes. If' this experiment were carried out utilizing an excisiondefective host strain and HeM-labeled parental phages, increased
resolution of UV-stimulated recombination could be obtained by conSidering the relative enhancements of recombination frequencies among
HCM-labeled progeny phages, and the effectiveness of the photoreacti ya,tion could be monitored by examining the viability indices of the HCMlabeled progeny phages. A preliminary attempt to perform such an experiment in this laboratory was unsuccessful, apparently because of
interference by KeN with phage injection.

)'op

progeny phage particles.

Such potentially inactiva.ting W lesions

in the )..p progeny of the uvrA host would be completely repaired in the
HCR+ indicator, since in the relevant W dose range the survival on the
HCR+ indicator of the infecting )..p phages is essentially 100% (Fig. 26).
The )..p progeny from crosses in the uvr+ host do not retain host cellreactivable W lesions even at a W dose which inactivates an appreciable fraction of the parental phages in single infection (Fig. 27).
The assayed recoveries of )..p progeny on the HCR+ restricting indicator
are thus

reliable indices of the decreases, with increasing W doses to

the infecting phages, in the yields of all intact HCM-labeled progeny
phages from the crosses.
For crosses of the more heavily irradiated infecting phages, the
relative frequency of )...p phages among the progeny falls well below
both the levels of conserved parental genomes usually recovered from
multiple infections and of semi-conserved HCM-labeled genomes usually
recovered from single infections with

~irradiated

phages (8, 9, 157,

120), which would both correspond to surviving fractions on the order of
0.1 to 0.3 in Figs. 26 and 27.

This fact implies that there is a reduced

recovery of both conserved and semi-conserved parental HCM-labeled DNA
with increasing

tv dose.

The decreased recovery of )...p progeny is found for crosses of
UV-irradiated phages in both HCR+ and HCR- host strains, but the available data suggest that the reduction in )...p recovery may not be quite
the same function of UV survival of the infecting phages in the two
hosts.

The ra.te of decline in )...p recOvery with increasing W dose

seems to be about threefold greater for infections of the uvrA strain
than of the uvr+ host (Fig. 27), whereas the viability of the infecting
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phages is fivefold to sixfold more sensitive touv for single infection
of the uvrA strain than of the uvr+ host (Figs. 27, 5,6).

That

excision-repair of the infecting phage chromosomes does not contribute
significantly to destruction of the HCM label is confirmed by control
experiments, which show the UV-sensitivity of )...p phages to be essentially
the same on restricting and non-restricting HCR+, as well as HCR-, indicators (Table VI); but the excision activity may render the parental DNA
or its HCM specificity more susceptible to destruction by a.nother process
or in semi-conserved parental DNA.
Other investigators have reported a rapid degradation of UVirradiated).. phage DNA within E. coli
- Kl2 host bacteria (127, 50, 183).
The observation that for a given UV dose the degradation of isotopelabeled UV-irradiated ).. DNA to acid soluble material is half as extensive
in an HCR- host stra.in as in HCR+ host bacteria suggests that much of
the breakdown of UV-irradiated DNA may be independent of excision-repair
processes (50, 183).

It is reasonable to

p~esume

that the UV-induced

decrease in )...p recovery is due in part to the digestion by cellular
nucleases of UV-irradiated parental phage DNA

fra~ented

in UV -induced

recombination or rendered inviable in abortive replication or repair
events.

There is probably little indiscriminate digestion of infecting

phage DNA (vide infra).
The dose-response curves that describe the UV-induced decrease
in overall recovery of )...p progeny (Figs. 26, 27)a.:re concave upward.
These kinetics do not exclude the possibility that the reduced recovery
of HCM-labeled progeny phages is for the most part a consequence of UVinduced recombination, exponentially dependent upon the number of genetic
exchanges.

When plotted against the square root of the UV do.se· to the

\"
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UV dose to
infecting
) ... p (sec)

Surviving Fraction of Phage (N/ND=O)
(single infection)

HCR- Indicator Bacteria

0
20
.30
40
50

AB1886

AB1886(P1)

1.0
0.16
0.017
0.00.36
0.000.3

1.0
0.21
0.024
0.0045
0.0004

HCRr Indicator Bacteria

o
40
120
160
240

AB1157

AB1157(P1)

1.0
0.56
0.11
0.0.34
0.008

1.0
0.54
0.15
0 •. 061
0.008

Table VI - The tN survivals of >"c7lsus029'P phage in single
infection of non-restricting and restricting
ABl886(uvrA) and ABll57(uvr+) host bacteria.
Each of the indicated surviving fractions is
based upon a single assay. From the fact that
the phage survivals on the HCR+ ABl157 and .
AB1l57(Pl) strains are essentially the same it
may be concluded that excision-repair of the
infecting >...p phage does not significantly
affect its HCM specificity.
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infecting phages the inactivation of

~.p

recovery from the uvrA host

is virtually exponential (with a slight shoulder at very low W dose),
while the UV-induced increase in recombination of parental phage chromosomes in the uvrA host is approximately linear with the square root of
the dose (Fig. 30-section IV-D below).

On the other hand, the concave

shape of the dose-response curve for the reduction in

~.p

recovery

could simply reflect a population heterogeneity among the host bacteria
or among the

~.p

ity of diverse

genomes, quite possibly a difference in the susceptibil-

~.p

vating factor(s).

chromosomes within the same host cell to the inactiThis latter interpretation is strongly supported by

the apparent selection, with increasing UV dose to the infecting phages,
against recovery of HCM-labeled progeny phages with semi-conserved parental
DNA (section IV-C.l above).
In evaluating the possible causes of the UV-induced decrease in
absolute recovery of HCM-labeled proge!ly' from crosses of UV-irradiated
~

phages one must weigh an interlocking series of alternative factors:

destruction of the HeM specificity of parental phage DNA vs. fragmentationand nuclease digestion of the HeM-labeled DNA itself, loss of semiconserved parental DNA vs. loss of conserved parental genomes, destruction of the HeM-labeled progeny as a consequence of UV-inactivation or
repair processes vSo loss of the HeM-labeled chromosomes as a result of
UV-induced recombination •••While at present there is insufficient
supporting evidence to justify a firm conclusion, the author is inclined
to the view that the primary inactivation of

~·Precovery

which is ef-

fected for quite low W doses to the infecting phages is due to a nuclease degradation of HCM-labeled semi-conserved parental DNA (keyed
by defects resulting from replication-bypass ofW photoproducts) and
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is not associated with UV -induced recombination.

The secondary, seem-

ingly exponential, decrease in A·P recovery observed for further UV exposure of the infecting phages may reflect the loss of parental HCMlabeled chromosomes in UV-induced non-reciprocal recombinations or in
matings with newly synthesized AoK chromosomes °

(Also, with increasing

UV inactivation of the infecting phages an increasing proportion of
parental phage genomes in the multiple infections may be replicated,
rendering an increasing fraction. of the HCM-1abe1ed DNA vulnerable to
degradation in semi-conserved parental chromosomeso)
The remainder of the present section and Appendix III are devoted
to exposition of reasoning which underlies this view, its implications
relevant to the nature of UV-induced recombination and a conceivable
mechanism for UV-inactivation of A phages.
It is possible that the reduced recovery of HCM-1abe1ed progeny
from crosses of UV-irradiated phages is associated to some extent with
the UV-stimulated recombination of the·infecting AoP phage genomeso

Some

perspective on this point is provided by the data in Table VII, which indicate that for a given UV dose to the infecting phages the relative recovery of AOP progeny phages is quite similar from crosses in the uvrA
host of equal numbers of AoK and AoP parental phages and from crosses in
which all parental phages carry the type P HCM label. When considered in
conjunction with the requirements envisioned for retention of the HCM
label (section IV-A.3) and the AOP recombination frequencies shown in Fig.
22 from crosses of A·P with A.P and with A·K phages (for the sus029 and
susP3 markers),· the results in Table VII suggest two conclusions.
First, it seems likely that a sizable fraction of the ),,"P
parental genomes do not engage in the recombination induced among the
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UV dose to
infecting phages
,(seconds)

Relative titer of

~.p

(fromAB1886 host,

progeny (N/ND=O)

Mor = 10)

0

1.0

1.0

8

0.29 ±. 0.02

0.25 ±. 0.05

12

0.18+0.01

0.15 ±. 0.02

20

0.070 ±. 0.005

0.067 ±. 0.008

30

0.024 ±. 0.002

0.029 ±. 0.001

Table VII - The relative recoveries of HCM-labeled ~.p progeny
phages from crosses in the K12 host AB1886(uvrA) of
UV-irradiated ~c71susQ73·p and ~c71susR5·p (center
col~) and of ~c71susQ737K and ~c71susR5·p (right
column), as assayed on the~CR+restricting indicator. All irradiations, crosses, and titrations
were performed at the same times under identical
conditions; the indicated errors refer to the range
of values assayed from duplicate crosses.
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irradiated infecting phages.
additional decrease in overall

In the 0 to 20 second UV dose range, the
~.p

recovery observed when but one of

the infecting phage types carries the

~.p

specificity is very small

(Table VII); there is a greater relative decrease in the recovery of
recombinant A·P progeny, which is reflected in the reductions of 30%
60% in the frequencies of HCM-labeled progeny recombinant in the
sus029-susP3 interval (Fig. 22).*
~.p

Thus a significant portion of the

chromosome population within the host cell is probably not vulner-

able to destruction of the HeM specificity in UV-induced recombination
between the conserved and/or semi-conserved parental genomes.
It is noteworthy that over the low UV dose range, for which the
total recovery of

~.p

progeny phages declines sharply (Fig. 26), there

is no evidence of any significant preferential loss of intact
chromosomes that are genetically recombinant.
~sus029·p with~susP3·p

~.p

For the crosses of

phages UV-irradiated for up to 12 seconds

there are similar increments in the total and

~.p

recombination fre-

quencies (Fig. 22), according to the simplest expectation if virtually
all the UV-stimulated recombination were attributable to breakage and
reunion of parental phage chromosomes early in the infection.

Hence the

UV-induced recombination between conserved and/or semi-conserved parental
phage genomes does not lead to a reduced recovery of
destruction of the

~.p

~.p

progeny due to

specificity (e.g., by any replacement of critical

* Analogous reductions in the ~.p recombination frequencies, compared
to those observed when both pa,rental phage types carry the type P HeM
label (Figs. 23, 24), were found for crosses of UV-irradiated AsusP3·p
with ~susQ73·K and ~susQ73·K with ~susR5·P. The latter result confirms
that the difference in the relative decreases in recovery of total A·P
and of A·P recombinant in the sus029-susP3 interval when but one of the
infecting phage types is HeM-labeled could not be accounted for as due
simply to retention of the type P HeM specificity by phages recombinant
only toward the extremities of the chromosome (cf., section IV-A.3 and
Appendix II).
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HeM sites in the parental DNA strands during tailoring and repair of
the recombinant structures--cf., section I-B.3).

On the other hand,

the decrease in the A'P recombination frequency at higher UV doses in
Fig. 22 may reflect a preferential loss of HeM-labeled phages that are
recombinant, perhaps as a result of further recombination with newly
synthesized A'K phages (vide infra).
Second, in order to reconcile the various observations cited
above it is necessary to suppose that most of the UV-stimulated recombinations among the irradiated parental phage genomes occur in the
course of single mating events.

From Fig. 22, one can estimate that

the A-P progeny recovered from a cross of A-P phages UV-irradiated for
12 seconds contain an average of around four points of recombination
each. * Yet the recovery of HeM-labeled recombinant progeny is reduced
by only around

50%

if one of the irradiated parental phage types carries

the A'K-specificity-rather than the-A'P HCM label, despite the fact that
single recombinants of A'P .and A-K phages at a locus toward the interior
of the chromosome cannot retain the A-P HCM specificity.

This result

would be difficult to understand if single exchanges among the parental
phages occurred in random and successive pairwise mating events.

How-

ever, if multiple exchanges--perhaps clustered somewhat within the chromosomes--proceeded in a single UV-induced mating, recoveries of A'P

* For a 12-second UV dose to the infecting phages, the A'P recombination frequency observed for crosses of Asus029"p with AsusP3'P in the
ABl886 host strain was about 3% (Fig. ;~2). Taking into account both
the ASUS+'P and the reciprocal Asus029susP3'P recombinant genotypes,
about 6% of the A'P progeny from these crosses were genetically recombinant in the sus029-susP3 interval, which can be estimated to comprise
about 3% of the genetic map (Fig. 4) (2, 120, 235)_ Allowing also for
incestuous matings, the average A'P progeny phage thus contained about
four sites of physical recombination over the entire length of the
chromosome.
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recombinant and non-recombinant progeny such as those indicated in
Fig. 22 and Table VII would be possible and even consistent with involvement of a majority of the A·Pparental phage genomes in the UVstimulated recombination.

This interpretation accords with the sug-

gestion of Jacob and Wollman (115), on the basis of genetic evidence
from three factor genetic crosses of irradiated A( ·K) phages, that a
great majority of UV-induced double recombinants are formed in single
mating events.
In the context of these observations, there are two ways in which
destruction of the parental HCM label or of parental genomes might be
a straightforward consequence of UV-stimulated recombination of the conserved and/or semi-conserved infecting phage chromosomes:
(a)

Non-reciprocal recombination would lead to loss of parental

HCM-labeled phage genomes.

Reciprocal recombinant genotypes are not

recovered with equal frequency among the progeny from single host bacteria in crosses of either unirradiated or UV-irradiated A phages (122,
115), but i,t is not

cle~r

whether this fact reflects a significant
•

-<. ••

-'

probability that only one intact, recombinant molecule issues from a
mating of two phage genomes or the role of chance in fixing the relati ve frequencies of replication and maturation of the reciprocal

.

.*

recombinants within the host cell (cf., 207, 87)" . UV-induced nonreciprocal recombination by breakage and reunion could lead to fragmentation, and probably subsequent nuclease digestion, of some of the

* Curtiss (41) was unable to detect reciprocal products of UVstimulated recombination between an exogenote and endogenote in partially diploid 'E. coli bacteria, but Meselson (159) has observed
reciprocal reco;bination between prophage genes in unirradiated
partially diploid bacteria, and Roman (180) has reported that UVstimulated mitotic recombination in yeast is reciprocal.
/
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mating A phage chromosomes; the prospects that HCM-labeled phage genomes
would survive intact to be replicated and/or included among the viable
progeny of the infection would dim as the extent of their involvement
in UV-stimulated recombination increases.
A

~

probability of non-reciprocal recombination by breakage

and reunion does not seem compatible with other characteristics inferred
for the UV-induced phage recombination, such as frequent formation of
A·P recombinants of irradiated A·P and A.K parental phages by multiple
recombinations in a.single mating and efficient generation of intact,
highly recombinant genomes in multiplicity reactivation.

Nor is it

necessary to postulate non-reciprocal recombination in order to rationalize the UV-induced decrease in A·P.recovery.

There is no direct evidence

regarding the extent to which the UV-induced recombination among A phages
may be reciprocal or non-reciprocal, however, and it must be borne in
mind that loss of intact parental genome IS due to-a- significantprobability of non-reciprocal recombination could contribute to the reduced
recovery

ofHCM~labeled

(b)

progeny.

As discussed at length above, recombination between parental

A-P genomes and newly synthesized A-K chromosomes usually results in destruction of the type P HCM specificity_

In fact, it can be calculated

that recombination between A·P and AoK genomes could account quantitatively
for the fact that only a few progeny phages per cell retain the parental
HCM specificity from multiple infections of

~.

coliK12 bacteria with
...

unirradiated A-P phages_

With increasing UV dose to the infecting phages,

the HeM specificity of an increasing fraction of conserved and semiconserved parental chromosomes containing recombinagenic UV lesions would
be lost in recombination with newly synthesized genomes, as the number of
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such matings increases and the polarity of the recombination shifts
further toward destruction of the HCMl&bel (cf., section IV-B).
The most tangible indication that recombination between pa.rental
and newly synthesized phage genomes may not be ,the principal cause of

'.

the observed decrease in A'P recovery comes from the observation that,
relative to the survival of the infecting phages, the loss of HCMlabeled progeny is even greater in the uvr+ host than in the uvrA
strain (Fig. 27).

In the uvr+ bacteria, the recombination-promoting

lesions in the parental phage DNA are subject to continuing excisionrepair throughout the latent period, and the A'P progeny that are recovered contain no host cell reactivable lesions (Fig. 28).

In the uvrA

host bacteria, by contrast, UV-induced lesions are retained in the
parental phage DNA; tN-stimulated recombination between parental and
newly synthesized chromosomes can proceed throughout the phage infection, and is probably reflected explicitly in the secondary increase in
overall recombina.tion frequency at high W doses to the infecting phages
(Fig. 10, section III-A.l).

One might ,expect a decrease in A.P recovery

due to W-induced recombination between parental and newly synthesized
genomes to be greater, relative to theW survival of the infecting
phages, for crosses in the uvrA host than in the uvr+ strain, and
haps more pronounced at high than at low UV doses.

per~

Such an effect could

only be a secondary factor in the results shown in Figs. 26 and 27 if
the primary causes of the reduced recoveries of HCM-labeled progeny from
the uvr+ and uvrA hosts are presumed to be the same.

The results discussed in section IV-C.l (Fig. 28) strongly suggest that the HCM-labeled progeny from crosses of tN-irradiated A"P
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phages in the uvrA host contain mainly conserved p'arental DNA, from
which one might infer that there is a selection with increasing UV dose
to the infecting phages against recovery of HCM-lab.eled progeny phages
with semi-conserved parental DNA.

The marked decrease in recovery of

A·P progeny phages which iS'observed for low UV doses to the infecting
phages (Figs. 26, 27) could be due to an elimination from the HCMlabeled progeny populations of chromosomes with semi-conserved parental
DNA.

The more gradual, seemingly exponential, decrease in A-P recovery

that occurs with further UV exposure of the infecting phages (Fig_ 26)
could indicate a relatively lower susceptibility of conserved parental
genomes to the processes that cause loss of the semi-conserved A-P DNA
or a secondary source(s) of inactivation that does affect HCM-labeled
molecules with conserved parental DNA.
According to this interpretation, the curve in Fig. 26 for
recovery (on the HCR+ indicator) of A·P progeny from crosses in the uvrA
host would imply that the selection against semi-conserved parental
genomes in the A·P progeny populations is fully effected for UV doses
of about 10 seconds or more to the infecting phages.

The selection

against semi-conserved parental DNA might not be complete, but the
viability indices of the HCM-labeled progeny support the view that for

UV doses of about 5 seconds or more these phages do contain mostly conserved parental DNA (section

IV-C~l).

The approximately linear portion

of the curve in Fig. 26 for k·P recovery on the HCR+ indicator, for
doses from 12 to 30 seconds, extrapolates back to intercept the ordinate
at a surviving fraction of about 0.3 (as does the linear portion of the
curve for recovery on the HCR- indicator if allowance is made for the
enhanced viability of the progeny thought to result from residual HCR).

.'
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This value might be taken as a maximum estimate of the fraction of A·P
progeny from the crosses of unirradiated phages which contain conserved
parental chromosomes; it compares well with the values of 0.1 - 0.3
indicated for this parameter by the direct experiments with unirradiated,
density-labeled A phages performed elsewhere (8, 157, 120, l36--cf., p.
88 above).
A selection against HCM-labeled semi-conserved parental DNA in
progeny from crosses of UV-irradiated A phages might be caused by:
a)

a reduced formation of semi-conserved parental genomes; b) a prefer-

ential degradation of semi-conserved parental DNA; and/or c) a preferential destruction of the HCM specificity of semi-conserved parental
chromosomes.

It is worthwhile to examine these possibilities.

If a major factor in the lethality of UV photoproducts is their
potential to irreversibly block the complete replication of the infecting chromosome, with increasing UV dose to the parental phages fewer semiconserved parental genomes would be generated per viable multiply-infected
complex.

However , it is not certain that the. sharp decrease in the- re-

covery of A·P progeny for low tN doses could be totally explained·on
this basis.

Until recently it was thought that a few, perhaps but one,

unrepaired photoproducts in the irradiated chromosome might be able to
efficiently block DNA replication (88, 214).

Because of the recognition

of frequent replication-bypass of UV photoproducts in the chromosomes of
(singly mutant.) excision-defective ~.

£21! strains (184, 26, 109), this

notion is no longer tenable with reference to the tN-inactivation of
bacteria.

A replication-bypass of UV-induced photoproducts in A phage

DNA may also be possible, but at present there is only indirect evidence
to support this view (section III-A.2).

This question is crUCial,
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because the inactivation of )...p recovery from the uvrA host observed
for low UV doses may be caused by just a single unexcised pyrimidine
dimer per infecting )...p chromosome. * Obviously, such an efficient
suppression of the recovery of semi-conserved parental DNA could be
reasonably ascribed to UV-induced blocks to replication only if the
potentially lethal photoproducts in the phage DNA cannot be bypassed
at an appreciable frequency.
Note also that for low UV doses the relative recovery of )...p
progeny fails substantially below the UV survival of the parental
phages, which defines the minimum fraction of infecting phages that can
complete replication in single infections, for both the uvrA and the
uvr+ bacterial host strains (Figs. 26 and 27).

It is conceivable that

a smaller proportion of the parental phages may be capable of completing the initial replication in the multiply infected cells than in singly
infected. cells because of a competitive. :j.nhibition of

_excision-r~J>~ir,

but one might expect that the limited residual HCR activity in the uvrA
strain would be more susceptible to competitive inhibition in this dose
range than the wild type HCR activity in the uvr+ host.

Alternatively,

some factor in addition to UV-induced blocks to replication might be
involved in a sharply reduced recovery of semi-conserved HCM-labeled
progeny phages.

* A UV dose of 5 seconds to the infecting )...p phages reduces the
relative recovery of all )...p progeny from the multiply infected uvrA
host bacteria by abou~ natural logarithm (Fig. 26, see also Table
VII). This dose induces an estimated 4 pyrimidine dimers in each
parental phage chromosome (see p. 77),of which 7CY/o-8CY/o can eventually
be repaired by residual HCR activity (sections IV-C.l, V-B, D). The
sharp inactivation of )...p recovery at low UV doses might thus be effected with a D37 of around one unexcised pyrimidine dimer per )...p
chromosome.
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If replication-bypass of UV-induced photoproducts in the infecting A. phage chromosomes does occur at a significant frequency, the most
distinctive physical feature of the daughter chromosomes which could
serve as a basis for selection against semi-conserved parental DNA
·t·

would be the presence of unexcised photoproductsin the parental DNA
strand apposed to abnormalities caused by replication-bypass in the newly
synthesized strand _ Following the hypothesis of Rupp and Howard-Flanders
concerning the replication of bacterial DNA in UV-irradiated uvr- strains
(184, 109), one may suppose that bypass of the unexcised UV lesions in
the A. phage chromosome results in gaps in the newly synthesized DNA
strands opposite the pyrimidine dimers in the template strand, necessitating a post-replication repair of the defective regions in the
daughter chromosomes_

A UV-induced decrease in A.-P recovery could fol-

low from replication-bypass and/or post-replication repair in the
irradiated parental phage DNA.
Howard-Flanders et ale have also proposed that post-replication
repair of bypass-induced defects in the replication products of UVirradiated parental chromosomes might proceed by ,"sister-strand"
exch'ang:e'S',Kn',:: among the daughter chromosomes, stimulated by 'the bypassinduced defects themselves (184, 109, 240).

According to tha.t hypothesis,

since.UV-induced inter-molecular recombination and post-replication repair
would likely be manifestations of the same processes, a decreased recovery
of HeM-labeled semi-conserved parental chromosomes might be attributed
directly to UV-stimulated exchanges which are non-reciprocal or which
I

occur between a molecule with semi-conserved parental DNA and a molecule
composed of newly synthesized DNA--as discussed a.bove.
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If the notion of post-replication repair by a strictly recombinational process is discounted, one may conjecture that a preferential loss of HeM-labeled semi-conserved parental DNA might follow
from a competition between repai.r processes and degradative nucleases
at the sites of double-strand defects resulting from bypas.s in the
replicated irradiated DNA.

This explanation is preferred here.

It is

enticingly consistent with an hypothesis that would relate a UV-induced
selection against the recovery of semi-conserved parental DNA to the
inactivation of phage viability ·that can be partially reversed in: the
phenomenon of UV-reactivation (230, 183)-(where
irradiated

~

the survival of uv-

phages is enhanced within lightly UV-irradiated host

bacteria) while specifying the nature of a majorUV-induced lethal defect in semi-conserved irradiated DNA.

This hypothesis is outlined in

Appendix III.
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IV-D.

The Kinetics of UV Enhancement of A Phage Recombination
In order to understand the nature of the stimulus which UV-

induced lesions provide to genetic recombination, it is worthwhile to
examine whether the UV enhancement of recombination in various inter.0

vals of the chromosome is a function of the physical or of the genetic
length of those intervals and to consider the closely related question
of whether the recombinagenic effect of the UVlesions is localized or
diffused within the DNA molecule.

The experimental observationsre-

ported above include assays of the relative UV enhancements of phage
recombination frequencies in intervals of the A chromosome that differ
significantly in the ratios of their physical to their genetic length;
the results indicate that recombination is stimulated according to the
genetic rather than the physical length of each interval.

The data

also suggest that with increasing UV dose to the infecting phages the
likelihood of UV-induced recombination in any particular interval increases more slowly than the number of functional recombinationpromoting UV lesions in the phage DNA, as might be expected if the
recombinagenic effect of the UV lesions is diffused along the irradiated
DNA.

These results are consistent with the view that the UV lesions

simply facilitate the natural process of mating among DNA molecules
rather than providing a singular stimulus to the initiation of a recombination event.

They are perhaps best discussed in the context of

an explicit statement of the dose-response kinetics of the UV enhancement of A phage recombination.
The "classically" described kinetics for UV stimulation of
overall A phage recombination frequencies (115) are exemplified by the
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curves in Figs. 7 and 8 for crosses of UV-irradiated phages infecting
the ABl157(uvr+) host strain.

The UV-induced increases in recombina-

tion frequency seem to be approximately linearly dependent on both the
natural recombination frequency among unirradiated phages and the UV
dose to the infecting phages, until a plateau of maximally enhanced
recombination is attained at a dose which inactivates about
phages in Single infection.
dose will be referred to

as

9~~

of the

(Following Jacob and Wollman (115), this
the "optimal dose"--d

t.) These kinetics
op .
can be qualitatively described by the discontinuous equations:
=v

= v

o

+ v

o

+Kvd,

=v"+ K'v

d,max

0

(la)

d :iii d opt '

0

0

,

d> d opt

'

= the recombination
T
frequency observed"-amongall progeny--:fol'· any -two markers !- and--;r,

where d = the

v

o

UV

dose to the infecting phages, v

= the natural recombination frequency for the markers ! and ;r in
.

crosses of unirradiated phages, vd = the increment in the total observed recombination frequency that is attributable to recombination
induced by the UV dose d to the infecting phages, and K and K'=Kd t
op
are constants defining the slope of the linear dose-response and the
maximum factor of enhancement, respectively.

(It is assumed here that

Vo is suffiCiently small that vd is not limited by attainment of

genetic equilibrium--v=O. 5--for

UV

doses less than dopt.)

From Figo 8

it is clear that equation (lb) does not hold for the enhancement of
phage recombination in the excision-defective HCR- host strains, presumably because of a supplementary UV-stimulation of recombination
between lmrepaired parental DNA and newly synthesized phage chromosomes
which would became significant in these hosts at higher UV doses.

The

following discussion is principally concerned with the relations implied in equation (la).
The Visconti-Delbruck theory of natural recombination kinetics
among bacteriophages (227, 206) relates the observed recombination
frequency for two genetic markers

~

and il. to the probability of genetic

recombination in the x - il. interval, P(R) , by an equation of the form:

(2 )
~ K'

for P(R) « 1. *

'P(R)

It seems reasonable to apply this general'relation to the UV-induced
phage recombination.

Then for low UVdoses and low recombination fre-

quencies, the relations implied in equation (la) may be recast as:

= K" P (R) + K" Pd(R) = K" P (R) + K K"
T o o

v

d P (R)
0

•

In particular,
P (R)
o

d< dopt & peR) «1, (3)

* This relation supposes equal input of the parental genotypes, recombination between paired phage chromosomes random with respect to
I
time and partners, and takes into account the effect of multiple crossovers on the recOmbination frequency. The constant K" takes on a value
of ~ for reciprocal recombination and
for non-reciprocal recombination;
the function peR) is resolved asP(R) = px:ym, where px:y = the probability
.
of natural recombination between the x and y loci per mating, and m = the
number of matings in the lineage of the average progeny phage genome
(227, 206). These assumptions are consistent with the utilization of
equation (2) for a description of UV-induced recombination, but the
Visconti-Delbruck parameters are not directly relevant to the questions
of primary interest in this section.

t

Because of the experimental error indetermination of recombination
frequencies, the approximation v = K" Po (R) is acceptable in practice
.
for frequencies up to at least O.lO(for which .the imprecision is 10%).
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which is simply an explicit statement of the intuition that the probabi1ity per progeny phage of a UV-stimulated genetic recombination between
the

~

and il.. loci seems to vary directly as the probability of natural

recombination in that interval and the UV dose to the infecting phages.
These are the dependences to be scrutinized.

Over most of the A chromosome, there is an approximately constant
relation of the genetic map distances between various loci to the corresponding physical distances along the molecule (120).

Although the

probabilities of observed genetic recombination in intervals of differing length are not directly proportional to the genetic map distances
(2, 206), the rough. approximation P (R
) aD·. ,wh~re D
is a
o x-y
x-y
x-y
measure of the physical length of the

~

- il.. interval, is adequate within

the reliability of the experimental observations upon which equation (3)
is founded.

Thus an important question concerning the relation in equa-

tion (3) is whether the variation of the probability of UV-induced recombination, P (R), with Po (R) is in essence a dependence upon the prob~
d
ability of natural recombination in the interval or upon the physical
length of the phage genome that is included in the interval between the
markers.

The significance of this distinction to the nature of the

recombinagenic stimulus attributed to the UV-induced lesions is apparent
from the following simple model.
For a given UV dose, the probability Pd(R) of UV-induced recombination in a particular interval
to consist of two component terms:

~

- il.. could be considered
Pd(L)

= the

~

priori

probability at dose d

that a UV-induced 1esion(s) is appropriately situated to stimulate
recombination between the x and il.. loci, and Pd(R:L)

= the

conditional

probability at dose d of a W-induced recombination in the

~

- y.. inter-

val giveri the location of a suitably placed recombination-promoting
lesion(s), where
(4 )

The relation in equation (3) indicates that for different intervals
within the irradiated A phage genomes the probability of W-induced
recombination Pd(R) varies with the first power of the probability of
recombination between unirradiated genomes peR). In light of equation
o
(4), a simple interpretation is that at constant dose d either Pd(L) or
Pd(R:L) varies directly with Po(R) for the different intervals while
the other component term is a constant.
A variation of Pd(L) with Po(R) would presumably reflect an
actual dependence of the term Pd(L) upon D
; the probability that a
x-y
randomly placed W lesion in the phage DNA would be properly located to
stimulate recombination between the

~

and y.. loci would depend upon the

length of the DNA molecule between those loci, implying that the site
of the recombination-promoting lesion itself defines within narrow
limits the point of the induced recombination --i.e., the point at which
the genetic linkage of the recombining chromosome is disrupted.

Pd(R:L),

the other component term of the probability of UV-induced recombination,
would then be a constant, implying that the recombination-promoting lesion
induces a crossover adjacent to its site with constant probability.

This

interpretation of equations (3) and (4) ascribes a local and constant
recombinagenic effect to the W-induced lesions.

It is implicit in the

early hypothesis that UV-induced recombination might reflect lesionprovoked switchovers in a copy-choice recombination scheme (115, 117)
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and in the recent suggestion that the decreased linkages in UVstimulated bacterial recombination are the result of gaps in semiconserved irradiated DNA caused by replication-bypass of photoproducts

(109, 24o).
Conversely, a variation of the component term Pd(R:L), in equation

(4), with Po (R) would imply that the UV-induced lesions serve

simply to enhance the probabilities of natural mating and recombination
phenomena in the various intervals and that the recombinagenic effect
of the lesions might be diffused somewhat along the irradiated chromosomes.

The term Pd(L) would increase with increasing UV dose but 'Would.

be constant at each UV dose for intervals of varying genetic length,
from which it could be inferred that a UV lesion need not be located
closely adjacent to a site at which it induces recombination. *

*

A

.

There is an inherent ambiguity in the conception of a "local"recombinationby breakage and reunion in that the recombining chromosomal
segments are very likely joined by overlapping complementary DNA strands
from the two parental molecules (Fig. 3). A local recombinagenic lesion
could presumably determine the site of one terminus of the heterozygous
region, which may have a typical length on the order of 3% of the genetic
map (130, 2). If the heterozygous region of the joint molecule contains
the information for different alleles of one or more genetic markers on
the complementary DNA strands, repair or segregation of the heterologous
loci could lead to an observed genetic recombination up to around 3% of
the genetic map from the actual site of the lesion.
This point should not be allowed to confuse the distinction drawn
in the text between local and diffuse recombinagenic effects, which is
based on the criterion of whether the recombinagenic lesion need be located within the genetic span of the interval between the recombining
markers. Recombinations involving the inclusion of loci within heterozygous regions of joint molecules are subsumed in the category of exchanges within the interval between the genetic markers, since for each
interval they contribute to the recombination observed among unirradiated
phages and are implicitly taken into account in the determination of the
genetic length of the interval. Moreover, a comparable argument can be
formulated to cover the contingencies of single strand exchanges or gene
conversion by informational transfer (61). Thus uncertainty as to the
site of an observed recombination due to the generation of internally
heterozygous regions in the recombinant molecule could not be a source
of any "diffuse" character of the recombinagenic stimulus.

finite range of action for each lesion would insure that over the population of irradiated genomes the probability of recombination in each
interval would be enhanced by a constant factor dependent only upon
the density of the UV-induced lesions along the molecule.

This inter-

pretation of the recombinagenic character of the UV-induced lesions is
compatible, for example, with the hypothesis that by facilitating formation of regions of local denaturation within the DNA (153) the photoproducts stimulate the pairing of DNA molecules precedent to recombination (190, 41).
These alternative interpretations, according to which the recombinagenic effect of theUV-induced lesions is either local or diffuse, might be distinguishable on two points with regard to the kinetics
of the UV stimulation of recombination.

First, they lead one to expect

different results for the relative UV enhancements of recombination in
intervals that differ in the ratios of their physical to their genetic
lengths.

Fora diffuse recombinagenic effect (with Pd(L)

= constant),

the recombination frequencies must be increased by comparable factors
in the different intervals.

For a local recombinagenic effect (where

Pd(L) a D ) the increment of recombination in each interval could be
x-y
.
proportional to the ratio of its physical to its genetiC length.

Second,

the model of a local recombinagenic effect implies that with increasing
UV dose the enhancement of phage recombination should be a linear fUnction of the number of functional recombination-promoting lesions in the
DNA, whereas the model for a diffuse recombinagenic effect would be consistent with dependence on a lower power of the effective UV dose.
The crosses of UV-irradiated ~sus029 with ~susP3 (Fig. 22),
A.susP3 with A.susQ,73 (Fig. 23), a.nd A.susQ73 with A.susR5 (Fig. 21f)

. ',.:
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furnish a determination of whether the relative UV enhancement of recombination frequencies varies with the physical or with the genetic
lengths of the intervals.

Jordan and Meselson have found in studies of

the density distribution of progeny from crosses of density-labeled
parental phages that there is an excess of progeny physically recombinantin the interval from susQ73 to the right end of the chromosome
(see Fig. 4) compared to the susP3-susQ73 interval (120).

They ascribe

this result to a ratio of phYSical to genetic length for the susP3susQ73 interval which is around an order of magnitude greater than that
characteristic of the rest of the chromosome, including the adjacent
c-susP3 and susQ73-susR54 intervals.
The data for the UV enhancement of overall recombination frequencies in the sus029-susP3, susP3-susQ73, and susQ73-susR5 intervals
(Figs. 22, 23, and 24) are replotted in Fig. 29 to show the relative
increments in

therecombination~ frequencies~

with

incr~easing

UV

doses~

For each UV dose the natural frequency of recombinants is increased by
essentially the srune factor in each of the three intervals.

The UV

stimulation of recomb:i.nation is a function of the genetic rather than
the physical length of" the intervals.

This result indicates that either

the UV stimulus to recombination is diffused along the irradiated genome
or a local recombinagenic effect of the UV lesions is suppressed in the
susP3-susQ73 region by the same unknown factor which reduces the frequency of natural recombination there.

Either conclusion implies that

the UV-induced leSions do not provide a singular stimulus to the initiation of a recombination event.
Also plotted in Fig. 29 are the relative enhancements of recombination frequencies in the susBl-susG9 and c67-c68 intervals, from
the data in Fi~. 7'and 8.

The stimulation of recombination seems
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Figure 29.

The relative factors by which tN-irradiation of the infecting phages enhances overall recombination frequencies
in five different intervals of the A chromosome. The
data points are replotted from the results shown in Figs.
7, 8, 22, 23, and 24 for crosses in the AB1886 host
strain, omitting the brackets for simplicity. (The positions of the markers on the genetic map are indicated in
Fig. 4.)
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to be about 50% more efficient in these intervals than in the sus029susR5 region--a difference which is probably significant.

Similar in-

stances of a slightly heterogeneous topography of W -induced recombination, unrelated to the genetiC lengths of the intervals, have been
reported

for

T4

phage (62).

"I

From the curves in Figs. 7 and 8 it would seem that for crosses
in the HCR- (uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC) hosts

as

well as in the HCR+ (uvr+)

strains the W stimulation of recombination is directly proportional to
the dose administered to the infecting phages, as in equations (la) or
(3)--or, if it were presumed that at each dose a constant fraction of
the initially induced photoproducts in the parental phage DNA is repaired,
to the effective number of unrepaired W lesions in the parental phage
DNA during the period of recombination.
considered in the present

chapte~for

However, the more detailed data

crosses in the uvrA host indicate"

that the situation is probably not so. simple.
First, there are prominent shoulders on both the curve in Fig.
26 for the survival of the infecting phages on the uvrA strain and the
curve in Fig. 28 for the viability indices of the A'P progeny from the
crosses in the uvrA host.

These curves, in particular the latter, imply

that over the dose range where the primary enhancement of phage recombina-:
tion occurs the number of unexcised potentially lethal and recombinationpromoting W lesions in the phage DNA increases somewhat faster than the .
actual W dose to the infecting phages, due to the saturation of residual
HCR in the uvrA host.

The enhancement of recombination frequencies in

the uvrA host is less linear with respect to the number of unrepaired
W lesions in the parental phage DNA than with respect to the UV dose
to the infecting phages.
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Second, from Figs. 22 through 24 it is evident that for very
low doses ,the enhancement of recqmbination frequencies in the uvrA host
is actually not directly proportional to the UV exposure of the infecting phages.

Perhaps the best example is seen in Fig. 22 for the crosses

of).,sus029·p with ).,susP3-P, where the increment inthe frequency of recombinants among the ).,-P progeny is half as great for a dose of 4 seconds
to the parental pha.ges (from 0.2% to about 1.2%) as for a UV dose of 12
seconds (from 0.2% to 3.1%).

(The non-linearity of the enhancement at

very low UV doses is probably more apparent in the curve f9r the ).,.p
progeny than in that for all progeny because the factor by which a UV
exposure enhances the pertinent parental recombination is not obscured
by experimental variation in the frequency of recombinants that accrue
from natural vegetative exchanges among the newly synthesized phage
chromosomes.)

Similar curvatures at low UV doses are apparent in the

dose-response curves for enhancement of recombination in crosses of
).,susP3 with ).,susQ73 and of ).,susQ73 with ).,susR5, in Figs. 23 and 24.
These two indications of non-linearity in the dose-response are
additive.

Taken together, they imply that the probability of UV-induced

recombination cannot be directly proportional to the number of unexcised recombination-promoting UV lesions in the phage DNA.

The essence

of this argument can be crudely illustrated by simply plotting the enhancement of recombination frequencies in the uvrA host as a function
of the square root of the dose to the infecting phages, as ha.s been
done in Fig. 30 for the data from the crosses of ),.sus029·p with ),.susP3·p
(Fig. 22). * In this plot the initial increase in the frequency of ),..p

, * The choice of a dose paTameter for plots such as that in Fig. 30 is
problematical, because of uncertainty as to the relative number of functional (i.e., the average number of unexcised) recombina.tion-promoting
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Figure 30.

The W enhancement of recombination frequencies among all
progeny and among HeM-labeled ~.p progeny for the crosses
~c71sus029·p x ~c71susP3·P (Figs. 21, 22)--plotted as a
function of the square root of the UV dose to the infecting phages.
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recombinants is approximately linear.

1'he UV-enhanced recombination fre-

quencies among all progeny phages fall on a biphasic curve that is linear
with respect to the square root of the dose for doses greater than 4
seconds but extrapolates back to intercept the ordinate near the )...p
'~

recombination frequency at zero dose.

1'he divergence of the linear seg-

ments of the curves for overall and )...p recombination may be taken as
representing the occurrence, except at very low doses, of UV-induced
matings of parental and newly synthesized genomes, the recombinant
products from which would very seldom retain the parental HCM label.
Whatever the limitations with regard to the indicated dose
parameter of the plot in Fig. 30, it does serve to point out that the
UV enhancement of phage recombination in the uvrA host is not a linear
function of the number of initially induced UV photoproducts (much less
functional recombination-promoting lesions) in the phage DNA.

Moreover,

it emphasizes that the UV-induced recomlinants originate in matings of
the HCM-labeled parental phages--for the most part with each other but
at higher doses to a significant extent also with newly synthesized
genomes.

1'hus for the crosses in the uvrA host equation (3) could be

lesions in the phage DNA during the period of parental phage recombination for each UV dose. In Fig, 30 the recombination frequencies have
been plotted against the square root of a dose proportional to the number of initially induced lesions. Curves quite similar to those in
Fig. 30 resubt3if the recombination frequencies are plotted against the
parameter d c • , where d c is a corrected dose proportional to the number of potentially l~thal lesions retained in the HCM-labeled progeny
from these crosses in uvrA host bacteria and can be ascertained di.rectly from the data shown in Fig. 28.
.
1'he UV enhancements of recombination frequencies from crosses in
the uvrA host of AsusP3 p with )..susQ73·P (Fig. 23) and of AsusQ73'P
with AsusR5·p (Fig. 24) are also linear with respect to the square root
of the dose and consistent with the interpretation presented in the
text; but in these cases the argument is obscured by variation with in"creasing dose in the sector of HCM-labeled recombinants formed in matings of A'P with newly· synthesized )"'K genomes (section IV-B).
0
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empirically reformulated as:

Vd

~ Kt tK' t, ~t
L Pp/p,o (R)

= Kt tPd(R)

d

~

d

1-

+ (d - 4)2

3

opt '

where Pp I p,o (R) and Pp /k ,0 (R). refer to the natural probabilities of recombination of a parental

(~.p)

phage genome with another parental

(~.p)

chromosome and with a newly synthesized (~·K) genome, respectively, and
p
(R)
it is a.ssumed that P /
(R) ..... p/k,o b, (Appendix II). The·second
.
p p,o
10
term within the bracket in

equation (5a)

would give rise to the

secondary increa.se in phage recombination at high UV doses
excisi(~m-de,fective:

vd

= Kt 'pd (R)
d>d

in

the

host strains (section III-A .1, Fig. 8):
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K' 'K' t ,

1

1-

G

d 2 P
,opt p/p,o

(R) + (d - 4)2
J

'V'

3

PP/k ,0

10

(R~ ,
. (5b)

(constant)

opt.

The dose dependence of the secondary enhancement of recombina-·
tion, between parental

~.p

and newly synthesized

~'K

genomes, represented

in these equations is consonant with several conclusions from section
IV -C abOve.

The effective UV dos e "( d - 4)" corresponds to the number

of UV photoproducts which are not excised by residual HCR in the uvrA
host (section IV-C.l:, Fig. 28), but would remain in the parental DNA
strands to induce recombination with newly synthesized chromosomes.

(In

. an HCR+ host, continuing excision of recombinagenic photoproducts would
fores'tall the occurrence of such a secondary enhancement of recomb ination.)

The rate of the secondary enhancement of recombination frequency
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with increasing effective dose appears to be only about 1/30th that for
the primary enhancement of recombination between )...p genomes; this accords with the notion that UV-induced recombination may be curtailed during the later part of the infection because of a destruction of chromosomes containing semi-conserved parental DNA (section IV-C.2:

Fig. 26,

and Appendix III).*
If the recombinagenic effect of the UV lesions in the phage DNA
were strictly local, it would be necessary for a lesion to be situated
within or closely adjacent to the interval in which it might induce a
recombination.

Since for the uvrA host it seems that the probability

for each parental phage particle that an unexcised recombinationpromoting lesion is located in a particular genetic interval increases
somewhat faster than .the UV dose, while the enhancement of recombination
among the phages varies with a root power of the UV dose, one may infer
that the. recombination-promoting lesion need not be situated within the
interval of the induced genetic recombination.

Studies by Krieg on the

UV-inactivation of gene function and cross reactivation in T4 phage
also support this conclusion (136, 137).
AsUV lesions accumulate in the chromosome with increasing dose
there is apparently an increasing degree of redundancy in their stimulation of recombina.tion, as might be expected if the recombinagenic effect
were diffused along the molecule °

(An alternative interpretation is

* ~ priori, the UV-irradiation might be expected to stimulate recombination of )...p with newly synthesized )"oK genomes at an efficiency
on the order of t to
that for the stimulation of recombination between )...p genomes--allowing for the facts that in the former case only
one of the genomes would contain recombinagenic lesions (115) and the
)..op chromosome may more often contain semi-conserved parental DNA, and
assuming that the natural and UV-induced recombination proceed by comparable mechanisms.

t

that there is a positive interference in the W":enhanced recombination,
so that each additional recombination induced in the irradiated molecule
However~

requires a greater initiating stimulus.

since natural recom-

bination among A phages is characterized by a low generalized negative
interference over the entire chromosome (122, 2), and since there are
indications that multiple UV-induced recombinations often occur in a'
single mating (1l5, sections IV -B, C above), this interpretation does
not seem plausible.)

The achievement of complete redundancy of

recombination-promoting lesions, or the stimulation of the maximum frequencyof recombination events which can be accommodated among the
parental phage genomes, for the W dose dopt would account for the saturation of the primary W enhancement of recombination.

In the former

case, from the fact that the primary W enhancement of phage recombination in the HCR- hosts occurs for UV doses which leave up to about 15
unexcised pyrimidine dimers per phage chromosome (section III-A.l), one
could estimate a standard effective range of the recombinagenic lesion
as no less than

6% - 7%

of the phage genome.

In the light of the results discussed above, it would be reasonable to reformulate equation (4) for the probability Pd(R) of W-induced
recombination in a particular interval

= . \L

[Pd(R:L ) :dPd"'(L

~y

z

.. z

~

-

~

as:

):'~,Pd'
. (KR)'-=~:JtPI.:(R)"
' . ,max
0

(6)

.

where Pd(L ) refers to the probability of a recombination-promoting
z
lesion at a distance z along the molecule from a contemplated site of
recombination.

The probability Pd(L ) would be a function not only of
z

the number of UV photoproducts initially induced in the phage DNA but
also of the relative efficiencies with which the recombinagenic lesions
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are excised in the host bacteria for the various UV doses (88).

The

function Pd(R:L
.
z ) would be proportional to the natural frequency of
recombination
P0 (R) and would vary inversely and non-linearly with the
.
parameter z, up to a maximum value.
Notwithstanding the evidence cited above to support the contention that the probability Pd(R) does not increase linearly with the number of functional recombination-promoting UV lesions in the phage DNA,
the data in Fig. 7 and for the few crosses described in Fig. 25 suggest
that in the HCR+ host bacteria the UV enhancement of recombination may
indeed be directly proportional to the UV dose--i.e., to the number of
initially induced recombinagenic photoproducts.

This linearity of

th~

dose-response curves for crosses in HCR+ host bacteria may well be
fortuitous; with increasing UV dose a decline in the efficacy of repair
of typical recombinagenic photoproducts (due, for example, to an increase
in the average lag time preceding excision) may be superimposed upon
the enhancement of recombination in the dose-response assay.
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V. '. ;nwlRECT STIMULATION OF LAMBDA PHAGE RECOMBINATION BY

UV-IRRADIATION OF HCR+ AND HCR- HOST BACTERIA
.•

V-A.

r\.

•... '

..

The Context
Recombination frequencies from crosses of unirradiated

~

phages

in HCR+ host bacteria can be increased severalfold by exposure of the
host cells to high doses of UV radiation prior to infection (129, 130).
The mechanism of this recombination enhancement is unknown; the stimulation of phage recombination occurs in the context of varied and complex effects of UV-irradiation of the host bacteria upon
growth.

~

phage

(The early work in this field has been reviewed by Stent:

206~)

The "capacity" of HCR+ bacteria to host infections of unirradiated
~

phages is considerably more sensitive to UV-irradiationthan the capac-

ity for autonomous T-even phages, as a consequence of the requirement
for functions provided by the bacterial genome throughout a productive
~

infection (129, 208, 206).

latent period of the

~

With increasing UV dose to the cells, the

phage infection increases while the number of

progeny phages produced per active host cell decreases

(129, 130). The

relative number of bacteria of an HCR+ host strain that are capable of
supporting X, phage growth declines rapidly for UV doses to the cells on
2
the order of 3,000 ergs/mm at 2537 A

(129); the capacity of HCR- host

bacteria is more resistant to UV-irradiation

(45).

Although the proportions of HCR+ host cells that are able to
support uriirradiated

~

phages in single and in multiple infections,

respecti vely, begin to decrease at about the same UV dose, the capacity
to

~ustain

multiple infections thereafter declines at a lesser rate
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than does the capacity for single infections (129).

Thus there appears

to be "multiplicity reactivation" of a UV-inactivated factor of the host
capacity, in that part of the effect of UV-irradiation upon the host
capacity can be offset by the presence of an increased number of infecting phage genomes.

The relation of this effect to the increased phage

recombination that occurs in these multiple infections of UV-irradiated
host cells is not clear.
The survival of A phages that have themselves been UV-irradiated
2
is enhanced by low UV doses, in the range of 500 ergs/mm , to HCR+ host
bacteria (UV-reactivation) (230, 183).

But at higher UV doses to the

cells the capacity to host UV-irradiated dependent phages is reduced at
a much faster rate than their capacity for unirradiated phages (67, 206).
This effect is due to a UV-inhibition of host cell reactivation (and
indeed provided the first indication that such a process existed).

Since

the kinetics of the inhibition imply that it is an "all or none" phenomenon for each host cell, it is probably caused by inactivation of a host
gene function

r~ther

than the competition of the tN-induced lesions in

the bacterial DNA for HCR enzymes (183).

This view is consistent vTith

recent evidence suggesting that UV doses to HCR+ host bacteria of about
2
5,000 ergs/mm are necessary to competitively inhibit excision of heterozygous base pairs in heteroduplex A DNA (94, 47).

By contrast, the

residual HeR activity in excision-defective host bacteria can be competitively inhibited at reasonably low UV doses to the host cells (80).

***
The enhancement of A. phage recombination frequenCies caused by UVirradiation of the host cells has been investigated in the present study
by performing crosses ofunirradiated and lightly UV-irradiated
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(N/N

o

- 0.8) A.sus029·p and A.S us P3 .p phages in UV-irradiated ABl157
.

(uvr+) and AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria.

For each case, the effects of

increasing UV dose upon the relative survivals of the multiply infected
complexes and the frequencies of recombinants among all progeny phages
and among parental HCM-labeled

~.p

progeny (cf., sections IV-A, B) were

determined.
These experiments focus on four principal points:
a)

The relative UV-sensitivities of the capacities of uvr+ and uvrA

host bacteria to support phage growth following multiple infections
with unirradiated and with lightly tN-irradiated).. phages provide information concerning the nature of the inactivation of host capacity.
The results suggest that there is a failure of multiplicity react ivation as well as host cell reactivation of tN-irradiated).. phages in
heavily irradiated host bacteria.
b)

The relative increases in recombination frequencies among all

progeny a.nd among )...p progeny from crosses in irradiated host cells
imply that there may be an increased frequency of physical exchanges,
apparently by breakage and reunion, among all phage genomes throughout
the latent period in irradiated bacteria; however, the appearance of
genetically recombinant progeny is suppressed at high UV doses to the
cells.
c)

Comparison of the dose-response curves for the enhancement of phage

recombination by UV-irradiation of uvr+ and uvrA host .strains indicate
that the damage that stimulates this recombination is susceptible to
exciSion-repair, and hence that the recombination is promoted by unexcised tN lesions in the bacterial genome.
d)

Comparison of the recombination of unirradiated and lightly UV-
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irradiated phages in irradiated host bacteria suggests that the enhancements caused by UV-irradiation of the host and of the infecting phages
are cumulative.

The inhibition of HCR by irradiation of uvr+ host cells

does not markedly affect the recombination enhancement due to UV-induced
lesions in the infecting phage DNA; however, competitive inhibition of
residual HCR by

UV~irradiation

of uvrA host bacteria does increase the

number of effective recombination-promoting lesions in irradiated infecting phage DNA.
In addition to restricting the range of conceivable mechanisms. by
WhichUV-irradiation of the host bacteria could cause A phage recombination, the results of these experiments permit qualitative comparison of
the stimulations of phage recombination evoked by UV-irradiation of the
host cells and by irradiation of the infecting phages themselves, which
are seen to differ in a number of aspects.

- ./
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V-B.

UV-Sensitivities of the Host Capacities of HCR+ and HCR- Bacteria
The curves in Fig. 31 show the inactivation as plaque-forming

units, with increasing UV dose to the cells before infection, of
ABl157(uvr+) and AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria multiply infected with unirradiated or lightly UV-irradiated (N/N "" 0.8) >.. phages. For low UV
o
doses to the cells the curves are shouldered to varying extents; in the
2
higher dose range, from about 2,000 to 4,000 ergs/mm (200 to 400 sec.
UV), the capacity to support growth of the infecting phages falls off
exponentially in each case.
There are two differences between the results for the UV-irradiated
uvr+ and uvrA host bacteria.

First, for both urtirradiated and irradiated

infecting phages, the slopes of the curves describing inactivation of
the uvr+ host capacity are steeper in the high dose range than those for
the uvrA. host capacity.

If the sensiti,dties of the hosts' capacities

are viewed in relation to the UV-sensitivitiesof their colony-forming
ability (represented by the dashed curves labeled "c" in Fig. 31) rather
than in relation to the absolute UV doses, the capacity of the uvrA host
is enormously more resistant to UV than that of the uvr+ strain.

This

result agrees with the findings of Devoret and Coquerelle concerning the
UV-sensitivities of HCR+ and HCR- host capacities to support the growth
of unirradiated >..phages in single infection, from which they have concluded that excision-repair processes

thems~lves

are primarily responsible

for inactivation of the HCR+ host capacity (45). *

* The following can be offered as a possible explanation for the UVsensitivities of the uvr+ and uvrA capacities which is consistent with
the available experimental evidence, including several findings presented in this report.
The fact that the capacity of the host cells to support growth of
autonomous T-even phages is impaired only at UV doses to the bacteria
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Figure 31.

UV-inactivation of the capacity of AB1l57(uvr+) (a, left)
and of AB1886(uvrA) (b, right) bacteria to host multiple
infections of unirradIated and of lightly UV-irradiated
A phages. For each host strain, the UV dose to the irradiated infecting phages reduced the phage survival to
about 0.8 in single infection of unirradiated cells of
that strain. (The dashed lines labeled "e" denote the
approximate UV-inactivation curve for the colony-forming
ability of each host strain.) These data were obtained
by assaying the relative survival of the infected complexes in crosses of Ac71sus029-P with Ac71susP3"p (MOr =
10) as a function of UV dose to the cells prior to infection. The results were reproducible in several different experiments. The recombination frequencies among
the progeny phages from the active infected complexes are
described in Figs. 32 (a/b) and 33 (a/b).
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Second, W exposures of the infecting phages that reduce their
survival in single infection of unirradiated host cells to "" 0.8 (20
seconds and 5 seconds, respectively, for the ABl157(uvr+) and
AB1886(uvrA) hosts) had a greater effect on the survival as plaquethat are several times greater than those considered here (206) illustrates that the inactivation of the capaCities for ~ phage is not attributable to unacceptable damage to basic cellular apparatus involved
in energy metabolism and protein syntheSiS. A fundamental contribution of the host cell to ~ phage growth, however, consists in required
functions encoded in the radiation-sensitive host genome that are apparently non-constitutive (208) (and/or for which the gene product itself might be susceptible to W-inhibition, conceivably by dint of its
possible association with cellular DNA in a radiation-sensitive complex}
The recently discovered repI bacterial function (167), which is necessary to ~ phage replication, is probably an example of such a required
host factor.
The UV-inactivation of the uvrA host capacity for ~ could be due
to inhibition of messenger RNA transcription (173, l62a) that limits the
expression of these required host functions. Experimental results described in section III-A.l and Appendix I, concerning crosses of heavily
W-irradiated ~susBl and ~susG9 phages (Figs. 7, 9) suggest that complementation among infecting phage genomes is significantly inhibited in
the uvrA host by W doses to the phages on the order of 100 seconds. It
seems like~y that the failure of complementation is due primarily to an
obstruction of transcription of the relevant phage genes by unexcised
UV-induced lesions in the phage DNA. UV doses to the uvrA host bacteria
of similar'magnitude should induce a comparable density of transcriptioninhibiting lesions in the bacterial DNA, and for such ,doses ,there is significant inactivation of the uvrA host capacity for ~ (Fig. 31).
One would expect the initial UV lesions that inhibit transcription to be susceptible to excision-repair in the uvr+ host (173). Indeed,complementation among heavily irradiated ~susBl and ~susG9 genomes
is not inhibited in the uvr+ host at doses fivefold greater than those
that affect complementation in the uvrA host (Figs. 7, 9); this result
probably reflects continuing HeR of damage in susBl+ and susG9+ alleles
of inviable infecting phages, since these functions are expressed relatively late in the phage infection «232). However, it is conceivable
that the disruption by excision-repair of bacterial genes whose functions are required early in a successful ~ infection might be as effective in preventing their timely transcription as the presence of unexcised UV lesions. Alternatively, the host cell repair processes and
phage replication processes in the uvr+ host might be in competition for
enzymes (e.g., ligase), metabolic precursors, energy sources, etc.,
necessary to both processes (45). In such cases the W-sensitivity of
the capacity to host ~ infections would be considerably greater, relative to the sensitivity of the colony-forming ability, for uvr+ bacteria
than for uvrA cells--as is observed experimentally (45, Fig. 31).
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forming units of multiply infected, UV-irradiated uvr+ complexes than
on that of uvrA complexes.

For the highest UV doses to the cells as-

sayed, the survivals of the uvr+ complexes infected with unirradiated'
and vlith irradiated phages differed by a factor of ten, whereas the survival of uvrA complexes infected with irradiated phages differed only by
a factor of around

2)~.

The different results for the two host strains

can be attributed to the inhibition of host cell reactivation by UVirradiation of the host cells (67), which has a much greater impact on
the viability of UV-irradiated phages in the HCR+ bacteria than in the
excision-defective uvrA bacteria with only residual HCR activity.
The data shown in Fig. 31 also imply that at high UV doses to
the host bacteria the phage infection is propagated by a single infecting

~

phage genome in most of the complexes that are active.

This point

is clear if one compares, for the infections of hea.vily UV-irradiated
cells, the frequencies of via.ble infecting phages with the observed survivals of the multiply infected complexes.

For example, in single in-

fection of unirradiated uvr+ host bacteria the survival of the

~

phages

UV-irradiated for 20 seconds was about 0.84 relative to the titer of unirradiated phages, corresponding to 0.2 lethal "hits" per phage.

As sum-

ing that in the experiment described in Fig. 3l-a an essentially complete
inhibition of HCR (and "residual HCR") was attained for the high UV doses
to the uvr+ bacteria, a typical irradiated phage infecting a heavily irradiated uvr+ cell carried about 2 effectively lethal "hits," correspond ...
ing to a survival in single infection of around 0.15 relative to unirradiated phages. *

*

.

Since the host bacteria were infected with 10 phages per

This estimate is based on the results in Figs. 5 and 6 concerning
the conventional HCR and on the data in Figs. 28, 3l-b, and 33-b--which
are internally consistent--regarding the residual HCR.
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ce.ll, however, the uvr+ bacteria irradiated for 280 and for 350 seconds
received an average of about 1.5 viable phage genomes each.

Assuming a

Poisson distribution of the viable infecting phages among the cells,
around 8CJ'/o of the infected complexes received at least one viable phage
genome.

Yet it is evident from Fig. 3l-a that the survival of the heav-

ily irradiated uvr+ complexes infected with irradiated phages was onJs"
lCJ'/o the survival of those infected with unirradiated phages --as if the
success of the infection hinged upon a single, randomly selected, infecting phage genome.

An analogous examination of the results for the

uvrA host strain,shown in Fig. 3l-b, leads to the same conclusion--while
implying that about 8CJ'/o of the potentially lethal lesions induced in the
infecting phages by the 5-second UV dose were repaired by residual HCR
in unirradiated uvrA host cells.

The above analysis indicates that the multiplicity reactivation
-

of UV-irra&iated

~

-

--

I"

phages observed in unirradiated HCR+ and, in particular,

HCR- host bacteria. (cf., section III-B .1) is supplanted in heavily UV"
irradiated host cells by an apparent multiplicity deactivation; the
relative survival as plaque-forming units of the complexes formed of
heavily irradiated cells infected with irradiated phages is substantially
. lower than that predicted by the simple probability that they receive a
viable infecting phage.

Such an effect clearly need not be related to

the extent of recombination among the parental phage genomes,but.only
to a reduced probability that a viable chromosome within a cell multiply
infected with

via~le

and inviable phages be able to express its potential

for successful replication and propagate the infection.

In the present

case, the potential of the viable phages was diluted in proportion to
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their frequency among the infecting phages, presumably because of competition among the parentaJ. molecules for a host factor necessary to
replication.
These findings cannot be attributed to failure of phage adsorption (which control assalfs confirmed to be unaffected by UVirradiation of the host cells), injection, or nuclease degradation of
infecting phage DNA within the irradiated cells, since the yields of
progeny phages that carried a parental

~.p

HCM label from active com-

plexes of irradiated bacteria were comparable to those from unirradiated cells.

Rather, the observations imply that with increasing

UV dose to either HCR+or HCR- host bacteria the initial replication of
an increasing fraction of the infecting phage genomes is blocked--an
effect probably identical to the UV-inactivation of "phage-synthesizing
centers" previously observed for phages p8 and T2 (58).

This effect

could be a consequence of damage to host gene functions--e.g., the repI
factor (167)--and a principal element in the UV-inactivation of the
host capacity for

.~

phage.
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v-c.

Enhancement of Recombination Frequencies for Unirradiated
Infecting A Phages
The data in Fig. 32 show the frequencies of genetic recombinants

observed among all progeny and among A·P progeny phages from crosses of
~irradiated

Asus029·p with ASUSP3·P phages in UV-irradiated ABl157

(uvr+)and AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria.

In each instance, the enhance-

ment ·of recombination frequency with increasing UV dose to the host
cells wa.s small compared. to the enhancement evoked by light UV -irradiation of the infecting phages themselves (compare Fig.·32 with Fig. 25).
(One may draw assurance as to the qualitative significance of the variations of recombination frequencies with dose in Fig. 32

and Fig. 33

below) from the facts that all of the crosses for each host were performed and titrated using the same preparations of host bacteria, that
the variations were reproducible in duplicate crosses--note brackets on
the experimental points--and that there is a consistency in the trends
of the curves with changing dose.)
In these experiments, the tota.l recombination frequencies increased .

to maxima a.t values 15-0% - 200'/0 the natural level, peaking at a dose of
about 200 seconds to uvr+ host bacteria* (Fig. 32-a) and at a dose of
70 seconds or less to uvrA host cells (Fig. 32-b).

With further UV

* Over the 0-200 second UV dose range, the curve in Fig. 32-a for
the stimulation of total recombination'by irradiation of HCR+ host
bacteria corresponds qualitatively to the results reported by
Kellenberger et ale (130); these authors observed twofold and fourfold increaseS-inphage recombination frequencies in crosses over the
col-mi and c-mi intervals, respectively. For crosses of ~sus029 with
ASUSP3, Weigle (231) found an enhancement of the recombination frequency from a -usual value of around 0.5% in unirradiatedcells to
about 3.7% in heavily UV -irradiated HCR+ bacteria.
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Recombination frequencies 'among total and among HeM-labeled A-P progeny
from crosses of unirradiated Ac7lsus029·p and Ac7lsusP3·p as a function
of UV dose to K12 strain host cells prior to infection. a. (top):
ABl157(uvr+) host'bacteria.. b. (bottom): AB1886(uvrA) host bacteria.
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exposure

o~

the cells the overall recombination

declined,

~requencies

more abruptly in the uvr+ host bacteria than in the uvrA cells, to
levels 5Cfl/o - 10010 that observed among the progeny. o~ unirradiated cells.
The

~act

that the peak

doses to uvrA

o~

recombination enhancement occurs

host bacteria implies that the stimulation

~or
o~

lower UV

phage re-

combination is caused at least in part by repairable but unexcised UV
lesions in the bacterial DNA.
Among the parental:",HCM-labeled >...p progeny
was a

~airly

steady increase in the

~requency

o~

these crosses there

of recombin8;Ilts in both

uvr+ and uvrA host strains, although evident at lower doses in the
latter host.

At UV doses of 350-400 seconds to the bacteria the >...p

recombination frequencies were only slightly less than the corresponding total recombination

~requencies

and about 40Cfl/o the >...p frequencies

observed for crosses in unirradiated cells_
differences between corresponding

over~l

However, from the relative

and >"-P

recombination~re

quencies at various UV doses to the bacteria (Fig. 32-b in particular),
it is evident that the variations in total phage recombination frequency were due in the main to an increase in genetic recombination
among newly synthesized >"-K genomes at low to moderate doses and a decrease in such recombination at high UV doses_
s~p+y

This result contrasts

with that for the enhancement of phage recombination by UV-

irradiation of the infecting phages.

The latter is characterized by

similar absolute increments in the total and >"-P recombination frequencies that reflect increased mating among parental HCM-labeled phage
genomes early in the infection (Figs_ 22,25 - section IV-B).
other hand, the

~act

in recombinants

~ormed

On the

that HCM-labeled parental DNA strands were included
in response to UV-irradiation

o~

the host implies

". :..a
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that this type of UV-stimulated recombination also proceeds bYifl mechanism of breakage and reunion of the mating chromosomes.
In these experiments UV-irradiation of the host bacteria caused
an increase in the duration of the latent periods of the phage infection and a decrease in the numbers of progeny phages produced per
active host cell, as has been observed previously by others (130,

L~5).

*

However, the decreases in overall phage recombination frequency for high
UV doses to the host bacteria (Fig. 32) were not simply the result of
reduced phage DNA synthesis--i.e., of an absence of recombination among
A·K genomes because few progeny phage were synthesized in the irradiated
cells.

I

The active host cells produced substantial bursts of newly syn-

thesized phages, as attested not only by the relative titers of assayed
;

infected complexes and of total free phages in the cross lysates, but
also by the y:i,eldsof progeny phages that did not. exhibit the parental
A'P HCM specificity.

I

With increaSing UV dose to the bacteria, the proI

portion qf A·P among the progeny phagtls only increased from about 2%
for crosses in unirradiated host cellsito

5% -

10% for crosses in heavily

UV-irradiated cells, in rough correspondence with a reduction in the calculated burst sizes from around 100-200 phages per active unirradiated

*. Kellenberger et al.(130) observed that following multiple infection
of heavily UV-irra'dIated E. coli Kl2 HCR+ host cells with unirradiated
genetically marked A phages little phage DNA synthesis occurred even in
those cells that retained the capacity to sustain the infection, and the
actilve host cells each produced only a few progeny phage particles. In I
this way they obtained lysates with an enhanced frequency of internally I
heterozygous recombinant phages, since destruction of heterozygotes by
replication was minimized (and excision-repair of the heterozygous base
sequences may have been less efficient than usual due to the inhibition
of HCR). No such drastic reduction in the burst sizes from active infected complexes was observed at comparable UV doses in the experiments
reported here (cf.,text), nor was it observed by Devoret and Coquerelle I
(45) in similar experiments with singly infected UV-irradiated host
cells.
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host cell to around 25-50 progeny phages per active heavily irradiated
host cell_

It can be concluded that even from heavily irradiated host

cells around

90%

of the progeny phages contained newly synthesized A-K

chromosomes.

A reasonable interpretation of the results in Fig. 32 is that

uv-

irradiation of the host bacteria stimulates normal A phage recombination
by

breakage and reunion, involving both parental and newly synthesized

chromosomes, by the same factor throughout the latent period, but that
with progressively higher UV doses to the host the correlation bet"Vleen
formation of physicalby recombinant chromosomes and appearance of
genetical!y recombinant ASUS+ progeny if preserved only for mating
events involving parental A·P genomes.

Recall the inference from the

results in Fig. 31 that UV-irradiation of the host cells leads also to
a reduction in their capacity for initial replication of parental phage
genomes.

It is possible that f~(if any) of the~nfecting phages whose

replication is forestalled early in the infection participate in the
later multiplication of phage chromOSomes (58) •. Il1 this event, with
increasing UV dose to the host cells in an increasing fraction of the
active infected complexes only one of the parental genotypes in the phage
cross would be represented among the newly synthesized A·K chromosomes_
A simple consequence would be a decline in the observed frequency of ASUS+
genetic recombinants from matings among A"K genomes. *

Then in Fig. 32,

* In this connection, it is interesting to note that both the UVinactivation of the host capacity (Fig_ 31) and the depression of A-K
recombination (Fig. 32) seem to be more gradual in the uvrA host bacteria than in the uvr+ cells, consistent with the notion that the tw"O
effects are related manifesta.tions of the same events.
This hypothesis could easily be tested by examining the HeM specificities and genotypes of progeny phages from individual infected complexes
in single burst experiments_

.,I
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the curves for recombination frequency among progeny phages that retain
the parental

~-p

HCM label should perhaps be regarded as real indices of

the amount of phage recombination stimulated by UV-irradiation of the
host bacteria, while the curves for recombination frequency among all
progeny may represent a superposition of severely antagonistic effects_
Implicit in this scheme is the presumption that most of the

~-p

recombinants that were induced by UV-irradiation of the host bacteria
in the crosses described here had their origin in matings of parental
~·Pwith

newly synthesized

radiated

~-p

~-K

genomes.

From control crosses of unir-

and ",-K phages in unirradiated host cells--discussed in

Appendix II--i t has been inferred that, "lhereas recombinants formed
from two

~-p

phages probably retain the ",-P HCM label with

lO~/o

ciency, recombinants formed by a crossover between a ",op and a

effi",oK

chromosome in the sus029-susP3 interval may preserve the ",-P HCM label
at a frequency on the order of 5%infection a

~-P

Since over the course of the phage

chromosome is much less likely to mate with another ",-P

than with a newly synthesized '" -K genome, events of the latter type can
account for most (ca. 75%) of the ",sus+ep recombinant progeny from
crosses of "'sus029·p with ",susP3 ~p _ If all types of vegetative phage
recombination were stimulated to the same extent within UV-irradiated
host bacteria, most of the

",lP

recombinant progeny induced "muld still be

formed in exchanges between parental
somes.

~.p

and newly synthesized ",-K chromo-

Furthermore, if the appearance of ",sus+ genetic recombinants from

exchanges between nffi'Tly synthesized )..·K genanes "Jere suppressed with increasing UV exposure of the host bacteria, as the overall recombination
frequency~

declines a progressively larger proportion of the ",sus+-K

recombinant progeny from these crosses "muld also have their origin in
matings of ",-K with ",-P chromosomes_
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On the basis of this interpretation the relative values of the
total and A..p recombination frequencies observed for quite high UV
doses to the host bacteria can be simply rationalized.

Thus for the

crosses in heavily irradiated cells, in which perhaps but one of the
infecting phages is replicated, few A.sus+ recombinants may be generated
either in the relatively rare matings· among heteroallelic A..p chromosomes or in the relatively frequent matings among isoallelic A.·K chromosomes.

By analogy to the control. crosses in unirradiated host cells,

one may suppose that of the A.sus+ genetic recombinants issuing from
5(f~

retain the

A..p HeM label and about 95% exhibit a A. oK HeM specificity °

Since the

matings of heteroallelic A.<\P and );;·K chromosomes, about

A..p progeny population comprises about

5% -

lCf/o of the total progeny

population from the crosses in heavily irradiated bacteria, it is understandable that the total and A..p recombination frequencies should converge
to quite similar values for the very high UV doses to the host cells--as
indicated in Fig. 32 for both uvr+ and uvrA

bacteria~

The results shown in Fig. 32 seem to rule out previously conceived
explanations for this indirect enhancement of recombination.

The hypothe-

sis that viable phage recombinants might often be formed in UV-induced
exchanges of short segments of the phage and bacterial genomes (206, 129)
cannot account for the observation for

hi~l

UV doses to the host of an

increasing recombination frequency among unirradiated HeN-labeled parental
genomes accompanied by a decreasing frequency of recombinants among all
progeny.

Incorporation into nevlly synthesized phage DNA of (recombinagenic)

UV photoproducts from excised or degraded segments of the bacterial genome
(cf., 45) is excluded by the facts that the indirect enhancement occurs
for lower doses to excision-defective hosts and that for any dose the
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relative increment in recombination is at least as great among parental
as among newly synthesized phage genomes.

Finally, it seems unlikely

that the increased frequency of recombinants could be attributed solely
to prolonged matings of the phages in the absence of DNA synthesis (130).
Most of the active irradiated complexes yielded a moderate number of
progeny, and for lower UV doses there is a clear enhancement of genetic
recombination among newly synthesized phage chromosomes.

V-D.

Enhancement of Recombination Frequencies for UV-Irradiated
Infecting

~

Phages

The curves in Fig. 33 describe the enhancement of phage recombination frequencies from crosses of lightly UV-irradiated phages by UVirradiation of the ABll57(uvr+) and ABl886(uvrA) host bacteria.

The

frequencies of recombinants among a.ll progeny and among )...p progeny
at zero dose to the host cells were higher for the crosses of irradiated
phages (Fig. 33) than for those of 1.Ulirradiated phages (Fig. 32) because of the recombination among parental chromosomes promoted by tNinduced lesions in the infecting phage DNA (Fig. 25).

The results shown

in Fig. 33 derive from the effects of'UV-irradiation of the host bacteria not only upon replication of the infecting phages and natural
phage recombination, as discussed above, but also upon host cell reactivation, and

conceiva~

upon processes involved in the enhancement of

recombination induced by UV lesions in the parental phage DNA; they must
be viewed w:ith some caution in light of the potentially complex interactions and the limited resolution of the date.
From a comparison of Figures 32-a and 33-a, it is evident that
the patterns according to which total and A·P phage recombination frequencies were affected by UV exposures of the uvr+ host bacteria are comparable for the crosses of 1.Ulirradiated .and .UV-irradiated infecting
phages.

These results support the view that UV-irradiation of the host

bacteria. stimulates recombination of both pa.rental A·P and newly synthesized )""Kgenomes, while light UV-irradiation of the infecting phages
independently enhances recombination of parental )..-P phage chronosomes.
In addition to stimulating recombination in its own right, UVirradiation of the host bacteria inhibits host cell reactivation of
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Figure 33.

"

Recombination frequencies among all progeny and among
~.p progeny from crosses of very lightly UV-irradiated

(NINo -

0.8) ~c71sus029·p and ~c7lsusP3·p a.s a function

of UV dose to K12 host bacteria prior to infection.
(top):

ABl157(uvr+) host cells.

b. (bottom):

a.

AB1886

(uvrA) host strain.
The data shown in Figs. 3l-a, 32-a, and 33-a and in
Figs 31-b, 32 -b, and 33-b were obtained in the same
two experiments. For each of the host strains all
crosses were performed and titrated under the identica.l
experimental conditions, using the same preparations of
bacterial cells.
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tN-induced lesiens in the infecting phage DNA, presumably including
these lesiens that cause increased recembinatien ameng the A..p parental
genemes.

Fer the cresses ef irradiated phages in irradiated uvr+ hest

cells (Fig. 33-a), hewever, the increase in recombinatien among HCMa,.,

labeled parental DNA strands which accempanied suppressien ef

HeR

with

increasing UV dese to. the hest dees net appear to. be greater than that
ebserved fer cresses ef unirradiated infecting phages (Fig. 32-a).

These

data suggest that excisien--which is prebably net significantly affected
in HCR+ hest cells at these UV dese levels (94, 47)--ef theUV-induced
lesiens in the phage DNA suffices to. neutralize their recembinatienpremoting activity whether er net the physical integrity ef the chremeseme is restered.
As can be seen in Fig. 33-b, UV-irradiatien ef the excisiendefective uvrA hest bacteria had different effects upon recombinatien
frequencies ef lightly tN-irradiated infecting phages.

At relatively

low UV dese to. the hest cells, there was an appreximately twefeld increase in the A.op recembinatien frequency accempaniedby a similar abselute increment in the ever all recembinatien frequency.

Since in this

case the UV deses to. the hest bacterial were sufficient to. cause a cempetitive inhibitien ef anY residual HCR, this result prebably reflects
the eliminatien ef residual excisien ef recembinatien-premeting lesiens
in "the parental phage DNA; strands , with a censequent magnificatien ef
the enhancement induced by a censtant tN, dese to. ,the infecting phages.
A twefeld increase in A..p recembinatien frequency fer deses ef 70 secends
to. the uvrA hest bacteria, censidered in cenjunctien with the deserespons'e curve in Fig. 22, suggests that aro.und7afo efthe recembinatienpremeting lesiens induced in the infecting phages by the 5-secend tN
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exposure are normally repaired by residual HCR in·unirradiated uvrA
host cells.

This figure is in good agreement with the estimate of

residual HCR of potentially lethal lesions from the data in Fig. 31-b
(and also from Fig. 28, section IV-C .1), consistent with the view that
the recombination-promoting and potentially lethal classes of IN photoproducts are equally susceptible to HeR and probably identica.l.
The data in Fig. 33-b for the crosses of irradiated phages show
,

.

no increases in recombination frequencies that might be identified as
due solely to UV-irradiation of the uvrA host bacteria.

The curves in

Figs. 32-a/b and 33-a lead one to expect that such an enhancement would
be manifested at low IN doses to the host by an increase in total recombination frequency accompanied by a smaller increment in the A·P
frequency, and/or with higher IN doses to the cells by a steady increase
in the A·P recombination frequency as the overall frequency decreases.
In the present case, any enhancement thact- might have occurred at low
doses may be obscured in Fig. 33-b by the increase in recombination among
parental genomes which is attributed to the inhibition of residual HCR.
With further UV exposure of the uvrA host bacteria, the A·P recombination
frequencies from the crosses of irradiated phages decline gradually to
the 1eye1 observed for unirradiated host cells, rather than increasing
as in the other cases examined.
UV-irradiation of the uvrA host with doses greater than that neces-,
sary to inhibit residual HCR does not further enhance, but reduces some-'
what, the recombination observed among irradiated parental A·P genomes.
Because of the enhancement of recombination involving newly synthesized
phages observed for crosses of irradiated phages in the uvr+ host (Fig.
33-a), however, one might presume that exchanges among newly synthesized
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"'·K phages

are stimulated by irradiation of the uvrA host cells also,

regardless of whether the infecting phages are irradiated or not.

It

is not clear whether the frequency of exchanges that involve only one
newly synthesized genome and a parenta 1 chromosome with irradiated DNA
might also be increased by irradiation of the uvrA host.

In comparing

the results in Figs. 32-b and 33-b for ",.p recombination at higher LN
doses to the host bacteria, one should bear in mind not only that most
of the ",.p recombinants induced by LN-irradiation of the host in crosses
of unirradia.ted phages (Fig. 32-b) were probably formed in matings between parental ",.p and newly synthesized

"'·K chromosomes, but

also that

from the uvrA host (but not the uvr+) such recombinants would be recovered somewhat more rarely for crosses of irradiated than of unirradiated
phages; the polarity of the recombination toward destruction of the ",.p
HCM label would be increased if the parental genomes contained unexcised
UV lesions (cf., section IV-B).
The decline in ",.p recombination frequencies shown in Fig. 33-b
for higher UV doses to the uvrA cells may have been due solely to an
impairment of processes that fa.cilitate the recombination stimulated by
irradiation of the infecting phages.

For example, it is conceivable

that the recombination-promoting lesions are more effective in semiconserved chromosomes that also contain lesions resulting from replication-bypass of UV photoproducts, while irradiation o·fthe host inhibits
replication of most of the infecting genomes.

It is also conceivable

that recombination among parental ",.p and newly synthesized

"'·K

phages

induced by irradiation of the host contributed to the decline in ",.p
recombination frequency.

With increasing UV dose to the host, the

increa.ses in recombination between ",.p and

"'·K

-

chromosomes might have
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led to the formation of fewer A.+".p" double recombinants than the number
of pre-existing HCM-labeled recombinants (formed in prior matings among
the irradiated infecting genomes) of which the A.·P HCM specificity was
destroyed; a similar effect seems to obtain for high UV doses to

A.~P

phages infecting unirradiated uvrA host cells (cf., for example', Fig.

•

22--section IV-B).
The relative survivals as plaque-forming units of the infected
complexes from crosses of unirradiated and of irradiated A. phages in
very heavily UV-irradiated host bacteria (Fig. 31), and the variations
in overall and A.·P recombination frequencies of unirradiated phages with
increasing UV dose to the host (Fig. 32), suggest that perhaps but a
single infecting phage genome may have been replicated in most active
infected complexes of heavily irradiated host cells.

In the experiment

described in Figs. 31/32/33-£, for the highest UV doses to the uvrA host
bacteria

~the

overall and the

A.'~

recombination frequencies are from

5CP/o (at 420 sec.) to 80'/0 (at 350 sec.) greater for the crosses of irradiated infecting phages (Fig. 33-b) than for the crosses of unirradlated
phages (Fig. 32-b).

These differences are significant, as the recombina-

tion frequencies were reproducible within about101a of the mean in duplicate crosses and/or titrations. Other points of detailed interpretation
aside, these differences in recombination frequencies support the view
that UV -irradiation of the infecting A. phages ca.n induce recombination
of'unrep1icated parental phage chromosomes.

(The results from the crosses

of unirradiated and irradia.ted phages in heavily UV-irradiated uvr+ host
bacteria (Figs. 31/32/33-,!)

are also consistent with this conclusion,

although in this case it was not possible to accurately ascertain the
recombination frequencies of irradiated phages for very high UV doses

.)
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to the cells because of the severe inactivation of the ·infected complexes.)
In sum, the crosses described in Fig. 33 suggest that the enhance,

ments of A. phage recombination induced by W-'irradiation of the host
,.,

cells and of the infecting· phages are "cumulative"in the sense that
the induced recombinants apparently originate in differentiable categories of mating events and both phenomena maybe exhibited in the same
.

.

phage crosses, in the uvr+ if not the uvrA host, but that irradiation of
the host further increases the probability of recombination among
irradiated phage genomes only insofar a.s it inhibits the excision of
recombination-promoting W lesions from the A. pha.ge DNA .

•

.,
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VI.

VI -A.

SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The Mechanism of' UV -Induced Recombination
The experiments utilizing HCM-labeled parental phages suggest

that UV-induced recombination among A phages proceeds by a mechanism
of' breakage and reunion of' DNA molecules analogous to that observed f'or
recombination o:f unirradiated ~ (lll, 157) andT4 (222) phage chromosomes.
For crosses of' lightly UV-irradiated infecting phages, there are
comparable absolute increases in the :frequencies of recombinants among
aJ.lprogeny phages and among progeny which contain.HCM-labeled parental

DNA strands (Fig. 22).

While af'f'irming that the primary direct uv

enhancement of' phage recombination occurs early in the infection (115),
this result proves that the UV-induced recombination ahlays involves at

least one strand of' the irradiated parental DNA and-that-a.t least-one
strand of' the recombinant molecule can be composed of predominantly
parental DNA.

The f'requency of' UV -induced recombinants among the HCM-

labeled progeny is significantly reduced if' only one of the irradiated
parental phage types carries the HCM label, implying that DNA from both
parental phage types can be incorporated into the recombinant molecules
by breakage and reunion of parental DNA strands of' conserved and/or semiconserved infecting phage chromosomes.

UV-induced exchanges between

parental and newly synthesized molecules do not contribute to the enhanced recombination f'requency among HeM-labeled genomes.
From assays of' the relative numbers of host cell reactivable UV
lesions retained in the DNA of' HeM-labeled progeny from crosses in
excision-def'ective HCR- host bacteria, it appears that the HCM-labeled
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progeny phages contain mostly conserved parentalDNA (Fig. 28).

Some

of the UV-induced recombinants may contain only conserved parental DNA;
in conjunction with the results noted above, this would indicate that
the UV-induced recombination can occur by breakage and reunion of infecting phage chromosomes prior to their replication.

This view is

supported by the observation that UV-irradiation of the infecting phages
enhances recombination of the HeM-labeled chromosomes in host bacteria
which have themselves been

~eavily

UV-irradiated, in which perhaps but

a single infecting phage ·genome is replica.ted.
Although the results reported here do not categorically exclude
the possibility of UV-induced recombination by single-strand exchanges
or even some variety of semi-conservative copy choice, they are incompatible with a mechanism involving informational transfer unaccompaniedby exchanges of physical substance.

The experiments can be simply

interpreted only in terms of a model by which. the UV photoproducts in
the A phage DNA induce simple breakage and reunion of the double-stranded
chromosomes.
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VI-B.

Relevance of DNA Repair to UV-Induced Recombination
Comparative studies of the UV enhancement of ).. phage recombi-

nation in wild type a.nd various repair-deficient host:bacteria show that
the UV lesions which promote recombination can be repaired by host cell
reactivation.

These experiments did not reveal any association of TN-

induced recombination ",ith DNA repair processes mediated by tlie host
bacteria.
The IN-induced increases in phage recombination frequencies, among
all progeny phages and among progeny which contain HCM-labeled parental
DNA strands, are even greater for crosses in excision-defective
HeRe

host bacteria than in wild type HCR+ hosts.

(Similar results with regard

to the UV enhancement of overall recombinant frequencies have been reported for bacterial recombination (104) and for mitotic recombination
in yeast (204).)

Furthermore, the recombination-promoting and potentially

lethal IN lesions in the ).. phage DNA have the same sensitivity to repair
by host cell reactivation.

It is clear that excision is not involved in

either the stimulation or execution of the UV-induced recombination
event; rather, the UV stimula.tion of recombination is caused by unexcised
but host cell reactivable IN lesions in the parental phage DNA.

This

conclusion is underscored by the occurrence in excision-defective HCRhosts of a secondary enhancement of recombination that is attributable
to exchanges between newly synthesized genomes and parental DNA with unexcised UV photoproducts, whereas in HCR+ host bacteria the continuing
excision of recombinagenic lesions apparently curtails UV-induced recombination during the latter part of the phage infection.
The dose-response for UV enhancement of )..(red+) phage recombination is

essential~y

the same in REC+, recA mutant, and recB mutant host
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bacteria.

The UV-induced phage recombination, like that among unir-

radiated A phages (53, 201), does not require the host recA or. recB
functions.

The recA-l allele of the host bacteria does. have some

effect upon the viability of UV-irradiated A phages.
The findings reported here are in general incompatible with the sug,<ge:~Mfi.9ni:<tha.,tcUV"'i'fiElUeed_'r.ecombiIiati'On;.~might.pb;eequated

with a_specific post-

replication repair mode that restores information lost due to replication bypass of UV photoproducts (109, 100, 240).

Not only are UV-induced

phage recombination and phage survival affected differently by the recA
gene of the host, thought to be necessary to post-replication repair of
the bacterial DNA, but the recombinagenic effect in A appears to be
neither local nor restricted to semi-conserved irradiated DNA.

HOvl ever,

it is certainly possible that closely related enzymic functions are involved in the UV-induced recombination and a post-replication or excision
repair mode.

And it seems likely that recombination induced by unexcised

photoproducts in semi-conserved irradiated DNA could contribute to survival
of the irradiated genome by effecting

r~arrangements

lesions among the daughter chromosomes.

of inactivating
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VI-C.

The Mode of W Stimulation of A. Phage Recombination
Three findings from the experiments reported above are particu-

larly pertinent to understanding how W-induced lesions in the chromosomes act to promote their genetic recombination:
'a)

The W-stimulated recombination occurs by breakage and re-

union of parental phage DNA strands--most likely of conserved and semiconserved infecting phage chromosomes.

The UV-induced recombination

can probably proceed prior to the replication of the irradiated genomes.
b)

The recombination is promoted by unexcised but host cell

reactivable--as well as photoreactivable (115)-·-UV lesions in the phage
DNA.

It is not a.n artifact of multiplicity reactivation.
c)

The UV enhancement of A. phage recombination is apparently

proportional to the genetic rather than the physical length of the'
interval between markers on the chromosome.

The probability of UV-

induced recombination varies with e, root power of the number of functional recombinagenic lesions in the phage DNA, suggesting that the
stimulus to recombin'a.tion can be diffused along the irradiated genome.
The primary UV enhancement of recombination is saturated for doses which
leave about 15 unexcised pyrimidine dimers per infecting phage chromosome.
If the UV-induced recombination can occur prior to the replication of the infecting genomes and is not associated directly with any
DNA repair mode, one must infer that the alterations in the secondary
structure of the DNA which accompany the formation of W photoproducts
are intrinsically conducive to recombination.

No difference has been

discerned between the fundamental mechanisms of the W-induced and
natural recombination events; the most plausible hypothesis to account
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for the enhancement--as suggested by Setlow (190) and Curtiss (39)--is
that the recombinagenic UV lesions function primarily to increase the
efficiency of pairing of homologous DNA molecules which is prerequisite
to recombination.
The pairing of homologous DNA molecules prior to recombination
is thought to be accomplished through the annealing of complementary
base sequences of Single DNA strands from the mating molecules (87, 211),
which could, occur before the introduction of single-strand breaks into
the recombining molecules (cf., Fig. 3).

The" s table minimum length"

for annealing of complementary nucleotide sequences may be estimated at
10 to 20 contiguous nucleotides (221), and the "minimum recognition
length" for the alignment of homologous DNA sequences prior to recombination may be on the order of 10 to 100 nucleotides (221, 14).

The de-

naturation of DNA, the separation of the complementary single strands,
is known to be facilitated by the presence of UV photoproducts--as
attested by a dose-dependent reduction in the thermal denaturation
temperature (T ), enhancement of reactivity with formaldehyde, increased
m

susceptibility to acid denaturation, and increased buoyant density of
heavily UV-irradiated DNA

(153)~

The breakage of hydrogen bonds and

distortions of the secondary structure due to UV photoproducts weaken
the DNA duplex; there is probably an increased frequency of local denaturation (15, 112) in all regions of the irradiated molecules for low
as well as high UV doses.

.

UV photoproducts in the DNA, by increasing

the frequency of local denaturation within each molecule and thereby
promoting the annealing of undamaged bases of the parental chromosomes,
should significantly increase the efficiency of pairing between different molecules.
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Following the establishment of a minimwn stable configuration of
annealed homologous sequences from the mating molecules, the region of
continuous pairing might extend to a length of around 1000 to 3000
nucleotides (2% to 6% of the A chromosome)--comparable to the span of
internally heterozygous regions (130) and clusters of exchanges from
high, localized negative interference (2) in recombinant A genomes.
This would accord well with the observation that the primary UV enhancement of A. recombination saturates for doses which lea.ve about 15 lmexcised
pyrimidine dimers per infecting phage chromosome.

The site of a TN-

induced structural defect need not define the site of recombination;
moreover, the regions of pairing are probably of variable length and
might tend to migrate along the chromosome from the intervals of initial
recognition.

For low TN doses the recombinagenic stimulus would be dif-

fused along the chromosome.
This model is clearly consistent with UV-induced recombination
by a mechanism essentially identical to that which·prevails for natural
recombination among unirradiated genomes.

It can also account simply

for several singular characteristics of the TN-induced recombination.
First, the increased frequency with which irradiated genomes undergo
multiple recombinations ina single mating event could be ascribed to UVinduced pairing of the parental molecules in a nwnber of separate regions
along their length, where the stabilization of an initial pairing might
quite frequently lead to the establishment of secondary sites of recognition and recombination between the apposed and locally denatured molecules.

The UV photoproducts would thus introduce a generalized negative·

interference into the recombination.

Second, some variation in the

topography of UV-induced recombination within the chromosome (62, Fig.
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29) would follow from differences in the guanine-cytosine (ae) vs.
adenine-thymine (AT) composition of different segments of the molecule
(203).

Regions of the chromosome of different composition would differ

in their susceptibility to UV-induced pairing--the AT-rich segments being more easily denatured (153, ll2)--as well as in their characteristic content of various types of photoproducts.
From the observations that the UV enhancement of recombination
'is subject to almost complete photoreactivation (115) (as well as
excision-repair) and that the principal photoreactivab1e UV lesions
are pyrimidine dimers (247, 190), one may infer that the primary
recombinagenic photoproducts are pyrimidine dimers in the irradiated
DNA.

Other UV photoproducts in addition to pyrimidine dimers may con-

tribute to the increased denaturability of UV-irradiated DNA.

At

present there is insufficient photochemical evidence to assess the relative importance to initial disruption of hydrogen bonding of pyrimidine
dimers' as opposed, for example, to UV-induced hydrates (228) of cytosine residues (239, 194, 191).

However, an effect of the pyrimidine

dimers either to initiate or to stabilize regions of local denaturation
in the DNA would be consistent with the observed enhancement of recombination.

An alternative hypothesis to account for the UV stimulation of
recombination is that the increased number of genetic exchanges is a

.

direct or indirect consequence of the inhibition of DNA replication by
structural defects in the DNA (95,100).

(For example, a delay in DNA

synthesis might facilitate the pairing and recombination of chromosomes in a favorable topological state (98).

The experiments reported
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here provide no unambiguous evidence by which to evaluate this possibility, although the results can be

mo~t

Simply interpreted according

to the view that the mere excision of UV photoproducts from DNA suffices to nullify their recombinagenic effect whether or not the integrity
of the damaged nucleotide sequence is restored so that normal replication
can resume.

This point might be clarified by examining the UV enhance-

ment of A. recombination in an HCR;. excision-proficient host strain-such as the uvrD mutant (Table I)--which is deficient in repair of UVdamaged phage DNA at a step subsequent to excision of the photoproducts.
Also relevant to this point are the results of experiments to be
reported elsewhere in which the enhancement of' A. phage recombination by
nitrogen mustard (HN2) has been examined (10, 13b).
HN2 treated A. phages is only slightly higher on

The survival of

a wild

type ABl157(uvr+)

host strain than on excision-defective ABl886(uvrA) bacteria, yet a
significant HN2 enhancement of phage recombination is observed in the
uvrA host but not in the uvr+ strain.

The principal lethal and recombina-

tion-promoting HN2 lesionS are not identical.

The primary lesions in-

duced in DNA by HN2 are inter- and intra-strand guanine-guanine crosslinks (Fig. I-b) (138, 149).

At present there is some uncertainty as to

the relative lethality of the inter- and intra-strand crosslinks (139b;
Low-Beer, A., Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of' Calif., in preparation).

However,

the most reasonable interpretation of' the results f'or HN2 enhancement of
A. recombination is that the primary lethal lesion in A. phage is an inter-

strand crosslink while the HN2 lesions that stimUlate recombination are
intra-strand crosslinks normally removed f'rom the DNA by excision-repair
in HCR+ bacteria.

Since HN2 is known to inhibit DNA synthesis even in

repair-proficient bacteria (139a) and since the formation of intra-
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strand HN2 crosslinks probably involves considerable distortion of the
secondary structure of the DNA helix (139b), it might be concluded that
the salient property of the recombinagenic lesion is the nature of the
structural alteration in DNA rather than its affect upon DNA replica-

,.

tion.
The results for indirect IN stimulation of A. phage recombination
by heavy irradiation of the host bacteria offer an interesting contrast
to those for the direct stimulation of EnCchanges by IN-irradiation of
the infeeting phages themselves.

The data are consistent with an inter-

pretation that all phage recombination--by breakage and reunion of both
HeM-labeled parental and newly syntheSized genomes--is enhanced during
the infection of the IN-irradiated host.

At high UV doses the appear-

ance of genet'ic recombinants is limited by failure of the host to replicate most of the infecting chromosomes, which leads to an unequal multiplicity of the infecting phage types in each active complex.

The fact

that the indirect enhancement occurs for lower doses to an excisiondefective HCR- host than to a wild type HCR+ host argues that the
recombination-promoting lesions are susceptible to excision-repair in
the bacterial genome, and hence that they consist in unexcised UV photoproducts in this instance also.
It is conceivable that the indirect enhancement of recombination
could be due to an impairment of phage DNA synthesis throughout the
infection as a result of UV damage to required genes of the bacterial

.

host.

On' the other hand, the indirect erihancemerit of recombination

migbt be explicable in terms of

a model

similar to that advocated for

the direct stimulation of phage recombination.

There is substantial se-

quence complementarity between the DNA of A. phage and the E. coli host
(132) •

Denaturation of the host DNA due to IN photoproducts could well
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lead to increased pairing and annealing of strands from the phage and
host genomes.

If the usual lengths of the phage-host hybrids were to

exceed the minimum stable length for annealing but fall short of the
minimum extent of pairing necessary to avail recombination, the enhancedpairing would seldom lead to successful genetic eXChanges between the phage and bacterial genomes.
quency of unpaired

sing1e-str~nded

However, by increasing the fre-

regions among the phage genomes this

effect could result in an enhanced efficiency of mating and recombination
/

between different

~

chromosomes.
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Appendix I:

The Origin of an AnomaJ.ous Secondary IN Enhancement of

Recombination

Fre~uency

among ASUS Phages in HCR- Host Bacteria

The data in Figs. 7 and 9 of the text (section III-A .1) show that
for relatively high IN doses to AsusBl and A.susG9 phages infecting the
HCR- (uvrA) host bacteria the frequency of A.+ recombinant progeny increases beyond 25%--the level which might be ex~ected to represent equilibrium recombination between equally abundant parental and recombinant
genoty]?es

0

However, the assignment of a 25% frequency of A.sus+ re-

combinant progeny as the level of

genet~c

equilibrium for such crosses

rests upon the assumption that none of the phage genotypes has a selective advantage in mixed infection •. This assumption may well not hold
for crosses of some heavily IN-irradiated A.SUS mutants in an HCR- host,
since the A.SUS mutants were originally selected as small plaque-formers
and in general yield relatively small bursts of progeny from Single
vegetative infections (32).

As higher and higher UV doses to the A.SUS

phages gradually reduce to 1. the number of viable parental phage genomes
per active, multiply infected complex and then significantly impair functional complementation (but not W-induced recombination) among the viable and inviable phage chromosomes (136, 173), the larger bursts from
those complexes containing a viable A.sus+ recombinant genome might result in an artificially high frequency of this phage type in the lysate.
In other wordS, if most of the infected cells contain but a single,functional parental phage genome and 25% of these are of the ASUS+ recombinant
genoty]?e, the frequency of ASUS+ progeny in the overall lysate could be
substantially greater than the 25% which might be antiCipated ~ priori
for ,genetic equilibri urn.

2,17

The results of a simple reconstruction experiment illustrating
this point with reference to mixed infections
shown in TableA.

with~susBl

and

~susG9

Host cells were infected with equal numbers

are

of un-

irradiated ~sUSB1, ~susG9, ~~usBlsusG9, and ~sus+ phages at total multiplicities of 12 and 0.012 phages per cell, and .the lysates were assayed
for the frequency of

~sus+

progeny.

When the infected cells contained

more than one phage of each type (experiments A, At, and B), the frequencyof

~sus+

in the lysates was essentially the same as that in the

infecting phages--recombination among the unirradiated phages being
negligible.
C and C t

),

When the multiplicity of infection was reduced (experiments
so that virtually all infected complexes received but one

phage, of whatever type, the frequency of

~sus+

in the lysates was about

twice that in the infecting phages.
In view of these results, the secondaryUV enhancement of the frequency of
~susG9

~+

recombinants for crosses in the uvrAhost of

and

~susBl

phages irradiated to very low survival (text Figs. 7,

2)

might be

interpreted as due not to the stimulation of recombination past the
level of genetic equilibrium, but rather to a shift in the observed level
of genetic equilibrium because of a progressive UV-inactivation of functional complementation at the. Bl and G9 loci.

This conclusion is sup-

ported by the results of complementation tests on the progeny of a cross
in the uvrA host of

~c71susBl

10- 5 in a single infection.

and

~c7lsusG9

irradiated to a survival of

The cross lysate, which included the bursts

from about 104 active infected complexes, contained

40% ~sus+ recombinant

progeny as assayed by the usual titrations on permissive and nonpermissive indicators. Of 30 plaques picked at random from plates of this
lysate on a permissive host and characterized by complementation tests,
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Expt.

Host
Bacteria

Infecting Phages

Mu1tipliCi ty
of Infection
each
total
phage

%;>...++

Phage
among
among
info
progphage
eny

------------------------------------------------------ ------------

A

AB1886
(uvrA)

;>...susB1, ;>...susG9,
;>...susB1susG9, and
;>...++ •

3

12

25

22±2

A'

AB1157
(uvr+ )

"

"

"

25

20±.0

B

AB1886
(uvrA)

A.susB1 susG9 and
4+.

3

6

50

50±.1

C

AB1886
(uvrA)

;>...susB1, ;>...susG9,
MUS B1 sus G9 , and
;>...++ •

0.003

0.012

25

47±1

C'

AB1157
(uvr+ )

"

"

II

25

55±.7

Table A - An experiment to assay the selective advantage of wild type
>..sus+ over mutant AsusBl and AsusG9 phages in single and in
multiple infections of AB1157 or AB1886 host bacteria. Infections were performed according to the same procedure and
.used for the A.susBl x >..susG9 phage crosses described in
Figs. 7 and 9 of the text, except that all phage types here
carried a c7l clear-plaque mutation. The fractions of infecting and of progeny phages that plated on the nonpermissive indicator were detennined in order to ascertain
any change in the frequency of the >..sus+ genotype attributable to a selective growth advant~ge.
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15 were A.sus+, 6 A.susBl, 5 A.susG9, and only 4 A.susBlsusG9.

Although

genetic exchanges to form the reciprocal A.sus+ and A.susBlsusG9 recombinant genotypes were presumably induced at comparable frequencies,

..

the average frequencies of these recombinants in the lysate differed

'

by a factor of around four.

This result confirms that for these crosses

of heavily irradiated phages the A.sus+ recombinant does indeed have a
selective advantage in the multiply infected HCR- bacteria.
The absence of a comparable secondary W enhancement of recombination frequency for crosses in the HCR+ host strain (text Figs. 7, 9)
implies that functional complementation of the B and G cistrons is more
resistant to potentially inactivating UV lesions. in the HCR+ strain than
in the HCR- host.

This resistance would be understandable if repair of

transcription-inhibiting lesions (173) in inviable, but potentially
complementing, parental phage genomes were to continue during early
vegetative development of a viable genome, since the B and G cistrons
provide late phage functions (232).
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Appendix II:

Control Crosses of Unirradiated HCM-Iabeled A Phages--

concerning the incorporation of AoK DNA into A-P recombinant genomes
TWo factor genetic crosses with different configurations of the
selected markers in unirradiated A·P and A-K parental phages were performed in the non-restricting,

~. ~

K12 strain ABI886.

the frequencies of A+ and A+-P recombinant progeny.* that

Table B shows
were observed

for crosses over the adjacent sus029-susP3, susP3-susQ73, and susQ73..:
susR5 intervals on the rightarm of the A chromosome (Fig.

4). These

crosses of HCM-Iabeled infecting phages are unirradiated controls on
the crosses of UV-irradiated HCM-Iabeled phages presented in section
IV -B of the text.

Also shown in Table B for comparison are recombinant

frequencies within the h-c interval for crosses involving A·Pand A-C
parental phage types in an

~.

coli C host, calculated from the data of

Ihler al,ld Meselson (Ill).

The results in Table B demonstrate the label-

ing by host-controlled modification of recombinant chromosomes that contain parental DNA (section

IV-A.2); in particular, as·discussed in the

*

The assays for A+·P recombinant progeny are described generally in
sectlon 11-1 and Table III of the text; a more detailed technical note
here will further clarify the resolution of these assays for the interested reader. The controls discussed below--concerning the background
of unadsorbed infecting phages, restriction, and complementation--imply
that even the lowest recombination frequencies among A·P progeny shown
in Table B are reliable indices of the formation of A+'P progeny phages
in the crosses rather than a reflection of background "noise" in the assay system. The arguments advanced hold vTith slight modification for
the A•. P recombination frequencies determined from crosses of tNirradiated infecting phages and presented in section IV-B of the text_
A) The minimum observed titers of A+-P recombinant progeny were
well over an order of magnitude higher than the .levels at which the more
numerous A+-K progeny in the lysates could plate on the restricting, nonpermissive (pm-) K12{PI) indicator strain_ Only 1% -5%of any particular
A+·P titer on the pm- Kl2{PI) indicator was attributable to A+-K phages
that escaped restriction. For example, the lysates from crosses of A
Asus029 with AsusP3 (Table B) assayed as approximately 97% ASUS ·K, 1% ·1~5~ A+.K, l~ - 2~ ASUS ~P, and 0.001% - 0.005% A+·P; although the ratio
I
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Legend toTable B The frequencies of recombinants among all proge~y phages and of
recombinants among progeny containing parental DNA strands, for
crosses over adjacent intervals on the right arm of· the chromosome.
The relative positions of the markers on the genetic map are shovn in
Fig. 4. The configurations of the markers crossed in~'P and ~'K (or
~·C) infecting phages are lettered in accordance with the schematic
model in Fig. C.
~.p

The ~'P recombination frequencies (columa E) are the assayed titer
of ~sus+·p or ~hc+·P recombinant progeny divided by the total number of
progeny containing parental DNA strands; the latter quantity is defined
for the a and for the b or c configurations as one and two times, respectivelY, the assayed titer of all ~.p progeny. The ratios averaged
in column F were calculated for each cross independently of the average
frequencies in columns D and E; the indicated errors are the calculated
standard deviations.
All crosses of ~sus mutants were performed in the KJ2 host strain
AB1886, in a total of four separate experiments wi th no more than two
crosses of a particular configuration being performed on the same day.
(The parental ~sus phages also carried a c71 clear-plaque mutation.) The
results shown for crosses of ~h+c with~hc26, in an E. coli C host, were
calculated from the data of Ihler and Meselson (lll)~he-rrequencies for
the two crosses of ~.p with ~·C phages, cases £ and £, are based on counts
of a small number of recombinant plaques. The absolute values of the
recombination frequencies for the h-c crosses and the sus-sus crosses are
not comparable because of the differing experimental conditions. Arnati
and Meselson (2) report recombination frequencies for ~h+c+X ~hc and
~sus029X ~susP3 of 3.3% ~hct and 0.25% ~sus+ recombinant progeny, respectively, for crosses under similar conditions •

.

Recombination Frequency
CROSS

Asus029

X

X

crosses
8

'Y

AsusQ73

#

Configuration
of markers
AsusR5

Total: among
all progeny
- D-

A'P: among parental
DNA strands
- E-

(EtD)
- F -

a)

AQ· .E

X

AR· .E

(3)

1.9 ± 0.1

2.2 ± 0.4

1.2 ± 0.2

b)

AQ· .E

X

AR'K

(3)

2.0±0.1

0.24 ± 0.04

0.12 ± 0.03

e)

AQ'K

X

AR'E

(3)

2.0± 0.2

2.3 ± 0.2

1.2±0.1

a)

AO·P

X

AP,P

(3)

1.4 ± 0.3

0.21 ± 0.0.3

0.16± 0.05

b)

\0· P X

AP·K·

(3)

1.2 ± 0 . .3

0.085± 0.010

0.077 ± 0.025

e)

AO'K

AP, .E

(4)

1.2± 0;3

0.052 ± 0.010

O. 044± 0.011

a)

A++·.E X Ahc·.E

0)

2.8±0.5

0.66 ± 0.20

b)

A++·.E X Ahc·Q

(1 )

2.8

0.02

c)

A++' Q X Ahe· E . (1)

2.8

0.01

AsusP3

Ah+ c+
X
Ahc26
- from (111) -

Relative Freq.
of A'P
Recombinants

{$ . . Asu~:L:r.e1:!Qmbinant.s)

X

(% Ahc+ recombinants)

0.25 ± 0.12

I\)
I\)
I\)

Table B

.,

~
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fellewing pages, they indicate the extent to. which unlabeled (A-K)
DNA can be incerperated into. chremesemes that are recembinant in these
intervals and retain a parental A·P HeM specificity (sectien IV-A_3)_
1)

HeM-labeled single recembinants
To. date, two. genetic ebservatiens have been reperted that

relate to. the length and lecatien of a segment of unlabeled DNA that
ceuld eccur in a singly recombinant chremeseme retaining a parental
A·P HeM label_

Arber and Dusseix (8) feund that for a cress of

Ac+mi-K with density labeled Acmi+-P in an

!. coli K12 hest the fre-

quency of Acmi recombinants among the A-P pregeny was

40%

that ameng

the tetal progeny pepulatien and twentyfeld greater than the frequency
ef the reciprecal AC+mi+-P recembinant_

The densities ef the Acmi-P

recembinant pregeny frem this cress correspended clesely to. those ef
phages with semi-conserved er censerved Acmi+-P parental chremesomes,
(A+-P 'titer):(A+-K titer) was on the erder ef 10- 3 , the efficiency
ef,~' plating (EOP) ef A+-K en the restricting pm- K12(Pl) indicater, as
monitered in centrel assays,was 2-4xlO- 5 _ (This same argument can
ebvieusly be applied a ferterieri with reference to. the assays fer total
A- K and A- P pregeny phages _)
B) While complementatien and marker rescue ameng different ASUS·p mutants, and to. a lesser extent ameng ASUS·P and Asus-K phages (51, 216),
dees eccur in the restricting pm- indicater used to. assay the A+-P recembinant pregeny, the lewer recembinatien frequencies assayed ameng
A·p pregeny phages were still mere than 100-feld greater than could be
accounted fer en the basis ef such artifacts in the titratiens. This
peint is illustrated by the fellewing centrel assays_
Fer ene of the preparatiens ef infecting phages used in the cresses
shown in Table B, a .mixture was made ef equal numbers ef AsusP3-P phages
that had an EOP ef 3xlO-7 en the pm-., indicator strains and Asus029-K
phages, which had an EOP of 4xlO-o en the pm- K12 indicator and a
(theoretical) EOP ef 10- 11 on the pm- K12(Pl) strain_ J5hiS mixture of
AsusP3-Pand Asus029-K plated at an efficiency of 3xlO
on the restricting pm- K12(Pl) indicater, tenfeld greater than the EOP of the nonrestricted AsusP3-P phages; this result cenfirms that seme interactien
ameng these restricted and nen-restrictedmutrumE can eccur in multiply
infected cells en the assay plate_ The mixture ef AsusP3-P and Asus029-K
had an EOP ef 10-4 en the pm- K12 indicater, due to. cemplementatien
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indicating that the unlabeled DNA contributing the mi allele constituted only

a small

portion of the "A.-P" recombinant DNA strands_

contrast, for crosses of X-P parental phages in an!_

~

By

C host, the

frequency of recombinants in the h-c interval is 25% as high among the
A.- P progeny as among the entire progeny population but the frequency of
A.-P recombinants is reduced more than 30-fold if either of the infecting phage types does not carry the type P HCM label (111) (Table-B)_ .
Importa~~

factors in an interpretation of these results are the

relative positions of the h, c, and mi loci on the A. genetic map (Fig_ 1})
and the fact that most naturally occurring A. recombinants are formed by
single crossovers (122) involving breakage and. reunion of the mating
DNA molecules (157) _ The observations suggest that particular ":\. -p lI
recombinants can be formed at high frequency from labeled :\..p and un·labeled chromosomes only if the minimum amount of unlabeled DNA integrated into the selected recombinant type by a single breakage and reunion (Le., the length of DNA from the selected unlabeled marker to
among the mutants in the absence of restriction; similarly, a mixture
of Xsus029·p phages (that plated at 3xlO- 5 on the pm- ~ndicators) with
equal numbers of the :\'susP3·p phages had an EOP of 10- on both pmK12 and pm- K12(J?l) indicators. However, among the :\.sus -P progeny from
the crosses of :\'sus029·K with A.susP3-P and :\.sus029·p with :\.susP3·p, the
frequencies of X+·p recombinants assayed on the pm- K12(Pl) strain were
0.1% - 0.2%. Moreover, the concentration of the critical phage types on
the assay plates was lower in the actual cross titrations than in the
controls cited (ca. 10 X+·p plaques per plate in the former case), so
that in fact less than 1% of any X+.p titer was attributable to comple~
mentation in multiply infected indicator cells. Comparable results
were obtained for the stocks of :\.susQ73 and of:\.susR5 phages and for
mixed preparations and crosses of XsusP3 with XsusQ73 and of A.susQ73
with XsusR5.
C) Finally, neither A.sus.P nor :\'sus+·p revertants present in the cross
lysates as unadsorbed infecting phages could have perceptibly affected
the assayed :\..p recombination frequencies. Before incubation of the infected cells to lysis in the course of a cross, the level of free unadsorbed phages was reduced by treatment with anti-A. serum to a titer
(confirmed by mock crosses) less than 1% that of the A.-P progeny phages
in the cross lysate.
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the end of the chromosome distal to the selected A'P marker) does not
exceed a certain critical length.

'.'

This critical length may be regarded

as defining an interval at the extremity of the chromosome that either
contains HCM sites whose activity is dispensable

I~

or lacks altogether

sites of modification that are relevant * to retention of the type

P

HCM label.
This interpretation is illustrated in Fig. C, which shows--for
various configurations of two markers in A·P and A·K chromosomes--the
~+

recombinant products of a breakage and reunion in an interval on

the right arm of the chromosome.

Chromosomes formed by recombination

of two A'P molecules (Fig. C-!) would retain the type P HCM specificity,
whereas if the selected marker distal to the end of the chromosome were
contributed by a A·K parent (Fig.

C~£)

the recombinant would contain

primarily type K DNA and would be restricted on a K12(Pl) indicator.
In the event that the marker proximal to the end of the chromosome
were contributed by a

~·K

parent (Fig. C-£), the retention of the

type P HeM label would depend on whether the length of unlabeled DNA

(IIIx") were within the limit necessary to avoid restriction.
The model presented in Fig. C is supported by the more complete
data obtained in the present study and presented in Table B.

From

these results it is obvious that within each interval·examined the
overall recombination frequencies (Table B, column D) are the same
regardless of the configuration of HCM specifici ti.es in the infecting
•

phage types, but the A·P recombination frequencies (column E) vary

*

I.e., a site of Pl-mediated HCM for crosses of A·P and A·K phages
in a K12 host, a site of Pl- or K12-mediated HCM for crosses of A,.p
and,A·C phages in a strain C host.
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Different types of recombinant molecules that could result from a
single crossover by breakage and reunion between r and f3 markers, on
the right ann of the ~ chromosome, for different configurations of
the markers in A,.p and/or A,·K parental genomes. The three cases depicted in this figure are drawn and lettered to correspond to the
three configurations of parental markers for each cross in Table B.
a) r+f3+ recombinants formed from two A,.p chromosomes would be expected
to retain the type P HCM specificity.
b) Recombinants of a A,.p and a A,·K chromosome in which only the right
terminal segments of the A,.p molecule is retained would exhibit a A,·K
specificity because they lack critical sites of type P HCM.
c) Recombinants of a A,·K and a A,"p chromosome in which only the terminal segment of the A,·K genome is incorporated might retain the type
P HCM label if the extent of the A,·K DNA does not exceed a critical
length "LK" "
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wide~

and the pattern is not the same in the different intervals.

For comparing the numbers of ")..,. P progeny recombinants formed in the
various cases, the most convenient index is the ratio of the ")..,.p recombination frequency to the total recombination frequency (the "relative
frequency" shown in column F).
The maximum possible recovery of ")..,.p recombinants in each interval is defined by the results of the crosses in which both selected
markers were contained in ")..,.p parental phages (cases a in Table Band
Fig.

e).

By contrast, the relative frequency of ")"'.p recombinants is

qui te low when the selected marker distal to the end of the chromosome is provided by a ")"'·K parental phage (cases

~

in Table B and Fig.

e).

When the selected marker proximal to the end of the chromosome is contributed by a ")"'-K parent (cases £ in Table B and Fig_
P

e), the type

HeM label is well preserved by recombinants in the susQ73-susR5 in-

terval near the end of the chromosome, but there are fewer labeled
progeny recombinant in the adjacent susP3-susQ73 interval, and there
is as little formation of ")..,-P recombinant in the sus029-susP3 interval
as when the HeM specificities of the infecting phage

typ~s

are reversed.

The results iri the latter case are in essence the same as those for the
h-c interval, which brackets the center of the chromosome.
A principal conclusion to be drawn from Table B is summarized
.,.

schematical~

in Fig. D, which represents the inferred composition and

HeM specificities of the selected recombinants from the crosses of ")..,.p

'.'

and A·K typical of case c in Fig.

e.

The susP3and susQ73 loci bracket

the internal terminus of the segments of ")..,. K DNA that can be accepted
on the right end of a singly recombinant molecule retaining the type
P HeM label.

Recombination between either b or c configuration of ")..,.p
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Figure D.

The HCM specificities inferred (from the data in Table B)
for the singly recombinant genomes typical of case £ in
Fig. C that are formed in crosses over three adjacent
intervals on the right arm of the)., chromosome. The relative frequencies of HCM-labeled ).,r~+·p recombinants in
the different intervals imply that the interior limit of
the critical length LK (Fig. C, text) lies between the
susP3 and susQ73 loci.

.
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and

)"oK

molecules produces a low absolute frequency of ").,.p" recom-

binant in the· sus029-susP3 interval, which is attributable to double
crossovers (cf 0, section AII-2 below ).0
For each interval, the potential for inclusion of unlabeled DNA
in a selected ).,.p recombinant naturally affects the relative ).,.p recombination.frequency observed for crosses of two ).,.p parental phage types
(cases

~

in Table B and Fig. C), since it determines the extent to which

recombination of parental

).,op

and newly synthesized )"·K phages will con-

tribute to the assay for recombinants that retain the parental HCM
specificity

0

Indeed, the data in Table B furnish indirect proof that

parental DNA strands participate in vegetative recombination throughout
the latent period.

The relative frequencies of ).,.p recombinants (col-

-

umn F) for the case a and case c crosses of ).,susQ73 with ).,susR5 imply

-

.

that the frequency of progeny that contain predominantly conserved or
semi-conserved parental DNA and are recombinant in this interval is
about 1.2 times the frequency of these recombinants among the entire
progeny population.

Assuming that this relation holds throughout the

genetic map, the relative frequencies of ).,.p recombinants observed in
the other intervals examined in Table B indicate that no more than lafc 20% of the recombinations of ).,.p phage are with a ).,op partner, the remainder occurring between a ).,.p and a newly synthesized phage.
The average length of the DNA segments from a ).,. K molecule that
maybe incorporated on the right end of a ")".p" recombinant chromosome

ean be

estimated if one assumes that the probability of a single cross-

.. *

over is uniform through the smaP3-susQ73 interval.

* This assumption is most likely an oversimplification of the true
case, since for as yet unknown reasons the susP3-susQ73 interval exbibits an unusually high ratio of physical:genetic lengths (120).
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From Table B, the f'requency of' ")..+.p" recombinant progeny f'ormed in
crosses of' )..susP3·K with )..susQ73·P (case £) is 0.7% while the total
f'requency of' )...p parental phage that recombine for these markers is
about 1.2 x 2.5 - 3%.

According to the mapping function for).. (2),

the former recombination frequency corresponds to an interval about 1/7
the absolute genetic length (in crossover units) of' the susp3-susQ73
interval.

This interval is presumably that portion of the susP3-

susQ73 interval proximal to the chromosome end, within which )"'K DNA
maybe incorporated without loss of' )...p HeM specif'icity (Fig. D).

The

susP3 and susQ73 loci have been estimated to be about 36% and 7%, respectively, of' the length of' the molecule from the right end of the
chromosome (120).

Therefore the average total length of the )"'K DNA

segment that may be incorporated on the right end of the )...p chromosome
is on the order of (36-7)/7 + 7

= 11%

of the chromosome. * If this seg-

.ment of )"'K DNA is permissible in a chromosome retaining the type P
specificity only because there are no sites of Pl-mediated HCM in this
interval, this calculation may be regarded as a crude mapping of the
location of that site of modification nearest to the right end of the
molecule.
2)

HCM-labeled double recombinants
·Theresolution of the assays for ,)...p phage types is such

that even the lower )...p recombination frequencies ,reported here in
Table B are indicative of a real formation of )..+.p recombinants in the

* An analogous estimat·e utilizing the data of Arber and Dussoix (8)
fora single cross over the c-mi interval yields a similar value.
These approximations of the length of the permisSible )"'K DNA segment
may be high, as more recent and direct phySical mapping of the).. chromosome (235) indicates that the cited values for the phYSical distances
.
from the susP3 and susQ73 loci to the end of the chromosome are probably
overestimated by as much as 100%.
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crosses rather than a reflection of background noise in the assay
system_ * The A+-P recombinants detected in the case

£

crosses (and in

the case c crosses of Asus029 with AsusP3) are probably attributable
to the incorporation by multiple recombination of a segment of A-K DNA
into the interior of a A-P chromosome_

The assay for A-Precombinant

progeny from these crosses of A-P with A-K parental phages is a selection for phages that are doubly recombinant, with crossovers in adjacent intervals on each side of the selected A-K locus, so that the
selected marker from the ~-K phage type is included within a chromosome
that retains the critical sites of Pl-mediated HCM from a parental A-P
strand as well as the selected allele from the )"-P phage type_

This

interpretation is illustrated schematically in Fig_ E_
There are several indications that most. of these HeM-labeled
double recombinants of )..-P with A-K phages are formed in the course
of a single mating event _ Even over very long intervals of the )..
chromosome, a threefold excess of double recombinants is observed over
that expected if single recombinations in two independent matings were
necessary to generate a double cr·ossover (122, 2)_

In the present case,

an upper bound on the combined lengths of the intervals in which the
two crossovers must occur. is set by the locations of the nearest required sites of Pl-mediated modification adjacent on each side to the
locus of the selected A-K marker.

If there are 5-10 critical sites of

HCM more or less evenly distributed along the chromosome, the maximum
length of a )"-K segment that could be integrated into a A-P chromosome

* See Table III (section II-I-) in text and footnote on the first
pages of this appendix.
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Figure E.

A schematic illustration of different ways in which segments
of unmodified DNA including particular markets (y+) might be
integrated by double recombination into the interior of an
HCM-labeled (~+) chromosome. The lengths of the two intervals Rl and R2 in which crossovers must occur to generate an
HCM-labeled recombinant genome would vary according to the
relative dispositions of the selected y+ and ~+ markers and
adjacent sites of HCM in the labeled DNA molecule. These
factors would determine the frequency of HeM-labeled double
recombinants relative to the usual recom~ination frequency
between the genetic markers.
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would be 10% - 20% of the molecular length.
within such short intervals of the

~

Most double crossovers

chromosome are due to the cluster-

ing of genetic exchanges in a single mating, i.e., the generalized negative interference is augmented by a high, localized negative interference (2).
This inference can be verified directly from the data in Table
B.

Recall that the frequency of progeny containing a strand of pre-

dominantly parental DNA that are genetically recombinant for the markers
crossed--regardless of whether the recombinants have retained a

HCM

~.p

label--is about 1.2 times the recombination frequency among the entire
progeny population (Appendix II-l above).

Then for the relevant crosses

the relative frequency in column F divided by 1.2 indicates the freguency with which a crossover in the interval between the genetic markers is correlated with a second crossover outside the selected
allele to preserve the

~.p

~·K

specificity of the recombinant genome.

For

crosses of ~susQ73·K with ~susR5'P (case £), recombination in the
susQ73-susR5 interval is correlated with recombination in the interval
between the susQ73 locus and the adjacent HeM site to the left in about
(0.12/1.2)xlOO = 10% of the cases.

From the

~'P

recombination fre-

quency for· crosses· of ~susP3·K with ~susQ73'P (case
of single recombinants from

~.p

and

~·K

£),

the frequency

phages in the interval between

the susQ73 locus and this HCM site can be estimated as about 0.7% (cf.,
Appendix II-l) , which would be the expected frequency of correlation in
the·absence of interference.

Since the generalized negative inter-

ference should enhance this correlation by only about a factor of three
(122, 2) ,a further fivefold excess of double crossovers is attributable
to high, localized negative interference.
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It should be remarked that during most of the latent period
of the phage infection, chromosomes carrying a parental ;\.opHCM label
are a minority species within the K12 host cells because of the accumulation of newly synthesized AoK genomeso

A polarity is thus in-

herent in the recombination of hoP with ;\.oK phages in a.K12 host, since
any particular genome will be more likely to mate with a ;\"K chromosome
than with a ;\"p genome.

For example, it has been noted that no more

than 10% - 20% of the recombinations of ;\..p chromosomes involve a
;\..p partner, the balance occurring between ;\..p and ;\'·K partners.

This

natural polarity is antagonistic to the formation of HCM-labeled double
recombinants of ;\..p with A·K phage types by independent crossovers,
which would require the participation of a single h·K genome in each
of two successive matings with different ;\..p chromosomes.
The sketches in Fig. E illustrate that, for a particular cross,
the apparent efficiency with which HCM-labeled recombinants are· formed
by double crossovers between labeled and unlabeled genomes may depend
on the length of the interval between the genetic markers examined,
the disposition of required modification sites adjacent to the locus
of the selected marker from the unlabeled (;\'°K) chromosome, and the
length in relation to these intervals of the clusters of genetic exchanges that.give rise to double crossovers.

Variations in these fac-

tors no doubt account for the different frequencies with which such
doubly

recombinant progeny are formed in the different crosses.
For intervals toward the center of the chromosome, the fraction

of AOP recombinant progeny from crosses of two ;\.op parental phage types
that is attributable to double crossovers between AOP and

new~

syn-

thesized AOK genomes is indicated by the ;\..p recombination frequencies

",.
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for case

~

in Table B

plus case £ crosses relative to case
imp~

mately 75% of

that for crosses of

the~+'P

~.p

crosses.

with

The results

~susP3'P

approxi-

recombinant progeny are formed in recombination

events that involve only one
formed from two

~sus029'P

~

~.p

chromosome.

Although recombinants

phages may preserve the HeM label with 100% effi-

ciency while recombinants formed by crossovers between

~'P

and

~'K

phages only retain the HeM label with an efficiency on the order of 5%,
events of the latter type occur much more frequently within the host
cell, so that in this instance they contribute a majority of the
recombinant progeny.

~+.p
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Appendix III:

An HYPothesis Concerning. the Nature of UV-Inactivation

and UV-Reactivation of Bacteriophage A--A lethal defect which may
occur in semi-conserved UV-irradiated genomes
Experimental results shown in Figs. 26 and 27 and discussed in
section IV-C of: the text indicate that with increasing UV dose to A"P
phages multiply inf:ecting

!.

~

K12 bacteria there is a marked de-

crease in the relative recovery of HCM-labeled AOP progeny phages.
Assays of the relative viability on HCR+ and HCR- indicators of those
AOP progeny which are recovered from excision-defective uvrA host cells
suggest that the HeM-labeled progeny contain mainly conserved parental
~NA

(section IV-C.l).

In contrast, direct measurements in other labora-

tories (8, 157, 120) indicate that most of the HCM-labeled progeny from

-

comparable multiple infections with unirradiated phages contain semiconserved parentl DNA.
These findings may be viewed in

ligh~

of

circ~tantial

evidence

that UV photoproducts can be bypassed during the replication of irradiated A phage DNA (section III-A.2) and of observations that UVirradiated A DNA is subject to nuclease degradation within the host
bacteria which is associated only in part with excision-repair processes
(127,

50,

183).

A primary component of the UV-induced decrease in ~.p

recovery could be due to a selection against recovery of semi-conserved
parental DNA that derives from susceptibility to degradative nuclease
attack of defects caused by replication-bypass of UV photoproducts (section IV-C.2).

Although other explanations certainly cannot be excluded,

this interpretation has the merit of suggesting a more general hypothesis
which would delineate the nature of a major lethal defect that may occur
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in semi-conserved UV-irradiated DNA and would account for the phenomenon
known as UV-reactivation and perhaps for certain aspects of UV mutagen-I
esis.

Before detailing this hypothesis further, it is worthwhile to

briefly review some pertinent characteristics, of UV-reactivation.

The term UV-reactivation{UV-R) denotes the phenomenon in which
light UV-irraqiation of the host bacteria enhances the survival of UVirradiated dependent coliphages (230, 129, 183).

Under optimum condi-

2
tions (ca. 500 ergs/mm to HCR+ host cells), on the order of 50% of
lethal UV damage to A phages can be neutralized by this effect.

On the

other hand, high UV doses to the host bacteria cause a marked decrease
in the relatiVe survival of irradiated dependent phages (67, 129, 154),
presumably because the depression of phage survival caused by UV damage
to the HCR capacity of the host cells exceeds any enhancement of survival effected by UV-R.

Thus dose-response curves for UV-R, in which

the survival in single infection of phages irradiated with a constant.
UV dose is' plotted aga.inst the UV dose to the host bacteria, are typically
bell-shaped and are characterized by a maximal UV-reactivation effect for
a relatively low, optimum dose to the host.
The processes of UV-reactivation and host cell reactivation
are not independent of each other (80).

Typically, the optimum dose

forUV-R is substantially lower, and the maximum reactivation effect
is significantly less, in excision-defective HCR- host. bacteria than
in HCR+ host strains (80)--although there is BOrne phenotypic variation
among the different excision-defective mutants (154, 182).

In view of

the apparent correlation between occurrence
, of HCRand UV-R and the
.
\
observations concerning nuclease degradat10n of UV-irradiated A DNA,
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Harm has advanced the proposal that UV-reactiVation is due to perturbation of an equilibrium in unirradiated host bacteria between
antagonistic processes of HCR and nuclease degradation of the irradiated phage DNA (80, 183); under the appropriate conditions, UV photoproducts in the bacterial (or other heterologous) DNA might facilitate
survival of an irradiated dependent phage genome by preferentially inhibiting nuclease degradation, relative to HCR, of the phage DNA.
There are several difficulties with this hypotheSis, but evidence has
recently become available to permit its further elaboration with regard to the UV-reactivation of A bacteriophage.
First, HGR- bacterial strains mutant at the uvrD locus (Table I),
which are not defective in excision but are unable to perform a later
step of HeR, exhibit characteristics similar to those of uvr+ bacteria
with respect to the UV-reactivation of A (168).

This implies that it

is the excision function rather than the overall process of HeR (excisi;nrepair) which plays a role in the mechanism of UV-reactivation.
Second, UV-reactivation of A is not observed in recA mutant
host bacteria' (168, 134), implying that a process dependent on the recA
allele of the cell is also an essential element in 'the mechanism for
UV-reactivation of
reactivation of

~

~

phage.

The different characteristics for UV-

in recA and uvrD mutant hosts supports the view

(section III-A.2) that the recA allele affects a DNA repair mode in
~

other than excision-repair.

As discussed in the text (cf. '. sections

I-B.2, 3), it has been proposed that certain REC- mutations prevent
successfUl post-replication repair in the bacterial DNA of defects-thought to be single-strand gaps in a newly synthesized DNA strand,
apposed to unexcised pyrimidine dimers in the template strand--which

.. \

I
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result from replication-bypass of UV photoproducts (184, 109, 108);
and there is some evidence for a similar replication-bypass/postreplication repair mode, partially dependent on the recA allele of
the host bacteria, in UV-irradiated A phage DNA (section III-A.2).
These observations suggest that the equilibrium between antagonistic processes which is perturbed in UV-reactivation is not between
host cell reactivation and nuclease degradation of the irradiated phage

DNA, but between excision and degradative functions on the one hand
and post-replication repair processes involving the recA gene on the
other, and that part of the UV-induced decrease in recovery of HCMlabeled progeny phages is a reflection of the degradative activity in
unirradiated host bacteria.

A way in which these processes might

interact is described below.

Genomes containing DNA with gaps caused by replication-bypass
of UV photoproducts would exhibit a marked susceptibility to inactivation by f'ragmentati9n and/or nuclease degradation, even in bacteria proficient in post-replication repair, if healing of the gaps could be deLayedor prevented by the ,intervention of a third factor -- to wit,
the

occa~ional

binding of excision endonuclease to a bypassed photo-

product in the parental DNA strand opposite an unrepaired gap in the
newly synthesized complementary DNA strand.

While the excision enzyme

cOuld not act to correct the photoproduct in the single-stranded substrate (182, 249, 109), its presence might inhibit the post-replication
repair processes from closing the apposed gap before the onset of irreversible nuclease degradation, or it might occasionally cut the single
intact strand (172b) and thereby cause a double-strand scission of the
genome.
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A competition between post-replication repair processes on the
one hand and excision and degradative functions on the other might thus
influence the fate of the double-stranded defect resulting from replication-bypass.

Whereas there could be a successful closing of the gap

followed by excision-repair of the bypassed photoproduct in the parental.'
DNA strand, the binding of excision enzyme to a photoproduct prior to
healing of the apposite gap would sometimes preclude the realization of
either repair operation.

The sequence would influence whether both

elements of the double-stranded defect could be corrected or whether
interference among repair processes would render the molecule inviable
and vulnerable to nuclease degradation proceeding from an attack upon
the "stabilized" gap or following a double-strand scission.
The frustration of post-replication repair of

~

or more such

double-strand defects in each of the daughter chromosomes of an irradiated genome would cause it to be inviable even though it had been
able to complete an initial round of, replication past the unexcised UV
photoproducts.

Any perturbation that facilitates post-replication re-

pair of just the initial replicas of an irradiated

~

phage genome, so

that a further round of replication will result in at least one intact
and viable chromosome composed entirely of newly synthesized DNA, would
increase the

ass~ed

survival of the irradiated

infecting phages.

Thus

light UV-irradiation of the host bacteria might at least temporarily
effect a competitive inhibition of the binding of excision enzyme to
bypassed photoproducts and of nuclease activity; for relatively low UV
doses to the cella, the consequent enhancement of phage survival could
more than offset the effect of UV damage to the overall HeR and post, replication repair capacities of the host bacteria.

Such a phenomenon
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would correspond precisely to the observed UV-reactivation of A
phages.

"

.

The details of this model must of course be viewed as speculative, since at present little is known concerning the exact

enzymatic

reactions which effect excision of photoproducts·. and healing of bypass
gaps; however, this scheme is perfectly consistent with the experimental
observations noted above:
(a)

The UV-R of A phage is smaller and occurs at lower UV

doses to the host for e:xcision-defective H.CR- (uvrA, uvrB, and uvrC)
host bacteria than for excision-proficient HCR+ and uvrD host strains
(80, 182, 168).

This can be understood if unexcised photoproducts in

the host DNA competitively inhibit binding of excision enzyme to lesions
in the phage, while the sector of potentially lethal damage in the phage
that is susceptible to UV-reactivation is dependent upon the activity of
the host excision function.

The exact UV-R phenotype of various excision-

defective mutant hosts would vary according to the ability retained by
the mutant enzyme to bind, and perhaps to cut, the irradiated DNA.
(b)UV-R of A phage does not occur in recA host bacteria

(168,

134), which may be defective in cellular post-replication repair processes
in any case (184, 1(9).

The relevance to UV-R of any component of post-

replication repair mediated by the red genes of the phage is not clear;
I~

apparently the UV-R of Ared mutant phages has not yet been investigated.
(c)

The~(hypothesis

predicts that, due to nuclease attack at the

sites of "stabilized" double-strand defects, there would be a substantially lower recovery of semi-conserved parental DNA in the progeny from
infections with UV-irradiated than with unirradiated phages, consistent
with the UV-induced decrease in recovery of HCM-labeled progeny phages
indicated by the results in Figs. 26-28 and

discussed in section IV-C.

2LJ2

Furthermore, the degradation of irradiated DNA in both HCR+ and HCRcells can be suppressed by UV-irradiation of the host bacteria (50).
The details of the selection against

sew~-conserved

irradiated

DNA would differ somewhat in the multiple infections of the wild type

•

uvr+ and the excision-defective uvrA host strains (section IV-C).
Assuming for simplicity that at similar survivals of the infecting
phages in the two host strains comparable numbers of UV photoproducts
are bypassed during initial replications of the parental genomes, the
efficiency of inhibition of post-replication repair events in the
initial replicas would presumably be lower in the uvrA host, which retains only residual excision activity, than in the uvr+ host.

On the

other hand, in the uvr+ host strain photoproducts in the parental DNA
strands not eliminated prior to the initial replication, and not trapped
in stabilized double-strand defects in the initial replicas, would
ultimately be removed from the parental DNA by cOntinuing HCR; in the
uvrA strain, the repeated replication of parental DNA strands with unexcised pyrimidine dimers would amplify the opportunity for inhibition
of post-replication repair and/or nuclease action at the sites of bypass
gaps.

Thus, relative to the UV survivals of the infecting phages, the

overall loss of semi-conserved parental DNA in progeny phages need not
be much more pronounced in the uvr+ host than in the uvrA host strain-consistent with the kinetics that characterize the UV-induced decreases
in recovery of A'P progeny shown in Figs. 26 and 27.
The general hypothesis outlined above is also pleasingly

com~

patible with several; other key experimental findings;
(d)

The UV-reactivation effect observed for the single-stranded

DNA coliphages S13 and ¢.x174 is distinctly different from the bellshaped dose-response found for double-stranded dependent phages; with

Q

increasing UVdose to wild type host bacteria the survival of the singlestranded phages extracellularly irradiated with a constant UV dose rises
t<;> a plateau (217,183).

The extracellularly irradiated single-stranded

genomes are not repairable by HeR (182, 249), but it seems likely that

•

UV photoproducts can be "bypassed" during synthesis of the initial
double-stranded replicative form (RF) on an irradiated template since
the ¢X174 viability is inactivated at a rate fivefold greater than RF
formation (151) and these phages exhibit UV-enhanced recombination (219,
185); from these facts one might infer that the viability of a genome
with UV photoproducts in only one strand is not enhanced by excisionrepair of those lesions.

Irradiation of the host would inhibit the

stabilization of double-strand defects in the initial RF due to binding
'-

of excision enzyme, but at high UV doses to the cells the UV damage to
the HeR capacity of the host would not significantly affect phage survival.

Hence the UV-R curves for S13 and ¢X174 would be expected to

rise to a plateau with increasing UV dose to the host, as is observed
experimentally.
(e)

It has recently been proposed that UV -induced mutations

in the bacterial genome may be a consequence of errors in postreplication healing of gaps that result in newly synthesized DNA strands
from the replication-bypass of photoproducts in the template strand

•

(243a, 28).

This idea is apparently supported by the findings that

UV-induced mutations do not occur in!. coli B exr- cells (242, 28),
!.

~K12

recA bacteria (163, 243b), or in A phage infecting recA host

cells (163)--where these bacterial mutants are thought to be deficient
in post-replication repair processes.

One might then anticipate that

a perturbation which would enhance the efficiency of post-replication

24 11'

repair in

~

phage would also increase the frequency of mutation in the

irradiated phage DNA.

Consistent with this expectation and the mechan-

ism for UV-R suggested above, light UV-irradiation of the host bacteria
enhances the frequency of mutations induced by UV-irradiation of the
infecting

~

phages (230, 129, 163) just as it simultaneously enhances

the phage viability.
(f)

Finally, also consistent with the general model is the

effect of caffeine upon each of the component phenomena considered
above.

Treatment of the

~

infected complexes with caffeine causes a

s~ppression of HCR (84), a decrease in the optimum dose to the host
cells for UV-R (183), an enhancement of UV-induced mutation--as assayed
in bacteria--(145), and a virtually complete inhibition of nuclease
degradation of UV-irradiated DNA (50).

In the context of the hypothe-

sis outlined above, all of these results are explicable on the basis
of a caffeine inhibition of the binding of excision enzyme to UV
photoproducts in the UV-irradiated DNA.

The magnitude of the UV-reactivation effect for UV-irradiated
~

phages in wild type host bacteria (230, 80) implies that 50% or more

of the lethal UV hits to

~

phage infecting unirradiated host bacteria

maybe attributable to stabilized double-strand defects of the type envisioned above, in which binding of excision endonuclease to a bypassed
photoproduct in semi-conserved parental DNA forestalls the post'replication healing of a gap at the site of bypass and invites nuclease
degradation of the genome.

An impressive characteristic of this model

is the implication that the UV-induced decrease in recovery of HCMlabeled infecting phage DNA, UV-reactivation, and the efficiency of UV

•

mutagenesis may all be related to a single complex interaction of
excision-repair functions, the recA dependent
,,,

degradative action on

~

~

repair mode, and

phage DNA that has been replicated following

UV-irradiation.

•

The general model proposed here might also account for a portion of the lethal damage to UV-irradiated bacteria (for which there
is no opportunity to observe such phenomena as UV-reactivation).

From

experiments concerning the dependence upon dose rate of the UVinactivation of

!. £21i,

Harm has shown that excision-repair of a

lesion while the irradiated cells are held in buffer may be inhibited
by the presence of additional repairable lesions and inferred that many
of the lethal hits to bacteria irradiated at high dose rates may be
attributable to interference between individual

(85).

excision-repair events

Such interference might derive from interactions closely analo-

gous to those suggested above.

It is possible that interference between

excision- and post-replication repair processes might account for the
sector of lethal hits which Harm observed to be independent of dose
following the achievement of an equilibrium between inactivation and
repair at low dose rates.
These ideas must remain speculative at least until further
information is available concerning the intracellular enzymatic reactions which are involved in excision and, in particular, postreplication repair.

But it would indeed be ironic if a principal

source of inactivating UV damage in microbial organisms were lesions
occasioned by interference between DNA repair processes striving to
preserve the integrity of the genome.
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on
behalf of the Commission:
A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information,
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or
B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or
process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission"
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the
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